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Summary
Cam-roller followers are part of the valve train mechanisms found in internal combustion engines. Valve train friction losses may contribute up to 10% of the total engine
friction losses. The lubricated cam-roller follower unit consists of two lubricated contacts,
namely the cam-roller contact and roller-pin contact. While the former is a non-conformal
contact, the latter is a conformal contact. The traction induced by the cam-roller contact
drives the roller. It is important to study friction between the cam and roller as it
influences the engine efficiency and the onset of wear – and thus ultimately lifetime –
of components. Understanding lubrication conditions in the cam-roller contact is complicated due to transient variations of the geometry, force and friction in the roller-pin
contact. A very important variable, affecting the cam-roller lubrication performance, is
the frictional force (which resists the motion of the roller) at the roller-pin contact. The
lubricated cam-roller contact studied in this thesis is highly loaded with contact forces
up to 16 kN. Important lubrication performance indicators of the cam-roller contact are
the pressure, film thickness and frictional force.
This thesis focuses on the factors influencing the aforementioned lubrication performance
indicators. Relying on the aforementioned, the factors studied in this work are:

• The influence of axial shape of the roller:
The axial shape of the roller and its influence on the generated film thickness,
pressure and friction in the cam-roller contact. This was done by means of a smooth
surface finite element method (FEM)-based finite line contact elastohydrodynamic
lubrication (EHL) model. The model shows the effects of parameters describing the
axial shape of the roller, velocity, load and material properties on the lubrication
performance indicators.
• The influence of elastic deformation in the roller-pin contact:
In order to better quantify the friction, film thickness and pressure in the roller-pin
contact a similar smooth surface FEM-based EHL model was developed for the
roller-pin contact. The model demonstrates the importance of allowing for elastic
deformation of the conformal roller-pin contact and its effect on film thickness,
pressure and friction coefficient.
• The influence of roller-pin contact friction in the high slide-to-roll ratio (SRR)
domain of the cam-roller contact:
At increasing levels of friction in the roller-pin contact the amount of sliding at
the cam-roller contact increases, in turn affecting the film thickness, pressure and
cam-roller contact friction coefficient. In order to analyse the effects of higher values
of roller-pin friction coefficient on the cam-roller lubrication performance, an infinite

line contact mixed-thermo-elastohydrodynamic (TEHL) model was developed for
the cam-roller contact. The mixed-lubrication model is based on the load-sharing
concept and uses real surface roughness measurement data as input. The complete
model is based on a smooth surface FEM-based EHL line contact model and a
boundary element method (BEM)-based dry rough normal contact solver. The
model exposes the influence of roller-pin friction coefficient on non-Newtonian,
thermal and surface roughness effects in the cam-roller contact.
• The influence of roller-pin contact friction in the low SRR domain of the cam-roller
contact:
In order to improve mixed friction predictions under low sliding velocities, the
dependence of boundary layer friction on sliding velocity was incorporated into the
previously developed infinite line contact mixed lubrication model. This was done
by means of a BEM-based dry rough tangential contact solver which was added
to the previously developed model. The model shows how the shear stress-slip
relationship influences the macroscopic frictional force in the cam-roller contact,
under low sliding velocity operating conditions.

This thesis consists of two parts. The first part, which is Part A, comprises a summary
of the work done. The second part, which is Part B, consists of the journal articles in
which the details are described.

Samenvatting
Nok-rol volgers, zoals die genoemd worden, maken deel uit van de kleppentreinmechanismen in verbrandingsmotoren. Wrijvingverliezen behorende bij de kleppentreinen kunnen
bijdragen tot wel 10% van de totale wrijvingsverliezen in de motor. Het gesmeerd nok-rol
volger component bestaat uit twee gesmeerde contacten, namelijk het nok-rolcontact
en het rol-pencontact. Terwijl de eerste een non-conform contact is, is de laatste een
conform contact. De tractie geı̈nduceerd door het nok-rolcontact drijft de rol aan. Het is
belangrijk om de wrijving tussen de nok en de rol te bestuderen, omdat dit de efficiency
van de motor en de initiatie van slijtage - en dus de uiteindelijke levensduur - van de
componenten beı̈nvloedt. Het begrijpen van smeringscondities in het nok-rolcontact is
gecompliceerd vanwege tijdsafhankelijke variaties van de geometrie, kracht en wrijving
in het contact. Een zeer belangrijke variabele, die de nok-rolsmering beı̈nvloedt, is de
wrijvingskracht (die weerstand biedt aan de beweging van de rol) in het rol-pencontact.
Het gesmeerd nok-rolcontact, bestudeerd in dit proefschrift, is een zwaar belast contact
met contactkrachten tot wel 16 kN. Belangrijke smeringsprestatie-indicatoren van het
nok-rolcontact zijn de druk, de smeeroliefilmdikte en de wrijvingskracht.
Dit proefschrift richt zich op de factoren die van invloed zijn op de smering van het
hierboven beschreven contact. In dit proefschrit worden de volgende effecten bestudeerd:

• De invloed van de axiale vorm van de rol:
De axiale vorm van de rol en zijn invloed op de gegenereerde filmdikte, druk en
wrijving in het nok-rolcontact. Dit werd geanalyseerd middels een op de eindigeelementenmethode (FEM) gebaseerd elastohydrodynamisch smeerfilm (EHL) model.
Dit model is geformuleerd op basis van een glad oppervlakkig eindig-lijncontact.
Het model toont de effecten van parameters die de axiale vorm van de rol, snelheid, belasting en materiaaleigenschappen beschrijven, op de smeeringsprestatieindicatoren.
• De invloed van elastische vervorming in het rol-pencontact:
Om de wrijving, filmdikte en druk in het contact tussen rol en pen beter te kwantificeren, werd een FEM gebaseerd EHL-model ontwikkeld voor het rol-pencontact.
Het model demonstreert het belang van het toestaan van elastische vervorming
in het conforme rol-pencontact en het effect daarvan op de filmdikte, druk en
wrijvingscoëfficiënt.
• De invloed van rol-pencontactwrijving voor hoge slip percentages in het nokrolcontact:
Bij toenemende wrijvingsniveaus in het rol-pencontact neemt de mate van glijden

bij het nok-rolcontact toe, hetgeen invloed heeft op de filmdikte, druk en nokrolcontactwrijvingscoëfficiënt. Om de effecten van hogere waarden van de wrijvingscoëfficiënt van het rol-pencontact op de smering van de nokkenrollen te analyseren,
werd een oneindig lijncontact gemengd gesmeerd thermo-elastohydrodynamisch
(TEHL) model ontwikkeld voor het nok-rolcontact. Het gemengd smeringsmodel is
gebaseerd op de zogenaamde “load-sharing concept” en maakt gebruik van werkelijke
oppervlakteruwheidsmeetgegevens als invoer. Het complete model is gebaseerd
op een EHL-model (op basis van de FEM) en een op een randelementenmethode
(BEM) gebaseerd, droog, ruw, normaal contactmodel. Het model legt de invloed
van de wrijvingscoëfficiënt in het rol-pencontact op niet-Newtoniaanse, thermische
en oppervlakteruwheidseffecten in het nok-rolcontact bloot.
• De invloed van rol-pencontactwrijving voor lage slip percentages in het nok-rolcontact:
Om de voorspelling van gemengde wrijving onder lage glijsnelheden te verbeteren,
werd de afhankelijkheid van grenslaagwrijving op de glijsnelheid opgenomen in
het eerder ontwikkelde gemengde smeringsmodel voor eindige lijncontacten. Dit
werd gedaan door middel van een op het BEM-gebaseerd, droog, ruw, contactmodel. Dit model neemt de tangentiele kracht mee, en is in staat om partiele slip
te modelleren. Het model laat zien hoe de schuifspanning-sliprelatie de macroscopische wrijvingskracht in het nok-rolcontact beı̈nvloedt, bij lage glijsnelheidwerkomstandigheden.

Dit proefschrift bestaat uit twee delen. Het eerste deel, dat deel A is, bevat een
samenvatting van het uitgevoerde werk. Het tweede deel, dat deel B is, bestaat uit de
tijdschriftartikelen waarin de details worden beschreven.
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PART A

Nomenclature
a Hertzian contact half-width, a =

q

8F Rx
πLE 0

(m)

A roller crowning curvature (m)
C radial clearance (m)
c lubricant heat capacity (J/kg·K)
cc cam material heat capacity (J/kg·K)
cr roller material heat capacity (J/kg·K)
e roller eccentricity (m)
E Young’s elasticity modulus (Pa)
E 0 reduced elasticity modulus, E 0 =

2
1−νc2
1−ν 2
+ E r
Ec
r

(Pa)

g axial surface profile function (m)
G dimensionless material property parameter, G = αE 0 (-)
h film thickness (m)
H dimensionless film thickness, H =

hRx
a2

h0 rigid body displacement (m)
I roller inertia (kg.m2 )
k lubricant thermal conductivity (W/m·K)
kc cam material heat capacity (W/m·K)
kr roller material heat capacity (W/m·K)
l vertical displacement of follower / lift (m)
L roller axial length (m)

Ls roller straight length (m)
Lx , Ly calculation domain lengths for dry rough contact solver (m)
mr roller mass (kg)
p pressure (Pa)
P dimensionless pressure, P =

p
pHertz

pav average Hertzian pressure, pav =

(-)
F
2aL

(Pa)

pHertz maximum Hertzian pressure, pHertz =

2F
πLa

(Pa)

p̄a auxiliary pressure (Pa)
q asperity shear stress (Pa)
Rx reduced radius of curvature in rolling direction (m)
Ry reduced radius of curvature in axial direction (m)
Rq RMS surface roughness (m)
Rpin pin radius (m)
Rf outer radius roller (m)
Rb base circle radius (m)
S Sommerfeld number (-)
SRR slide-to-roll ratio (-)
T temperature (K)
T0 ambient temperature (K)
U dimensionless speed parameter, U =

2η0 Um
E 0 Rx

(-)

Uc cam surface velocity at point of contact (m/s)
Ur roller surface velocity at point of contact (m/s)
Um lubricant mean entrainment velocity (m/s)
Um lubricant sum velocity (m/s)
W dimensionless load parameter, W =
x, y, z spatial coordinates (m)

F/L
E 0 Rx

(-)

X, Y, Z dimensionless spatial coordinates, X = xa , Y =

y
2L ,

Z=

z
h

(-)

zm roller crown drop (m)
α Roelands pressure-viscosity coefficient (Pa−1 )
β Roelands temperature-viscosity coefficient (K−1 )
βT Dowson-Higginson temperature-density coefficient (K−1 )
η lubricant viscosity (Pa·s)
η0 lubricant viscosity at ambient conditions(Pa·s)
δ elastic displacement (m)
δr combined radial elastic displacement roller-pin contact (m)
θ cam angle (rad)
Θ circumferential coordinate (rad)
φ circumferential coordinate defined as starting from the minimum film thickness (rad)
τ shear stress (Pa)
τ0 characteristic Eyring shear stress (Pa)
ρ lubricant density (kg/m3 )
ρ0 lubricant density at ambient conditions (kg/m3 )
ν Poisson’s ratio (-)
µ coefficient of friction (-)
µa friction coefficient in boundary lubrication(-)
ωc cam rotational velocity (rad/s)
ωr roller rotational velocity (rad/s)
Λ film parameter (-)
Subscripts Abbreviations
a asperity
BEM boundary element method
c cam

c-r cam-roller
EHL elastohydrodynamic lubrication
f follower
fc follower centre
FEM finite element method
lim limiting
min minimum
max maximum
r roller
r-p roller-pin
TEHL thermo-elastohydrodynamic lubrication

Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Problem definition

Consumer demand, environmental protection and government mandate are all factors
which are accelerating the development of more fuel-efficient vehicles. Heavy-duty vehicles
such as trucks, buses and coaches produce around 25% of CO2 emissions from road
transport in the EU and around 6% of the EU’s total CO2 emissions [22]. In order to
contribute to the achievement of the EU’s commitments under the Paris Agreement [21]
the EU has set out mandatory targets, one of which is that the average CO2 emissions
of new heavy duty vehicles will have to be 15% lower in 2025 than in 2019 [22].

Figure 1.1: Example of a truck used for road transport. Adopted from reference [15].

In order to achieve these stringent fuel efficiency requirements without degradation
of vehicle performance, vehicle manufacturers have been making significant hardware
modifications such as better vehicle aerodynamics, engine downsizing, usage of lightweight
materials and low rolling resistance tires. Another way of improving the fuel economy is
by reducing the internal friction losses of the engine. Thus, lubricant manufacturers have
1

2
also developed highly advanced lubricants to reduce engine friction losses. Lubricants
that are fuel-efficient are often formulated by the use of high-quality low-viscosity base
oils with advanced additive technologies. Downsizing engines means increasing the
power density, due to their smaller size and higher output, and thus increasing loads on
mechanical components. This, together with the use of even lower viscosity oils, causes
main engine components to operate under harsh conditions, which may eventually lead
to accelerated surface wear and thus ultimately to a shortened engine life.
Cam-roller followers as part of valve-train mechanisms in internal combustion engines are
of crucial importance. Figure 1.2 shows an example of a camshaft and a roller follower
unit.

(a)

tappet

roller

pin/needle
ears
(b)

Figure 1.2: Example of a) camshaft and b) roller follower assembly.

Anderson [3] reported that the valve train mechanism accounts for 6-10% of the internal
engine friction losses. The cam-roller contact is a lubricated contact, experiencing highly
dynamic and/or abruptly varying operational conditions in terms of load and velocity,

3
coming from the camshaft that drives it. To elaborate somewhat, this contact is subjected
to very high pressures coming from the fuel injector. Peak pressure values of 2 GPa are
not uncommon. Related to this, the degree of separation between surfaces, defined as
specific film thickness, has a very strong influence on the type and amount of wear.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3: Example of a cam experiencing adhesive wear at a) initial stage and b) a
more progressed stadium.

As an example, engine manufacturers often utilize accelerated testing in the development
stage to guarantee lifetime of components. Accelerated testing of mechanical systems
implies complex scaling of the different physical phenomena involved, such as heat
generation, hydrodynamic pressure generation in the lubricant and contact mechanics.
Consequently, strong non-linear effects can occur in the contact, such as a transition to a
different wear mode [10] or a transition from mild to severe/adhesive wear. Figure 1.3
shows an example of a cam which has experienced adhesive wear.
Fundamental understanding of the cam-follower contact is thus critically important to
ensuring engine durability in the pursuit of high fuel efficiency. In the aforementioned
example a fundamental understanding of the tribological behaviour of the cam-roller
contact would, as a first step, be essential in developing and interpreting accelerated
testing strategies to ultimately ensure high reliability and durability of the cam-roller
follower contact.
In this thesis, the tribological interaction between a cam and roller follower, as part of
the fuel injection equipment in a heavy duty diesel engine, is studied. The outcome of
the study should yield more fundamental knowledge of and insight into highly dynamic
lubricated contacts as well as a thorough understanding of the tribological behaviour of
these contacts. This knowledge should serve as a basis for further optimization of the
cam-follower unit in terms of durability and fuel efficiency.

4

1.2

Lubricated contacts

For mechanical components of an internal combustion engine it is important to study
friction as this mainly influences the engine efficiency and the onset of wear – and
ultimately lifetime – of components. An effective way to reduce friction and hence wear
of interacting components is lubrication. Introducing a lubricant between two interacting
surfaces prevents direct solid-solid contact and thus reduces friction and its consequences
[76]. Lubrication between the two surfaces remains intact due to squeeze and wedge
effect. The latter mechanisms cause generation of a hydrodynamic pressure distribution
that carries the applied load, also referred to as hydrodynamic lubrication (HL).
Next, the different types of contacts will be explained. These can be divided into two
categories: conformal and non-conformal contacts. In case of conformal contacts, the
contacting surfaces closely fit onto each other (for example journal bearings), indicating
a large contact area. In the case of non-conformal contacts, the contacting elements
meet along a line (for example a cam-follower) or a point (for example ball bearings) in
an unloaded and dry contact situation. The non-conformal cam-roller follower contact
considered in this thesis can be categorized as a line contact. This means that prior
to any deformation the contacting elements would meet along a straight line. In the
Hertzian contact theory [78] it is common to translate all type of line contacts to a simple
contact of a cylinder, with an equivalent reduced radius of curvature Rx , on a plane as
follows:
1
1
1
+
=
R1,x R2,x
Rx

,𝑥

(1.1)

𝑥

,𝑥

Figure 1.4: Schematic translation of two cylinders (with radius R1,x and R2,x ), meeting
along a line, to an equivalent cylinder (with radius Rx ) on a plane. Adopted from
reference [33].

Interacting components are usually profiled in axial direction to reduce edge loading
[49]. For the sake of clarity, the axial direction is the direction perpendicular to the
rolling direction. “Line contacts” will be redefined accordingly later on in this thesis.
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A characteristic of non-conformal contacts is that the contact area is small and thus
high stress levels are associated with this type of contacts. Commonly, for lubricated
non-conformal contacts the hydrodynamically generated pressure within the lubricant
film reaches really high values (in the order of GPa’s) which indicates a certain degree of
(elastic) deformation of the opposing objects. In this case the shape of the film thickness
is determined not only by the geometry but also largely by the elastic deformation of
the respective components. This type of lubrication in which two elastic objects are
moving relative to each other is also referred as ElastoHydrodynamic Lubrication (EHL).
As mentioned earlier, high pressures are involved in EHL, pointing towards significant
variations in lubricant properties such as density and viscosity within the contact. The
latter aspects may significantly affect the film thickness and frictional force, which are
crucial performance indicators as they have a very strong influence on the type and
amount of wear.
Roughness levels of mechanical components are often defined during production or after
running-in. The surface roughness level has an influence on the transition between the
friction situation when the opposing surfaces have a high degree of direct contact (also
referred as Boundary Lubrication (BL)) and the situation when the surfaces are fully
separated by a lubricant film (EHL). The transition between the EHL and the BL regime
is often referred to as the Mixed Lubrication (ML) regime. In the ML regime part of
the load is carried by the hydrodynamic pressure in the lubricant film and the other
part is carried by interacting asperities. The latter aspect is much more significant for
the BL regime. In fact, when the load is carried by the asperities, the frictional force is
controlled by shearing of boundary layers that are present on the solid bodies. In the BL
regime the coefficient of friction is almost independent of the load and velocity [30] and
thus constant. However, if the boundary layers cannot be formed on the opposing solids,
the friction coefficient approximates the “dry” value (e.g. 0.4-1). This may occur, for
instance, when the locally as critical temperature has been exceeded [10]. For contacts
in the BL regime the coefficient of friction typically ranges between 0.1 and 0.15.
The EHL, ML and BL regimes can be represented using the Stribeck curve (see Figure
1.5). This graph is named after Richard Stribeck [72, 71], who published a few papers
concerning journal and rolling element bearings in which he systematically graphed the
influence of surface roughness, velocity and load on the coefficient of friction.
From the Stribeck curve, it can be seen that with increasing velocity or decreasing
nominal contact pressure, a contact changes from being in contact (BL) to being fully
separated by a thin (in the order of µm thick) fluid film due to hydrodynamic pressure
generation in the lubricant layer (EHL regime). As stated earlier, (between these regimes)
in the ML regime, the load is carried partly by the (rough) contacting surfaces and partly
by the lubricant pressure developed in the contact. Roughly speaking, if less than 2%

[-]
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Figure 1.5: The Stribeck curve, clearly representing the different lubrication regimes.
Reproduced from [46].

load is carried by the film, the contact is operating in the BL regime, while if less than
2% is carried by the asperities it can be considered to be in the EHL regime [52]. The
ML regime accounts for the remaining 96% of the load-partitioning range.
As the aforementioned criterion is rather implicit, it is more convenient to distinguish the
lubrication regimes using a film parameter Λ =

q

h
,
2 +R2
Rq,1
q,2

where h is the hydrodynamic

film thickness and Rq1,2 the RMS surface roughness of respectively surface 1 and surface
2. Based on Λ, as a rule of thumb, the lubrication regimes are as follows:
• EHL : Λ > 3
• ML : 1 < Λ < 3
• BL : Λ 6 1
It is worth mentioning that there is no strict criterion for differentiation between the
three lubrication regimes. The transition from one to another regime is not associated
with a single value and in reality is a smooth process.
The Stribeck curve can be predicted for steady state conditions, using multi-scale models
which describe contact at asperity level and shear of boundary layers adsorbed on steel
surfaces in BL, as well as hydrodynamic pressure generation in the thin fluid film confined
between the surfaces (see for instance [31, 28, 43]). In fact, lubrication conditions in
terms of film thickness and friction coefficient can be obtained once the following are
known: i) the lubricant rheological properties, ii) applied load, iii) geometrical parameters
of the interacting solids, iv) mechanical properties of the solids, v) lubricant entrainment
velocity and vi) surface topography.
However, designing a tribological application is not a straightforward task as this requires
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fundamental knowledge about the operational lubrication regime and the parameters
(contact pressures, roughness levels, lubricant properties etc.) influencing it.

1.3

Cam-roller follower tribology

Cam and follower mechanisms are used to convert a rotational motion into a translational
motion. Typically, the function of a camshaft in an engine is to open and close the valves.
Various types of cam follower configurations exist, such as a cam and flat faced follower,
a cam and spherical faced follower and a cam and roller follower. In this thesis the cam
and roller follower configuration (see Figure 1.6(a)) is considered.
The displacement of the valve is controlled by the shape of the cam, so in the design
process of the lateral profile of a cam it is important to minimize dynamic effects by
careful consideration of the lift it provides to the valve. In fact, great care should be
taken that the valve lift profile and its first, second and third derivatives with respect to
cam angle (velocity, acceleration and jerk respectively) are smooth (see Figure 1.6(b)).
The latter ensures that dynamic effects on the valve motion are minimal.
Satisfactory lubrication of the cam-roller contact in internal combustion engines is a
difficult tribological design challenge due to its complex nature. This type of contact is
one which constantly moves in space and its operating conditions are instantaneous and
capricious. Lubrication is of crucial importance: it separates the interacting surfaces,
thus preventing metal to metal contact and premature cam failure. Related to this, the
degree of separation between surfaces, in its turn related to the film thickness, has a very
strong influence on the type and amount of wear. The film thickness, which strongly
governs the frictional force and occurrence of metal to metal contact, is highly affected by
the operating conditions, such as the normal contact load, material properties, lubricant
properties and the lubricant entrainment velocity. The lubricant entrainment velocity is
the sum of the surface velocities of the cam and roller at the point of contact. It is very
likely that the lubricant entrainment velocity will be influenced by the shape of the cam.
The normal force at the point of contact is also related to the springs attached to the
follower unit and hence to the tappet lift profile, i.e. the shape of the cam.
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lift, velocity and acceleration

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.6: Schematic of a) cam-roller follower unit and b) tappet lift, velocity and
acceleration as a function of the cam angle (adopted from reference [42]). Note that the
magnitudes of the lift, velocity and acceleration are not of the same order in practice.
This Figure only depicts the trends.

Nevertheless, it is clear that while some parameters of the model can be assumed to be
constant during one revolution of the camshaft, many parameters are variable and must
be calculated as a function of the cam angle:
• The cam radius of curvature in the rolling direction is a function of the cam’s
lateral shape, i.e. the lift profile.
• The entrainment velocity U depends both on cam and roller peripheral velocities.
• The normal load at the contact F is directly linked to the lift profile.
• The surface roughness levels along the whole cam’s lateral surface are not the same.
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roller-pin contact

𝐼 x 𝜔ሶ roller
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cam-roller
contact
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Figure 1.7: Cam-roller follower configuration showing the frictional forces acting at
the cam-roller and roller-pin contact.

In short, the contact experiences highly dynamic conditions due to variations in kinematics and contact geometry, as well as loading. As a result the tribological behaviour of
the lubricant through the contact, in terms of friction, pressure and film thickness, may
be instantaneous and capricious.
To add more complexity to the problem, there are two potential lubricated contacts
within the cam-roller follower unit (see Figure 1.7). The first one is the cam-roller contact,
which is a non-conformal contact. The second contact is the roll-pin contact, which is a
conformal contact. The roller is allowed to rotate freely along its axis. The roller angular
speed is a function of the acting frictional forces at the cam-roller and roller-pin contact
and inertia torque caused by angular acceleration of the roller itself (see Figure 1.7).
The roller-pin contact ideally functions as a “low-friction” hydrodynamic journal bearing.
The term “low-friction” is used here deliberately as the intention is to keep the friction
levels in the roller-pin contact as low as possible to allow a low resisting torque and hence
less sliding at the cam-roller contact. The latter is often referred to in the literature as
roller slip. Roller slippage also strongly governs the frictional force at the cam-roller
contact. From the latter it directly follows that the lubrication performance at the
cam-roller contact is strongly dependent on the lubrication performance at the roller-pin
contact. It is therefore equally important to consider the lubrication conditions at the
roller-pin contact when modelling the cam-roller contact as a tribo-system, i.e. the
complete system should be seen as two coupled lubricated contacts.

In this work, the primary focus is on gaining a thorough understanding of the lubrication
performance in cam-roller contacts. The cam-roller contact needs to be optimized with
respect to friction as well as wear. The resulting frictional characteristics are affected by
the shear of the lubricant film and the interaction of rough surfaces themselves. Related
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to this, the film thickness within the contact is a crucial performance indicator as it
provides information regarding potential asperity contact and thus wear. In fact, it is
important to know in which lubrication regime the cam-roller contact operates. However,
it becomes very complex and almost impossible to correlate the lubrication conditions
of the cam-roller contact, under all possible operating conditions, to a single frictional
map or curve such as the Stribeck curve. This is due to the fact that i) transient effects
may be significant, ii) the nominal contact pressure, lubricant entrainment velocity and
surface roughness vary as a function of cam angle and iii) the camshaft rotational velocity
may also vary. Moreover, roller slippage will also vary as a function of cam angle and
therefore also the lubricant entrainment velocity.
Once a better understanding regarding the frictional behaviour of the cam-roller contact
is gained, potential wear zones could more easily be identified. For instance, the transition
from mild to severe/adhesive wear (scuffing) is typically assumed to be thermally driven
[10]. In fact the boundary layers on the surface, governing the friction, break down once
a critical temperature is exceeded. This means that some heat generation (on asperity
level) is a prerequisite for failure. The combination of significant roller slippage, high
associated pressure and operating in the mixed lubrication regime could therefore be
indicators of potential scuffing.

1.4

Research scope

As described earlier, the tribological behaviour of the cam-roller contact is highly dependent on the operating conditions. As such, numerical modelling becomes inevitable
in predicting performance indicators such as pressure, film thickness and coefficient of
friction over the full range of operating conditions of such a cam-roller contact.
Therefore, this thesis comprises a step by step construction of a model for cam-roller
follower contacts, taking into account all the aforementioned variables. As such, the
model should be able to cope with the highly dynamic conditions and also be able to
identify potential wear zones.
The ultimate goals in this research are threefold, namely:
• The development of a state-of-art lubrication model of the coupled cam-roller and
roller-pin contact system which is able to accurately predict crucial lubrication
performance indicators.
• Interpretation of the results obtained from the model should be such that a more
fundamental understanding of the cam-roller contact, and the underlying physics
affecting its tribological behaviour, is obtained.
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• The knowledge obtained from the model could be used to understand the initiation of
related wear processes - and in line with this - identification of potential wear zones.
Also, the knowledge should form a basis for future research from the perspective
of interpreting accelerated testing strategies, and robust design optimization of
cam-roller follower units.
The most important assumptions made in this research with regard to model development
are:
• Macroscopic wear is not considered, i.e. surface topographical changes due to wear
(running-in wear).
• Detailed investigation into boundary layer friction mechanisms (such as tribochemistry and surface reactivity) are not considered. Instead, the boundary layer
is assumed to remain intact under all circumstances.

Chapter 2

Theoretical background
2.1

Elastohydrodynamic lubrication

Ideally, the film thickness in the lubricated contact should be high enough to fully
separate the surfaces and thus preventing metal to metal contact. In this case all the load
is counterbalanced by the hydrodynamic pressure build-up. The hydrodynamic pressure,
especially in non-conformal contacts, can reach really high values, such that elastic
deformation of solids cannot be neglected anymore. The aforementioned mechanism is
referred to as elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL). The solution of an EHL problem
consists of the pressure distribution within the lubricated contact and the shape of the
film thickness. The pressure distribution within the contact is governed by the “Reynolds
equation” for thin films. The aforementioned equation is a realistic simplification of
the well-known Navier-Stokes equation (see reference [37] for a full derivation). The
commonly used Reynolds equation can be written in the following form:
∂
(hρUm ) +
∂x
| {z }
Couette flow

∂hρ
∂t
|{z}

Squeeze motion

∂
=
∂x
|



h3 ρ ∂p
12η ∂x



∂
+
∂y
{z



Pouseuille flow

h3 ρ ∂p
12η ∂y


(2.1)
}

where the first term on the LHS represents the flow induced by the surface entrainment
of the lubricant and the second term on the LHS accounts for squeeze motion of the
bounding surfaces. The RHS represents the flow that is driven due to the pressure
gradients. As can be observed already, the Reynolds equation is basically a superposition
of the well-known Couette and Pouseuille flow [47]. If U1 and U2 are the velocities of
opposing surfaces at the point of contact, the lubricant mean entrainment velocity can
be obtained as follows:
Um =

U1 + U2
2
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(2.2)
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where the entrainment velocity Um represents the motion that basically drags lubricant
into the contact and thus creating a surface driven flow. It is thus one of the most
important parameters influencing the film thickness in the contact.
The film thickness for a line contact can be written as follows:
h (x) = h0 +

x2
− δ (x)
2Rx

(2.3)

As can be seen from eq. 2.3 the film thickness distribution is determined by a vertical
penetration h0 (a constant) of the undeformed geometry

x2
2Rx

and the elastic deformation

δ. Rx is the reduced radius of curvature as defined by eq. 1.1. The vertical displacement
constant h0 is obtained by globally balancing the applied load with the hydrodynamically generated force, whereas the elastic deformation of solids is calculated from the
hydrodynamic pressure.
Figure 2.1 provides an example of a (piezo-viscous elastic) EHL solution for a highly
loaded line contact. It is clear from Figure 2.1 that for highly loaded contacts the
hydrodynamic pressure distribution approximates the dry Hertzian pressure distribution.
Along with this, the film thickness distribution within the contact is almost uniform and
equal to the central film thickness hcent . From the latter it can be concluded that for
highly loaded lubricated line contacts the central film thickness is a better variable than
the minimum film thickness for specifying the separation between the surfaces. Another
feature of Figure 2.1, and a typical characteristic of the EHL pressure distribution, is the
pressure spike near the outlet of the contact. The local pressure spike can be explained
using continuity of flow, which dictates that the large pressure gradient must be coupled
with a local restriction of the film thickness (the minimum film thickness hmin ).
In short, the governing EHL equations are the Reynolds equation (to solve the pressure),
the elasticity equations (to solve the elastic deformation δ) and the load balance equation
(to solve the vertical displacement constant h0 ). The film thickness equation links the
Reynolds equation to the elasticity equations. The viscosity η and density ρ of the lubricant also vary significantly with pressure. Therefore constitutive equations accounting
for these variations also need to be included in the EHL problem formulation.
The first full isothermal numerical solution of the EHL problem was published in 1951
by Petrusevich [64], who also was able to predict the pressure spike near the exit of the
lubricated contact (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Pressure and film thickness shape schematically for a typical EHL contact.
Reproduced from reference [8].

This pioneering work of Petrusevich was an incentive for many other important contributions. Many of these studies were devoted to linking the central and minimum
film thickness with dimensionless parameters indicating operating conditions. Examples
include pioneering works of Dowson and Higginson [17, 19], Hamrock and Dowson [35, 36],
Nijenbanning et al. [60] and Evans and Snidle [23]. Several numerical techniques have
been proposed in past literature, due to complexity of the full EHL problem. A brief
review of existing numerical methods to solve the EHL may be found in the work of Lugt
and Morales-Espejel [53].

2.2
2.2.1

Friction in rolling-sliding contacts
Smooth surfaces

When the surface velocities U1 and U2 at the point of contact are equal the system is
said to be in the state of pure rolling. In this case it will only be the Poiseuille flow which
will cause shear force due to the developed pressure gradients. Usually the frictional
forces under pure rolling conditions in the case of pure EHL (no roughness effects) are
very small. As soon as there is a velocity difference between the surfaces, i.e. U1 =
6 U2 ,
additional shear forces arise, which may increase the friction level substantially. The case
when U1 =
6 U2 is commonly referred as rolling-sliding contact. The amount of rolling to
sliding in an EHL contact is defined as the slide-to-roll ratio (SRR), which is calculated
as follows:
SRR =

|U1 − U2 |
Um

(2.4)
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where Um is the lubricant mean entrainment velocity and defined in eq. 2.2. The SRR
has a range between 0 and 2. When one surface is stationary and the other moving, i.e.
SRR = 2, the system is said to be in a state of simple sliding.
The effective viscosity within the EHL contact governs the viscous friction. The viscosity
varies with pressure, temperature and shear rate in a rather complex manner. The
rheology of the lubricant is very important in order to accurately predict EHL friction.
In fact, the viscosity rises approximately exponentially with pressure, while it decreases
approximately exponentially with temperature. As can be imagined, at high SRRs (and
thus high shear rates) a lot of heat is generated due to viscous shearing of the lubricant,
leading to an increase in temperature. This would directly cause a drop in viscosity
and thus friction. Whenever the relationship between lubricant shear stress and shear
rate is linear, the lubricant is said to behave like a Newtonian fluid. From Figure 2.2,
which provides a generalized example of SRR versus friction response, it is clear that the
lubricant shear stress is related to the SRR, but not always follows a linear relationship.

[-]

Figure 2.2 is commonly known as a traction curve or µ-slip curve.

[-]

Figure 2.2: Example of a generalized traction curve showing different regimes. Reproduced from reference [8].

From Figure 2.2 it can be deduced that for low SRRs (or shear stress), the relationship
between SRR and shear stress is linear (black coloured part), indicating Newtonian
behaviour of the friction response. From some point in the SRR domain and onwards,
the friction increases in a non-linear fashion (blue coloured part) until is saturates at a
certain limiting value (or stress). Related to this value, friction asymptotically reaches a
“plateau” showing only little variation with shear rate (orange coloured part), before it
starts to decrease again with increasing shear rates (red coloured part).
The non-linear decrease of effective viscosity with shear rate is commonly known as the
shear thinning effect. The latter is one of the main reasons for the behaviour in the
non-linear regime. An abundance of models can be found in literature describing this
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non-Newtonian behaviour (see for instance [11, 25, 4]). It is commonly assumed that
the occurrence of the “plateau” is due to a limiting shear stress. The latter is a concept
originated from the work of Smith [69]. As discussed in the work of Björling [8] there
has been a lot of discussion about the reasoning behind the occurrence of the “plateau”
and it is still not completely understood.
At even higher shear rates (in the thermoviscous regime), thermal effects start to dominate as heat generation within the contact increases significantly. The temperature
increases and the viscosity decreases (also known as thermal softening), leading to a
decrease in frictional response.
Nevertheless, it should be stated that even though each regime in the traction curve is
dominated by either Newtonian, shear thinning, limiting shear stress or thermal effects,
many of these effects could be simultaneous.

2.2.2

Mixed lubrication

In mixed lubrication the load is carried partly by interacting asperities and partly by the
lubrication. In equation form this yields:
F = Fa + Fh

(2.5)

where F , Fa and Fh are the total load, load carried by asperities and load carried by
the lubricant respectively. The coefficient of friction µ in ML arises due to shearing of
asperities and lubricant. In general one may write:
R
µ=

q dΩ +

Ωa

R
Ωh

F

τ dΩ
(2.6)

where q and τ denote the asperity shear stress and hydrodynamic shear stress respectively.
Ωa and Ωh denote the asperity and hydrodynamic film contact area respectively. The
boundary layer friction coefficient µa should be determined experimentally at very low
speeds where the film thickness is smaller than the composite roughness of the surfaces,
i.e. under conditions where the friction due to viscous shear is negligible. µa is the
friction coefficient between the rough surfaces in the presence of boundary layers and
should not be confused with the dry friction coefficient between the surfaces. At high
pressures (mean contact pressure pav > 200 MPa) it is generally found to be true for most
boundary layers that the boundary layer shear stress increases linearly with pressure [30],
i.e. a Coulomb-type friction law:
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µa,i =

qi
pa,i

(2.7)

with pa,i being the pressure acting on the current asperity. If one assumes µa,i to be
constant for all asperities, i.e. µa,i = µa , the first term of eq. 2.6 may also be written as:
Z

Z
q dΩ = µa

(2.8)

Ωa

𝜇

𝜇a [-]

Ωa

pa dΩ = µa Fa

SRR [-]

Figure 2.3: A schematic traction curve in boundary lubrication, i.e. the EHL friction
component is negligible.

It has to be noted that eq. 2.7 generally holds for the situation of simple sliding. For a
rolling-sliding contact, an asperity shear stress formulation according to the Coulomb law
does not account for the sliding/slippage. This is evident from Figure 2.3, which shows
that in the very low SRR domain (typically for SRR < 0.05) the boundary layer friction
coefficient increases with increasing SRR until it merges with an asymptotic value. It
is this asymptotic value that is defined as the boundary layer friction coefficient µa . In
his work, Gelinck [30] reasoned that the boundary layers present in the micro-contact
behave in an elastic-plastic way, i.e. with increasing shear rates the shear stress reaches
its plastic limit as in case of a solidified lubricant. According to Gelinck “µa is the
coefficient of friction in the BL-regime caused by plastically shearing boundary layers”.

[-]
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[-]

Figure 2.4: A 3D friction map showing different regimes. Reproduced from reference
[8].

As a complement to the Stribeck curve and traction curve Björling [8] came up with
the concept of 3D frictional mapping (see Figure 2.4), allowing a better overview of the
friction characteristics. This map is composed of several traction and Stribeck curves
and contains the lubricant entrainment velocity, SRR and coefficient of friction. Note
that the boundaries, distinguishing the different regimes are not exact and are used for
illustration. Figure 2.4 shows that the frictional response for a rolling-sliding contact is
extremely complex as there are a lot of parameters affecting it.

2.3

Literature review: Cam-roller follower lubrication analysis

The cam-roller follower unit as a tribo-system is inherently a coupling between two
lubricated contacts, namely the cam-roller contact and the roller-pin contact. From
past literature (see for instance [85, 16, 55, 48, 77]) one may observe that significant
theoretical and experimental work, in terms of lubrication behaviour, has been carried
out for cam-flat faced follower configurations (which are simple sliding contacts). This in
contrast to the cam-roller follower unit which has gained less attention. Nevertheless,
from the early 90s onwards some progress has been made, of which the most relevant
studies are mentioned below.
Roller slippage, which strongly governs the frictional force/traction at the cam-roller
contact, has been proven experimentally by Duffy [20] and more recently by Khurram
et al. [44]. Lee and Patterson [50] reported that the problem of wear still exists if slip
occurs. The roller rotational velocity is a function of the torques acting on the roller itself
(see Figure 1.7). However, most previous studies (see for instance [29, 54, 14]) assumed
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pure rolling conditions at the cam-roller contact, i.e. Uc = Ur . Where Uc and Ur are the
cam and roller surface velocities at the point of contact.
Chiu [13] and later Ji and Taylor [39] were among the first to develop theoretical
lubrication models that take into account variable roller rotational velocity at the camroller contact. A fixed coefficient of friction was assumed for the roller-pin contact. Both
the aforementioned studies ascertained roller slip at high cam rotational velocities due
to simultaneous increase in roller angular momentum. Bair [5] demonstrated in his
experiments that roller slippage is strongly governed by the acting contact force, i.e. a
higher contact force decreases possible roller slippage due to enhanced traction at the
cam-roller contact.
Mixed lubrication conditions were considered by Turturro et al. [74], who presented a
steady-state model for a non-Newtonian lubricant to study the effect of viscosity on the
friction at cam-roller contact. Khurram et al. [45] studied experimentally the effect of
lubricant rheology on roller slip. In that study they highlighted the effect of viscosity
improvers on roller slip. Torabi et al. [73] presented a mixed thermo-elastohydrodynamic
lubrication (TEHL) model and compared the lubrication behaviour between a flat-faced
and roller follower under similar operating conditions. Their conclusion was that the
influence of thermal and roughness effects on the film thickness may be significant. Umar
et al. [75] developed a mixed lubrication model in which they analysed the effect of
flash temperature on cam-follower friction. They compared the sliding and roller follower
type configurations and concluded that in both configurations surface roughness plays
an important role. Also, the resultant contact temperature was much higher in the case
of sliding followers due to higher sliding velocity and friction. In line with this, Abdullah
et al. [1] recently investigated the effects of specialized surface treatments on roller
slippage. They observed considerable reduction in roller slippage. It is worth mentioning
that most of the previously mentioned studies only considered lightly to moderately
loaded cam-roller follower contacts, i.e. pressures up to 0.7 GPa approximately. Injection
camshafts, which experience much higher pressures (up to 2 GPa), have been studied by
Lindholm et al. [51]
Another interesting feature of the cam-roller contact is axial profiling of the cam or roller.
Usually it is the roller which is profiled in axial direction as the cam has a larger width.
This is done in order to reduce stress concentrations which would have been generated
naturally (due to the high geometric discontinuity) at the extremities of the contact.
Different types of axial profiling, such as rounded edges, chamfered edges, logarithmic
and crowning, can be utilized. In fact, due to axial profiling the effective contact length
in axial direction reduces. Both theoretical and experimental studies have shown that
the maximum pressure and minimum film thickness are located near the regions where
axial profiling starts [80, 59, 49].
At this point it is worthwhile making a distinction between two type of line contacts
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according to their modelling approach. The first is the traditional infinite line contact in
which the axial pressure distribution is assumed to be uniform and the film thickness is
assumed to be located in the central region near the outlet. Note that the term “infinite”
stems from the fact that for a line contact the radius of curvature (of approximating
paraboloids of the contacting bodies) in one of the principle directions is infinitely
large (very broad ellipse). The second type of line contact is the finite line contact
which accounts for non-uniform axial pressure distribution and consequently the correct
prediction of magnitude and location of minimum film thickness. As pointed out in the
aforementioned studies, the minimum film thickness predicted in the central region may
be significantly higher than the minimum film thickness near the side constrictions, thus
ignoring useful information such as extra deformation near the edges, localized stress
concentrations, possible asperity interaction (and thus wear) and fatigue.
EHL behaviour in cam-roller contacts would therefore be more appropriately described
by finite line contact models. The cam-roller finite line contact has been studied by
Shirzadegan et al. [67]. The aforementioned authors highlighted the use of different type
of profiles such as logarithmic and crowning and their influence of film thickness and
pressure. However, they did not account for roller slippage at the cam-roller contact.

2.4

Identified research gaps

From the literature review briefly described in the previous section one may conclude
that significant effort has been made in order to understand the tribological behaviour of
cam-roller units better. However, there are still certain topics which are – despite their
high relevance – not fully covered yet in the literature. These topics include:

• The coupled tribological behaviour of the cam-roller and roller-pin contact: the
coupling between cam-roller contact and roller-pin contact has never been investigated systematically despite its high interdependency. It is interesting to note that
all studies in past literature assumed that the roller-pin contact operates under
ideal conditions (low friction coefficient), i.e. the cam-roller contact has gained
much more attention than the roller-pin contact. This is of course an incentive
to systematically study the cam-roller lubrication performance as a function of
roller-pin contact friction level. This exercise should provide useful insight into the
coupled tribological behaviour of the two contacts.
• Accurate description of the friction at cam-roller contact and roller-pin contact:
from past literature one may observe that mixed-lubrication models for camroller contacts either rely on i) semi-analytical formulations for asperity contact
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component and Reynolds equation, ii) assumption of pure rolling conditions, iii)
assumption of a constant coefficient of friction for the roller-pin contact or iv)
assumption of isothermal conditions and Newtonian lubricant behaviour. As such,
no full numerical solution accounting for all the aforementioned features has been
presented.
• A more fundamental understanding into the tribological behaviour of finite line
contacts in the context of cam-roller follower applications: existing studies regarding
lubricated finite line contacts provide sufficient knowledge to perform more indepth investigations in order to gain a more fundamental understanding into the
tribological characteristics of these types of contacts. The cam-roller contact is
inherent to varying operating conditions such as entrainment velocity, radii of
curvature and load. It is very important that the axial surface profile shape is
designed optimally from a tribological perspective, considering the full range of
operating conditions.

The next chapter comprises the presentation of a series of models (ultimately leading to
a mixed lubrication model) along with their corresponding results, which systematically
cover the topics mentioned above.
First a smooth finite line contact EHL model was developed and simulations were carried
out in order to gain a more fundamental understanding concerning finite line contact
EHL behaviour in terms of film thickness and pressure distribution. Based on this
understanding the model was adapted to the case of a cam-roller contact problem in
which the frictional losses, film thickness and pressures were related to the axial shape of
the rollers. The roller-pin contact model, which is inherently 3D due to its construction,
was then modelled to accurately predict the frictional force, film thickness and pressure.
The model was further expanded to include roughness (based on real measured surface
topography), thermal and non-Newtonian effects, i.e. a mixed-TEHL model. This was
done in order to gain more insight into the influence of rheology as well as surface
roughness on frictional response at cam-roller contact. Based on the knowledge obtained
from the mixed-TEHL simulations interesting regions/spots, in terms of lubrication
behaviour, on the cam’s lateral surface were identified. The “sensitivity” in lubrication
performance, on these identified regions, as a function of roller-pin contact friction level
was then assessed. Based on the results obtained from the mixed-TEHL model the
friction description on asperity level had to be described in greater detail. To be more
specific, the asperity shear stress formulation was then adjusted to that of a rough
rolling-sliding contact in the low SRR domain (see Figure 2.3).

Chapter 3

Coupled cam-roller, roller-pin
contact modelling
3.1

Torque balance

In section 1.3 it was explained that the cam-roller and roller-pin contact should be seen
as a coupled tribological system, as the rotational speed of the roller depends on the
lubrication conditions in both contacts. The rotational speed of the roller follower is
governed by traction at the cam-roller contact. Friction acting on the inner wall of the
roller resists or tries to slow down the motion of the roller. The roller on itself rotates
about its own axis and thus has an angular acceleration. This consequently induces an
angular moment of the roller, which is defined as the product of the angular acceleration
and mass moment of inertia of the roller.
The roller rotational speed is obtained by balancing the tractive torque with the combined
torques due to roller-pin friction and roller inertia force. In equation form this yields:
µc−r Rf F = µr−p Rpin F + I ω̇roller
| {z }
| {z }
| {z }

tractive torque

resisting torque

(3.1)

inertia torque

where friction coefficients µc−r and µr−p denote the cam-roller and roller-pin contact


2 + R2 , denotes the mass moment of
friction coefficient, respectively. I = 0.5mr Rpin
f
inertia of the roller. ωr is adjusted by means of an iterative procedure to satisfy eq. 3.1.
From eq. 3.1 it can readily be deduced that if the RHS of the equation is larger than
the LHS, the rolling requirement cannot be satisfied and consequently slip will occur.
This may be the situation, for example, at high cam rotational velocities. Higher cam
rotational velocities will induce higher roller angular accelerations and consequently
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higher inertia torques.

3.2

Kinematics

The heavily loaded cam-roller follower unit analysed in this study is part of a fuel injection
pump unit of a heavy duty diesel engine of a truck. The type of configuration considered
in here is that of a cam and reciprocating roller follower (see Figure 1.7).
As mentioned earlier in section 1.2 the friction coefficient of a lubricated contact depends
on many factors, including i) the applied load, ii) the reduced radius of curvature and iii)
the lubricant entrainment velocity, at the point of contact. All three of the aforementioned
parameters vary throughout the cam’s lateral surface. The lubricant mean entrainment
velocity of the cam-roller contact is defined as follows:

Um =

Uc + Ur
2

(3.2)

Ur , which follows from ωr , is governed by the torque balance eq. 3.1 and thus is an
unknown. Hence, from the configuration and geometrical parameters of the cam-roller
follower it is possible to deduce only the cam radius of curvature Rx (θ), the cam surface
velocity Uc (θ) and the contact force F (θ). The variations of these three aforementioned
variables as a function of the cam angle θ are obtained from a kinematic model.

𝑌

𝑞
fc 𝑅f
𝑅1

𝑙

𝜌cam
𝑅b + 𝑅f

2

− 𝑞2

nose

flank

𝑦
𝑅b

roller

𝜃

𝑥

𝑋

Camshaft
base circle

Figure 3.1: Cam and roller follower configuration schematically with specifications of
coordinate system and nomenclature.

The kinematic model adopted in this work stems from Matthews et al. [54], who
developed a general procedure to derive the variations in reduced radius of curvature and
entrainment velocity for several types of cam-follower configurations. The details are
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described in Paper B. Figure 3.1 shows the cam and reciprocating follower configuration
along with nomenclature, coordinate system and angles.
The kinematic analysis of the cam and reciprocating roller follower mechanism requires
the lift curve l (θ)1 , outer radius of roller Rf and global position of cam and follower as
input. Note that subscripts “f ” and “fc” denote follower and follower centre respectively.

Figure 3.2: Variation of the lift, reduced radius of curvature Rx , cam surface speed
Uc and contact force F as a function of cam angle θ. The profile for Uc corresponds to
an ωc of 950 RPM.

The variations of the lift, reduced radius of curvature Rx , cam surface velocity Uc and
contact force F , as a function of the cam angle θ are depicted in Figure 3.2. The curves
for Uc (θ), Rx (θ) and F (θ) have been derived for the given lift curve. The kinematic
variations depicted in Figure 3.2 correspond to a cam rotational speed ωc of 950 RPM.
From the lift profile one may, for instance, deduce the region (e.g. range of cam angle) in
which the nose of the cam is in contact with the roller. From Figure 3.2 it is clear that
the centre of the nose region is defined at a cam angle of 90◦ , i.e. the highest vertical
displacement. Regions corresponding to low values in lift or no lift at all are commonly
called the flank/base circle regions. The cam shape is repeated after 180◦ cam angle, i.e
the kinematic variations occurring in interval 0◦ − 180◦ cam angle are identical to those
between 180◦ and 360◦ cam angle. Hence, Figure 3.2 only depicts the variations occurring
between 0◦ and 180◦ cam angle. Note that the aforementioned applies only to the specific
cam studied in this thesis and does not apply “universally”. As can be observed from
Figure 3.2, the reduced radius of curvature and cam surface velocity are fairly constant
1

The lift curve l (θ) illustrates the vertical displacement of the roller follower centre as depicted in
Figure 3.1. The lift curve l (θ) is specified in n data points. These data points are measured values with
increments of a specified angle (usually less than one degree cam angle). The smaller this increment
the higher the resolution of the profile and hence accuracy of the solution. The n data points are
spline-interpolated with respect to cam angle, i.e. the discrete displacement profile is interpolated
to obtain a third-order piecewise continuous polynomial fit for displacement versus cam angle. The
derivatives of this polynomial fit will give the velocity and acceleration profiles. A similar procedure was
applied to deduce the contact force profile.
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(with minor variations) throughout the cam’s lateral surface, whereas steep variations
occur in the contact force profile. The latter is due to the sudden pumping action of
the injection unit, which results to high pressures coming from the fuel injector. More
details on this can be found in Paper B.
For the cam-roller follower lubrication analysis described in this thesis the kinematic
input conditions are deduced from Figure 3.2.

3.3

Smooth EHL solutions

As mentioned earlier in section 1.2, the friction coefficient of a lubricated contact depends
on many factors such as i) the lubricant rheological properties, ii) applied load, iii)
geometrical parameters of interacting solids, iv) mechanical properties of the solids, v)
lubricant entrainment velocity and vi) surface topography.
Focusing on the cam-roller contact (as this is a non-conformal contact), and as a first
step, it is interesting to see whether or not surface roughness effects are significant. This
assessment can be done simply by employing a smooth surface-based EHL analysis on
this contact. The output should yield the pressure and film thickness distribution within
the contact. From the film thickness distribution, information can be acquired regarding
the significance of potential asperity contact.
As pointed out earlier in section 2.3, a line contact can be divided into two categories
according to their modelling approach. The first is the traditional “infinite” line contact
in which the axial pressure distribution is assumed to be uniform and the film thickness
to be located in the central region near the outlet. For highly loaded infinite line contacts,
a reasonable estimate of the film thickness and pressure distribution can be made using
classical film thickness formulas [17, 56] and dry Hertzian contact theory respectively.
The second type of line contact is the finite line contact (due to axial surface profiling)
which accounts for non-uniform axial pressure distribution and consequently the correct
prediction of magnitude and location of minimum film thickness. For the cam-roller
pair considered in this study the roller is profiled in axial direction. Hence, traditional
(analytical) solutions are less accurate and a numerical model needs to be developed.
The models developed in this section (and its sub-sections) all assume isothermal conditions and Newtonian behaviour of the lubricant. Compressibility and piezoviscous
behaviour of the lubricant are modelled using the Dowson-Higginson [18] and Roelands
[65] relations respectively.
Section 3.3.1 elaborates on the basics of lubricated finite line contact characteristics by
means of the developed model. Section 3.3.2 adopts and expands the finite line contact
model of section 3.3.1 to analyse the cam-roller lubrication performance and the influence
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of roller axial profiling. Section 3.3.3 elaborates on the influence of including roller-pin
contact elastic deformation on the film thickness, pressures and friction coefficient.

3.3.1

Basics of lubricated finite line contacts

Axial profiling of rollers is utilized to reduce edge loading, i.e. to reduce the magnitude
of sharp pressure peaks at the extremities, which would have arisen naturally due to the
high geometric discontinuity there in the case of a perfectly straight roller.
Depending on the type of surface profiling, the pressure and film thickness distribution
may deviate significantly from that predicted using the infinitely long line contact
assumption, i.e. the film shapes near the extremities are very different from those at
the central plane. In fact, the absolute minimum film thickness and maximum pressure,
which are crucial design parameters, always occur near the position where axial surface
profiling starts. This has also been proven both experimentally and theoretically by a
number of researchers [80, 32, 59].
For finite line contact analysis the film thickness eq. 2.3 is modified in order to include
the axial shape of the roller in the model as follows:
h (x, y) = h0 +

x2
+ g (y) − δ (x, y)
2Rx

(3.3)

where g (y) can be any function to approximate the geometrical variation of the axial
surface profile.
One type of finite line contact EHL results concerning a roller with a fraction of straight
length in axial direction and rounded corners at the extremities (see Figure 3.3), on a
plate, are presented in Figure 3.4. The results, which are adopted from the pioneering
work of Park and Kim [63], correspond to a lowly loaded contact (ph = 0.304 GPa). For
lowly loaded contacts the importance of considering axial surface profiling of the roller is
better visualized. A more detailed explanation pertaining to the latter will follow later
in this section.
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Figure 3.3: Considered roller geometry.

Figure 3.4(b) depicts the calculated pressure distribution for the lowly loaded contact, as
described in the work of Park and Kim [63]. Flow continuity demands that the pressure
gradients should be coupled with local restrictions of minimum film thickness. Hence,
the secondary pressure peaks near the side constriction also inhibit lubricant flow in
their vicinity. Consequently, small islands (iso-film thickness contours) are formed at the
rear of the contact (see Figure 3.4(a)). These are commonly referred to as end closure
films in the literature. Section 1-1 is the central line in streamline direction (plotted
against y = 0) where the minimum film thickness hmin,central occurs. Sections 2-2 and 3-3
correspond to contour sections where respectively the absolute maximum pressure pmax
and the absolute minimum film thickness hmin occur. Section 4-4 and 5-5 are contour
sections in transverse direction where respectively the absolute maximum pressure and
absolute minimum film thickness occur.
Note that the solution corresponding to section 1-1, i.e. the y = 0 plane, would correspond
to traditional solutions emerging from infinite line contact analysis. From Figures 3.4(b)
and 3.4(c) it is clear that the maximum pressure occurs near the side constriction and rear
exit of the lubricated contact area, i.e. where profiling starts. To be more specific, infinite
line contact analysis would predict that the (dimensionless) maximum pressure would
be around 1.5, while the actual maximum pressure is 3.4. Similarly for the minimum
film thickness (see Figure 3.4(d)), as the infinite line contact analysis would predict
a (dimensionless) minimum film thickness of around 2 while the actual minimum film
thickness is 1.2. The infinite analysis clearly yields a wrong indication of what the contact
actually experiences. Finally, Figure 3.4(d) shows that the minimum film thickness also
occurs near the position where axial profiling starts.
These findings clearly reveal the importance of including axial surface profiling in the
EHL model.
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Figure 3.4: a) Definition of sections through the lubricated contact, b) height expression
of the pressure distribution (y = 0 is the symmetry plane) and c-d) cross-sectional view
of the pressure and film thickness distributions. Note that here H = Rhx , P = Ep0 and c
is the dry Hertzian contact half-width. Figures a, c and d are reproduced from reference
[63].

A steady state finite line contact EHL model, of which the details are described in Paper
A, was developed in order to gain a thorough understanding of the tribological behaviour
of this type of contacts. In these calculations isothermal conditions are assumed and
non-Newtonian effects are ignored for the sake of simplicity. The model relies on a full
system finite element discretization of the EHL governing equations, linear elasticity
and the load balance equations. In the current approach the elastic deformation is not
calculated using the traditional half-space approximation. Instead, the 3D linear elasticity
equations with appropriate boundary conditions are employed on a finite computational
domain to solve the displacement field (see Paper A). All governing EHL equations are
solved in a fully coupled framework with the assistance of a Newton-Raphson iteration
scheme.
The results of the developed model were compared with those obtained by Park and
Kim [63]. Good agreement was obtained with their model. Furthermore, the influence of
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the operational parameters such as lubricant entrainment velocity, elastic modulus and
contact force were studied. The results are shown in Figure 3.5

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3.5: Variation of Hmin , Hmin,central and ratio Hmin /Hmin,central with dimensionless speed U , material G and load W parameters while keeping two fixed at a time.
The minimum film thickness Hmin seems to behave differently with increasing load.

Figure 3.5 plots the variation of Hmin /Hmin,central as a function of dimensionless speed
U , material G and load W parameters. From the results it is clear that the absolute
minimum film thickness is highly affected by variations in load. This is in line with
previous theoretical [63] and experimental findings [79]. Especially at low to moderate loads this phenomenon is much more visible. For variations in U and G the ratio
Hmin /Hmin,central seems to remain constant. Note that the behaviour of Hmin,central is
much more explainable using traditional EHL solutions for infinite line contacts [63]. It is
therefore much more interesting to analyse the behaviour of ratio Hmin /Hmin,central . The
behaviour of Hmin /Hmin,central with increasing load can be explained in a similar manner
as for elliptical contacts. At increasing loads the effective lubricated area increases,
indicating that the contact centre flattens more and the end closure films (small islands
of minimum film thickness as shown in Figure 3.4(a)) become smaller. As a result the
ratio Hmin /Hmin,central increases. A more detailed explanation of this is given in Paper
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A. In fact, with increasing loads the effective (lubricated) contact area increases and
hence the secondary peak (occurring at the rear of the contact) “smears out”. As a
consequence the local pressure gradients, near the region where axial profiling starts, will
decrease and thus will the ratio Hmin /Hmin,central increase.

3.3.2

Influence of roller axial surface profiling

As a basic understanding concerning the characteristics of finite line contacts had now
been obtained, the model described in Paper A was expanded to allow for transient
conditions to analyse lubrication conditions at the cam-roller contact. Expansion to
cam-roller follower analysis included a few additional sub-steps:
• The kinematic variations, i.e. the reduced radius of curvature Rx (θ), cam surface
speed Uc (θ) and contact force F (θ), were included in the model. Also, the model
was expanded to account for squeeze film motion effects.
• The transient finite line contact EHL model was expanded by allowing for variable
rotational velocity of the roller. This was attained by implementing the torque
balance eq. 3.1 as an additional global equation, associated with unknown ωr ,
to the governing system of EHL equations. Hence, possible slippage within the
cam-roller contact could be determined.
• Furthermore a quasi-static isoviscous semi-analytical model for film thickness and
friction calculation at the roller-pin contact was incorporated in order to improve
accuracy for slip and friction loss determination. This is contrary to previous studies
which assumed a constant friction coefficient (usually in the order of 0.001-0.005)
for the roller-pin contact. The semi-analytical model adopted is based on a “rigid”
surface assumption for hydrodynamic journal bearings and stems from the work of
San Andres [66]. The aforementioned author derived an approximate analytical
solution that gives good results for finite length bearings. In this semi-analytical
model the friction coefficient µr−p can be calculated once the eccentricity ratio
n =

e
C

and roller angular velocity ωr are known. e is the offset of the roller

from its centre position, which is defined at the centre of the pin. Note that
n ranges between zero and one. The film thickness in the roller-pin contact is
hroller−pin = C (1 − n cos φ). C is the radial clearance, and the angle φ is the
circumferential coordinate defined as starting from the minimum film thickness
hmin,roller−pin .
The eccentricity ratio n is calculated using an additional equation, which balances
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the Sommerfeld number S =

F
η0 ωr LRpin



C
Rpin

2

with the resultant hydrodynamic

forces. This is implemented in the model as an additional global equation, associated
with unknown n, to the governing system of EHL equations.
The aforementioned points summarize the cam-roller follower lubrication model. Paper
B describes the cam-roller follower lubrication model in full detail.
For the cam-roller analysis, the axial shape of the roller corresponds to a logarithmic
function which may be written as follows:
(



 
 )
2y − Ls 2
−zm
g(y) = −A ln 1 − 1 − exp
A
L − Ls

(3.4)

where A represents the degree of crowning curvature, zm is the crown drop at the
extremities and Ls is the straight roller length. The crown drop, which is a more
commonly used term in literature, is nothing other than the radius reduction towards
the roller ends. Note also that g(y) is valid only for

Ls
2

≤y≤

L
2,

otherwise zero. The

degree of geometric discontinuity which is defined according to the axial profile shape
will, of course, have an effect on the secondary pressure peak and thus on the absolute
minimum film thickness hmin . Figure 3.6 depicts the roller axial shape with its defined

𝐴
𝐿/2

𝑧m

crown drop [m]

design parameters Ls , zm and A.

𝐿s /2
𝑦 [m]

Figure 3.6: Roller axial profiling utilizing a logarithmic shape with defined design
parameters straight length Ls , crown drop zm and crowning curvature A.

A comprehensive lubrication analysis of a cam and roller follower pair, as part of a
fuel injection pump, was performed. The input parameters are given in Table 3.1.
Furthermore, the kinematic variations, such as Rx (θ), Uc (θ) and F (θ) are required as
an input for the EHL calculations. These are given in Figure 3.2.
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Table 3.1: Reference operating conditions and geometrical parameters for cam roller
follower analysis. Note that cam and roller share the same mechanical properties.
Parameter

Value

Unit

E

200

GPa

ν

0.3

-

α

1.78E-8

Pa−1

η0

0.01

Pa·s

ρ0

870

kg/m3

mr

0.11

kg

Rf

0.018

m

Rpin

0.0095

m

C

74

µm

L

0.021

m

A

17

µm

Ls

0.007

m

zm

50

µm

The results presented here corresponds to a cam rotational speed of 950 RPM. Figure
3.7(a) provides the variation of the minimum film thickness over the cam’s lateral surface.
The “dip” in the film thickness profile (between 40◦ -90◦ ) is due to a rapid increase
of contact force (1 kN to 12 kN). It is worth mentioning that for the configuration
studied, the entrainment velocity remains approximately constant over the cam periphery
(see profile for Uc in Figure 3.2). Furthermore it can be noticed that the infinite line
contact analysis results (from which the minimum film thickness can also be calculated
analytically using a film thickness formula) overestimate the minimum film thickness
as side leakage is ignored in this approach, i.e. infinite line contact models ignore the
axial pressure gradient driven flow (second term RHS of eq. 2.1) which accounts for side
leakage. Assuming a composite surface roughness of Rq =0.2 µm of the opposing surfaces,
it can be concluded that the cam-roller contact operates in the mixed lubrication regime
as

h
Rq

< 3. Extension to a mixed lubrication model will be done later on in this thesis.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.7: Evolution of a) minima film thicknesses, b) slide-to-roll ratio SRR as
function of cam angle and c) maxima pressures. Note the abrupt variations in the overall
solution at a cam angle of between 40◦ -90◦ , due to sudden activation of pumping action.

Furthermore, due to the large contact forces involved, negligible slippage occurs. It is
evident from Figure 3.7(b) that the slide-to-roll ratio remains less than 2% over the
full cycle. Again, the “dips” are due to rapid increase in contact force. The evolution
of maximum pressure variation is presented in Figure 3.7(c). It can be seen that the
maximum pressure cycles between 0.5 GPa and 1.8 GPa. It can readily be deduced from
the aforementioned Figure that infinite line contact analysis significantly underestimates
the actual maximum pressure.
Finally, the variation of minimum film thickness at the roller-pin contact is presented in
Figure 3.7(d). A low film thickness of approximately 0.1µm is predicted around the nose
region, suggesting mixed or even boundary lubrication regime (based on a composite
roughness of 0.2µm). The prediction of such a low film thickness may be attributed to
the fact that the semi-analytical lubrication model for the roller-pin contact does not
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include deformation of solids which might enhance film thickness distribution. Instead,
the minimum film thickness is directly linked with the contact force. For instance, in EHL
the film thickness varies much less with load than with sum velocity. Accurate calculation
of the film thickness distribution in the roller-pin contact is thus very important and
should be investigated in more detail.
This will be done in section 3.3.3 of this thesis. Also, the results up till now certainly
emphasize the importance of accurate friction calculation in the roller-pin contact as this
contact is as important as the cam-roller contact, but often weakly included in previous
roller friction models [13, 39]
From the results obtained from the transient analysis it can be deduced that for the
considered cam-roller configuration, any position on the nose between the fixed margin
of 40◦ −90◦ cam angle can be chosen to examine the variation of lubrication performance
indicators (as both the maximum pressure and the minimum film thickness occur in
this region). It would be interesting to study the effect of different axial profile designs
on crucial cam-roller contact performance indicators, such as minimum film thickness,
maximum pressure and rolling power loss. Note that due to negligible sliding, rolling
friction is dominant. Rolling friction is generated due to the pressure driven flow, i.e.
due to pressure gradients. More details on this can be found in Paper B.

The axial profile can be optimized for a certain operating point, to obtain a more
uniform axial pressure distribution. For the present study three different roller axial
surface logarithmic profiles are considered. Table 3.2 presents the design parameters
corresponding to the three different logarithmic profiles (see Figure 3.8(a)). Note that
design 1 is similar to that given in Table 3.1, which is used for the cam-roller analysis.
For the present study the cam angle was fixed at 68◦ .

design 1
design 2
design 3

Ls (mm)
7
4
11

A (µm)
17
100
10

zm (µm)
50
100
10

Table 3.2: Considered logarithmic axial surface profiles.
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(a) Different considered designs for logarithmic (b) Influence of different logarithmic axial surface
axial surface profiling.

profiles on pressure and film thickness distributions, plotted along line Y = 0.

(c) Influence of different logarithmic axial surface
profiles on pressure and film thickness distributions, plotted along line X = 0.

Figure 3.8: Influence of a) considered roller axial surface profiles on b) streamline and
c) axial pressure and film thickness distributions.

Figures 3.8(b) and 3.8(c) present the dimensionless pressure and film thickness distributions along the lines Y = 0 and X = 0 respectively. The most uniform pressure
distribution is obtained for design 3. In fact, for design 3 the transverse lubricant flow
experiences significantly less geometric discontinuity near the region where axial profiles
starts. As a result, the pressure profile inhibits less steep gradients at the rear of the
contact and also covers more area to carry the applied load. For this reason the minimum
film thickness increases and maximum pressure decreases in comparison with reference
design 1 (see Table 3.3). However, due to the fact that the covered contact area increases,
the power losses also increase for design 3.
Exactly the opposite is observed for design 2, i.e. due to larger geometric discontinuities
the maximum pressure increases and the minimum film thickness decreases. However,
due to a decrease in effective lubricated contact area, the power loss decreases. It is clear
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from the case studies that maximum pressure and minimum film thickness values are
improved, at the expense of higher power losses.
hmin (µm)

pmax (GPa)

power loss (W)

design 1

0.202

1.68

5.75

design 2

0.175

2.01

4.37

design 3

0.211

1.51

7.10

Table 3.3: Influence of considered axial surface profile design on crucial performance
indicators around nose region.

3.3.3

Influence of elastic deformation at roller-pin contact

The general framework of the smooth-based cam-roller follower lubrication model (explained in section 3.3.2) relies on a transient finite length line contact EHL model for the
cam-roller contact and quasi-static semi-analytical lubrication model for the roller-pin
contact. The roller-pin contact was modelled as a full film journal bearing. The basis of
the semi-analytical model used for the roller-pin contact relies on the assumption that
the interacting surfaces are rigid and that the lubricant exhibits isoviscous behaviour. It
is expected that under the extremely high contact forces coming from the fuel injector
(ranging from 2kN to 15 kN), which are also directly transmitted to the roller-pin contact,
the “rigid surfaces” assumption might not be accurate. It is therefore important to
include the elastic deformation of the roller and pin into the analysis.
Past studies [61, 26] have shown that the rigid hydrodynamic solution for journal bearings
might significantly overestimate the maximum pressure and underestimate the minimum film thickness. The roller-pin contact model, which is inherently 3D due to its
construction (see Figure 1.2(b)), was thus modelled to accurately predict the frictional
force, film thickness and pressure. As such, a 3D FEM-based transient EHL model was
developed for the roller-pin contact. The roller-pin contact EHL model allows for elastic
deformation of roller and pin, and also accounts for the piezoviscous and compressible
behaviour of the lubricant. This model was then added to the previously developed EHL
model for the cam-roller contact in a fully coupled framework. The two EHL models
for cam-roller and roller-pin contact are interlinked via a global torque balance eq. 3.1
applied to the roller, which calculates the roller angular velocity.
The details of interlinked FEM-based EHL models for cam-roller and roller-pin contact
are detailed in Paper C.
Due to shrink fitting of the pin in the tappet, the pin has a convex type of shape in
between the ears (see Figure 1.2(b)). This is modelled as a type of axial crowning of the
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pin. The resulting film thickness equation for the roller-pin takes the following form:
h (Θ, y) = C − ex̄ cos Θ − eȳ sin Θ +

y2
+ ∂r (Θ, y)
2Ry

(3.5)

where Ry is the axial crowning curvature of the pin, Θ is the circumferential coordinate
and ∂r is the combined radial elastic deformation of the roller and pin. ex̄ and eȳ , which
are the x̄ and ȳ components of the eccentricity e, are obtained by globally balancing the
hydrodynamically generated force with the applied load. For more details see Paper C.
In this study it is assumed that cam-roller contact force F is directly transmitted to the
roller-pin contact.
Using the input parameters as given by Table 3.1, the kinematic variations in Figure 3.2,
and additionally Ry = 4.5m, a transient analysis was performed. The evolution of the
friction coefficients, minimum film thickness and pressure distribution were analysed.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3.9: Evolution of a) minima film thicknesses for cam-roller contact, b) minima
film thicknesses for roller-pin contact, c) maxima pressures, and d) friction coefficients.
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Figure 3.9(a) shows the evolution of minimum film thickness as a function of the cam
angle. Again, note that hmin,central is the central plane (y = 0) minimum film thickness,
while hmin is absolute minimum film thickness which usually occurs at the rear of the
contact where axial surface profiling starts.
Again, one may observe the “dips” in the profiles at a cam angle of 40◦ - 90◦ cam angle due
to the sudden increase in contact force. Figure 3.9(a) also compares the results for a full
transient solution with those obtained using quasi-static analysis, i.e. without squeeze
motion effect

∂hρ
∂t

= 0. It can be concluded that transient effects, in this case squeeze

film motion, are negligible as a minimal phase lag between the solutions is observed.
Figure 3.9(a) also shows the evolution of the minimum film thickness obtained using the
Dowson-Higginson [18] film thickness equation for an infinite line contact. It is clear that
the analytical solution significantly overestimates hmin,central as it does not account for
side leakage.
Similar observations are made for the roller-pin contact (see Figure 3.9(b), i.e. quasistatic analysis yields fairly accurate results as squeeze film motion effects appear to be
negligible. For the sake of comparison Figure 3.9(b) also the depicts the results obtained
using the semi-analytical model, based on rigid surfaces, as was done in section 3.3.2. It
is clear that, especially in the high contact force regions, the minimum film thickness is
highly underestimated as elastic deformation is disregarded in this model. The result
for the evolution of hmin,central , after applying the Dowson-Higginson [18] film thickness
equation for infinite line contacts, for the roller-pin contact is depicted in Figure 3.9(b).
As is the case for the cam-roller contact, the minimum film thickness is significantly
overestimated as side leakage is disregarded.
As can be deduced from Figure 3.9(c), the maximum pressure for the cam-roller contact
cycles between 0.5-1.8 GPa, while the roller-pin contact experiences significantly lower
pressures (ranging between 0.1-0.25 GPa). The latter is due to the fact that the roller-pin
contact is a conformal contact and thus has a much larger contact area.
The friction coefficients for cam-roller and roller-pin contacts are depicted in Figure
3.9(d). As can be seen, very low values of friction coefficients are achieved. For the
cam-roller contact this appears to be caused by the fact that i) this analysis is based on
smooth surfaces (no asperity interaction considered) and ii) negligible sliding is predicted,
meaning that rolling friction is dominant here and sliding friction is negligible.
The range of values for the roller-pin friction coefficient are of the same magnitude as
those measured by Lee and Patterson [50]. An increase in friction coefficient is noticed in
the nose region. This increase is caused mainly by an increase in viscosity (piezoviscous
effect). Furthermore, it is also worth pointing out here that consideration of elastic
deformation in the roller-pin contact decreases the friction coefficient. This is because
including elastic deformation results in a larger contact area, and thus in lower pressure.
This causes a relative decrease in viscosity and therefore sliding friction.
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Similarly to the analysis carried out in section 3.3.2 negligible sliding at the cam-roller
contact was detected.

h
p

y

x

(a) Contour plot of the film thickness distribution (b) Pressure and film thickness distribution along
illustrating the formation of side lobes.

circumferential coordinate Θ.

pressure,

(c) Height expression of the pressure distribution. Dimensional
Cartesian space coordinates are used here and x = Rpin Θ.

Figure 3.10: Evaluation of pressure and film thickness distribution for the roller-pin
contact. The operating conditions correspond to those at 64◦ cam angle, which lies in
the cam’s nose region.

Another important finding for the roller-pin contact was that, due to axial crowning
of the pin, the contact footprint has an elliptical shape, which is clearly visible at high
loads. This can be seen from Figure 3.10(a) which shows the contour plot of the film
thickness distribution for 64◦ cam angle, from which it can be deduced that side lobes
are formed where minimum film thickness hmin occurs (see Nijenbanning et al. [60]).
Figure 3.10(b) presents the pressure and film thickness distribution for the roller-pin
contact at the central (y = 0) plane. It can readily be observed that the pressure and
film thickness distribution inhibit typical EHL characteristics, i.e. a Hertzian parabolic
type pressure curve and film thickness distribution which is uniform in the centre of the
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contact and has a local restriction hmin,central at the outlet of the contact. These results
are in line with those reported by O’Donoghue et al [61] for elastic journal bearings. An
important remark to make here is that although the roller-pin contact may be conformal
in nature, it exhibits similar tribological behaviour to the non-conformal finite length
line contacts for the range of loads considered. In fact the (unintentional) crowning of
the pin appears to be beneficial as a straight pin might induce edge loading, i.e. for the
crowned pin the maximum pressure is located at the centre (see Figure 3.10(c)).

3.4

Mixed lubrication solutions

The results in section 3.3.3, pertaining to the evolution of film thickness for a cam rotational velocity of ωc = 950RPM, suggested that both cam-roller and roller-pin contact
might be operating in the mixed lubrication regime. This hypothesis is based on a
composite Rq of 0.2µm, which is typical for a run-in cam-roller follower contact [6]. For
the current application ωc ranges between approximately 400 and 1300 RPM. From the
latter it is obvious that for the low to moderate range of cam rotational velocities both
cam-roller and roller-pin operate in the mixed lubrication regime. This is of course an
incentive to expand the general cam-roller lubrication model, described in section 3.3, to
include surface roughness effects, i.e. to develop a mixed lubrication model.
There are two types of general approach to the calculation of the friction in mixed
lubricated contacts. The first is the rough-EHL theory-based models and the second is
the load-sharing concept-based models [70, 53].
In the rough-EHL models the lubricant flow and surface deformation are solved numerically by means of a discretized rough surface in both the solid deflection and Reynolds
equations [83, 24]. These models are thought to be more accurate, however there are
still issues/problems in the “thin film lubrication regime”, such as accuracy, convergence,
mesh size dependence and the film collapse criterion [82, 38, 57, 84].
The aforementioned issues do not apply to load-sharing based models, as first introduced
by Johnson [40]. Load-sharing models are known for their robustness and simple methodology for friction estimation. In fact, this approach splits the problem into a separate
smooth surface EHL and dry rough contact problem. The contact intensity is governed
by the proportionality of loads carried by lubricant film and asperity contacts (see eq.
2.5). The dry rough contact and smooth surface EHL solver are linked through the film
thickness. Since then, this approach has been adopted and refined in many other studies
[31, 58, 9, 2], which have demonstrated a reliable approach in friction prediction. The
mixed friction coefficient is simply calculated using eq. 2.6.
In this thesis the load-sharing concept has been adopted for mixed friction calculations.
The algorithm adopted here relies on a FEM-based smooth surface EHL solver and
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boundary element method (BEM)-based dry rough contact solver, which are linked
through the film thickness.
In section 3.3 a smooth surface finite line contact EHL model was presented. In this
section, however, the exact axial shape of the interacting solids has not been taken into
account so as to reduce the required computational effort and complexity. Instead, the
pressure distribution in the axial direction is assumed to be uniform. This simplifies the
problem to an “infinite” line contact problem, i.e. a 2D problem. The models which are
used here are described in detail in Papers D and E.
In this section the roller-pin contact friction coefficient µr−p is used as an input parameter
in order to asses its influence on the cam-roller lubrication performance. While section
3.4.1 focuses on improving mixed friction predictions in the high SRR domain by means
of a mixed thermo-elastohydrodynamic model, section 3.4.2 focuses on the low SRR
domain by including stick-slip transitions on asperity scale.
The reference operating conditions applying to this section, which by the way are almost
the same as those given in Table 3.1, are listed in Table 3.4. From the results obtained
in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 it is interesting to assess the influence of roller-pin friction
coefficient µr−p on the lubrication performance of two specific cam angles, namely 0◦ and
63.5◦ . The choice of the aforementioned cam angles relies on the reasoning that at 0◦
cam angle the highest roller slip occurs (see Figure 3.7(b)), and at 63.5◦ cam angle both
maximum pressure and minimum film thickness occur (see Figures 3.9(a) and 3.9(c)).
The kinematic parameters corresponding to these cam angles are given in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Reference operating conditions for θ = 0◦ and θ = 63.5◦ .
θ
◦

3.4.1

F [N]

Rx [m]

Uc [m/s]

0

2250

0.0152

4.62

63.5◦

12500

0.0105

3.98

Influence of roller-pin contact friction level

Coming back to the cam-roller contact analysis, it has been shown in section 3.3.3
that when the lubrication conditions in the roller-pin contact are favourable, i.e. low
coefficient of friction, roller slippage is negligible. This indicates that the risk of, for
example, scuffing, which is a thermally driven process, would also be minimal. The
solution for the friction coefficient and film thickness in the roller-pin contact, shown in
section 3.3.3, is based on a smooth surface EHL assumption, i.e. full film lubrication
regime. Lubrication conditions at the cam-roller contact may change when the roller-pin
contact operates in the mixed of boundary lubrication regime. This may occur at lower
cam rotational velocities, insufficient oil supply, misalignment, higher surface roughness
and suchlike.
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Table 3.4: Reference operating conditions and geometrical parameters for cam-roller
follower lubrication analysis. Note that both cam and roller share the same mechanical
and thermal properties.

Parameter
ωc
ν
ρ0
ρc/r
α
β
βT
η0
τ0
Rf
Rpin
L
T0
k
kc/r
c
cc/r
µa
pa,lim

Value
950
0.3
870
7850
1.84E-8
0.032
0.00065
0.013
3.5
0.018
0.0091
0.021
77
0.13
46
1970
450
0.1
6

Unit
rev/min
kg/m3
kg/m3
Pa−1
K−1
K−1
Pa·s
MPa·s
m
m
m
◦
C
W/mK
W/mK
J/kgK
J/kg·K
GPa

In order to systematically study the influence of the lubrication performance at the
cam-roller contact as a function of the lubrication conditions in the roller-pin contact,
the friction coefficient at the roller-pin contact was assumed. To be more specific, µc−r in
eq. 3.1 is calculated using the mixed lubrication model, while µr−p is an input parameter.
This assessment should provide insight in terms of the “sensitivity” of cam-roller contact
lubrication as a function of the lubrication regime which the roller-pin contact operates
in.
The coefficient of friction of the roller-pin contact is varied from levels corresponding to
full film lubrication to values corresponding to boundary lubrication. This basically means
that the resisting torque in eq. 3.1 is increased, which obviously should result in higher
roller slippage or sliding velocities at the cam-roller contact. For the results presented in
section 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 negligible sliding at cam-roller contact was predicted, justifying
the assumption of Newtonian and isothermal conditions in model development. However,
for the assessment of increasing µr−p (and thus higher sliding velocities), non-Newtonian
and thermal effects can no longer be disregarded and should be included in the model.
Therefore, the mixed lubrication model for the cam-roller contact developed takes into
account thermal, non-Newtonian and surface roughness effects using measured surface
topography, i.e. a mixed thermo-elastohydrodynamic (TEHL) model. As mentioned
earlier, for these calculations the mixed-TEHL model relies on the infinite line contact
approach in order to reduce complexity and computational effort. The model is described
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in detail in Paper D.
In the current study inertia effects (2nd term on the RHS of eq. 3.1) are assumed to
negligible as compared to the resisting torque due to roller-pin contact friction. The
aforementioned assumption rests on the chosen cam rotational velocity and increasing
values of µr−p by which the inertia torque becomes less pronounced. This assumption
was crosschecked and was shown to be a realistic assumption for the given operating
conditions. The torque balance of eq. 3.1 now reduces to:
µc−r Rf F = µr−p Rpin F
| {z }
| {z }

tractive torque

(3.6)

resisting torque

From eq. 3.6, ωr is solely governed by the tractive and resisting torque. This, together
with the concluding remark in section 3.3.3 that squeeze film motion is negligible justifies
the assumption of a quasi-static analysis for studying the effect of roller-pin contact
friction on cam-roller lubrication.
In the smooth surface infinite line contact EHL model the non-Newtonian behaviour of
the lubricant is simulated using the Eyring model [25], while the Roelands model [65] is
adopted to simulate the dependence of viscosity on temperature and pressure.
A BEM-based dry rough contact solver, as described in the work of Akchurin et al. [2],
is used to calculate the local dry/solid contact pressures of a representative section of
the real measured surface topography. The dry rough contact solver is based on a linear
elastic-perfectly plastic material model. The cam-roller contact studied here is highly
loaded, meaning that an almost uniform film thickness distribution is generated within
the contact zone, i.e. the deformed gap height is almost uniform. Taking advantage
of this, one may pre-calculate the asperity contact force Fa,Lx Ly (of contact calculation
domain which has the dimensions Lx Ly ) as a function of the separation distance hs ,
assuming nominally flat surfaces in contact. The film thickness h is related to the
separating distance hs through the condition of volume conservation. This is imaginable
as the film thickness h can theoretically be zero, while the separating distance hs cannot.
Volume conservation means that the total lubricant volume between the smooth surfaces
should be equal to the volume occupied by the pockets formed by the non-contacting
parts between the rough surfaces. The aforementioned has been taken into account in
the model in this thesis. So, for nominally flat surfaces in contact one may establish a
contact “stiffness curve”, relating h and Fa,Lx Ly , for a series of h values. Averaging the
normal asperity contact force Fa,Lx Ly over the contact calculation domain Lx × Ly results
in an auxiliary contact pressure p̄a =

Fa,Lx Ly
Lx Ly .

Finally, a pre-calculated relationship (for

the specific contact pair) can be established:
p̄a (x) = f [h (x)]

(3.7)
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Figure 3.11 depicts the pre-calculated “h − p̄a curve”, as is called throughout this thesis,
for the cam-roller contact analysis. The curve basically represents the influence of the
measured surface roughness. As a reference point the cam-roller contact conditions at 0◦ ,
which is on the base circle region, are studied. The kinematic parameters, F , Rx and Uc
(corresponding to 0◦ cam angle) are given in Table 3.5.
A parametric analysis is performed in which the roller-pin contact friction coefficient
µr−p is increased. Simulations are stopped whenever an SRR of 2 is attained. A SRR
of 2 means that a simple sliding situation has been reached. The results of the mixedTEHL model were compared with those obtained, assuming Newtonian and isothermal
conditions. The results are shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.11: Surface roughness influence curve “h − p̄a ”, used for cam-roller contact
analysis.

Figure 3.12(a) shows that for both non-Newtonian + thermal and Newtonian + isothermal
models an increase in SRR is observed for increasing values of µr−p . This is due to the
fact that sliding velocity at the cam-roller contact has to increase to compensate for an
increase of µr−p . Another observation is that a dramatic increase in the SRR is observed
when non-Newtonian + thermal effects are taken into account. It is worth mentioning
that both non-Newtonian and thermal effects contribute to viscosity reduction in a
non-linear fashion. In fact, a clear deviation between the two models is observed from a
µr−p value of approximately 0.0175. The initiation of this deviation is governed by the
non-Newtonian effect, in this case related to the characteristic shear stress τ0 for the
Eyring type lubricant. For the considered application a larger value of τ0 would shift the
starting point of non-Newtonian effect to a higher value of µr−p .
The main conclusion which can be drawn here is that non-Newtonian and thermal effects
cause a significant decrease in traction. As a result, the sliding velocity has to increase to
compensate for this additional “loss” of traction. Note that an increase in sliding velocity
means a decrease in sum velocity, as the roller angular velocity decreases. As the film
thickness h is a strong function of the sum velocity, its decrease using the non-Newtonian
+ thermal model is much more amplified than the Newtonian + isothermal model (see
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3.12: Variation of crucial design variables such as a) the SRR, b) central film
thickness hcent c) asperity load ratio Fa /F and d) maximum contact temperature Tmax ,
as a function of the roller-pin friction coefficient µr−p . Results are presented for 0◦ cam
angle.

Figure 3.12(b)).
Because of the dramatic decrease of film thickness using the non-Newtonian + thermal
model, the fraction of load carried by asperities Fa /F significantly increases when
compared with the Newtonian + isothermal model. This is clearly visible in Figure
3.12(c). In fact one may observe that, after µr−p ≈ 0.0175, the lubrication mode using
the non-Newtonian + thermal model rapidly shifts from the full film regime to the mixed
lubrication regime.
Finally Figure 3.12(d), which plots the variation of maximum temperature, speaks for
itself: the combination of high sliding velocities and increasing friction coefficient results
in an increase in heat generation.

3.4.2

Influence of stick-slip transitions at cam-roller contact

In section 3.4.1 the influence of roller-pin friction on cam-roller contact lubrication
performance was assessed by means of a mixed-TEHL model.
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The model was validated using published experimental data from Johnson and Spence
[41]. As not all operating conditions were available in the paper of Johnson and Spence
[41], “translated” data as provided by Gelinck [30] was used as input for the model. More
details on this can be found in Paper D.
The mixed-TEHL model predictions were compared with measured Stribeck and traction
curves (see Figure 3.13). From Figure 3.13 it is clear that overall good agreement is
obtained between model predictions and experiments. However, there is some discrepancy
in the low SRR domain (SRR < 4%) of the traction curves (see Figure 3.13(b)). It can be
seen that the traction curves obtained from the model start from a non-zero value. This
is due to the fact that the asperity traction coefficient µa (see eq. 2.7) is not assumed to
be a function of the SRR, which is the case in practice. In the case of pure rolling the
traction coefficient would theoretically be zero.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13: Comparison model predictions and experiments [41, 30] for a) Stribeck
curves and b) traction curves.

The sliding velocity at cam-roller contact, and thus also the SRR, is strongly governed
by the contact force. For the considered application of fuel injection cam-roller follower
units the SRR reaches values up to 10−6 − 10−5 in the nose region where the contact
forces are the highest. However, this is not directly visible from Figure 3.7(b).
In rolling contact problems the SRR is often referred to as the creep ratio, which is a
term more widely used in vehicle dynamics [86]. Due to the existence of a finite value of
the SRR rather than a zero value (such as for the cam-roller contact), the contact area
is divided into micro-stick and slip zones, which are exposed to combined normal and
tangential loading. A stick zone can be defined as two contacting elements or group of
elements that have no relative velocity with respect to each other as they travel through
the contact. In slip regions the aforementioned condition does not hold.
When a tangential force Fx is transmitted to the contact the contacting elements deform
(elastically). The tangential force, which is related to the SRR, also causes a type
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of tangential displacement δx (x) throughout the contact. A slip element exists when
the elastic deformation cannot support the displacement, i.e. the maximum tangential
deformation is restricted when an upper limit of shear traction has been reached. A
sticking element is thus defined as when the acting shear stress over that element is less
than the limiting shear stress. The most convenient way of defining the upper limit
of shear traction is according to the Coulomb friction theory (see eq. 2.7), i.e. the
maximum (localized) shear traction is the product of normal pressure and a Coulomb
friction coefficient µa,lim . In equation form this yields:
qi,lim = µa,lim pa,i

(3.8)

µa,lim is the sliding boundary friction coefficient, which should be determined experimentally [52]. Its typical value is usually in the order of 0.1-0.13.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.14: An impression of a) surface roughness, which is exposed to a combined
normal and tangential load, and its resulting b) normal asperity contact pressure
distribution and c) normalized shear stress distribution.

So, the moment the shear stress of an asperity (qi in eq. 2.7) exceeds this upper limit,
the shear stress magnitude over the asperity is set equal to the upper limit, i.e. qi = qi,lim
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if qi > µa,lim pa,i .
Figure 3.14(a) shows an example of a combined surface roughness for two nominally flat
surfaces in contact. The combined surface roughness is the summation of the two surface
roughness height profiles. If these two rough surfaces, which are in contact, are exposed to
a combined normal and tangential load, the resulting normal contact pressure distribution
may look like the depiction in Figure 3.14(b). The hardness of the material, beyond which
yielding is initiated, is 6 GPa. Hence, the allowable local pressures within the contact are
therefore confined to 6 GPa for the ideal elastic-perfectly plastic material model chosen
here. If the applied tangential load (or SRR) is not large enough to make the entire
contact area slip, the contact zone will be composed of stick and slip elements. Figure
3.14(c) depicts the normalized shear stress distribution for the given example. Note
that when

|q|
µa,lim pa

= 1, the element is in the slip “mode”, while for 0 <

|q|
µa,lim pa

< 1 the

element is defined to be in the stick “mode”. Gross sliding occurs at the moment when a
sufficiently large SRR (and thus large tangential force) makes the entire contact area slip,
i.e when the stick area disappears. The aforementioned behaviour is depicted in Figure 2.3.

Coming back to cam-roller follower contact modelling, the possibility exists that the
stick-slip status of the cam-roller contact under such small SRRs (10−6 − 10−5 ) has not
yet reached the status of gross sliding, i.e. some contacting asperities may still be in
the stick mode. Predicting the mixed frictional force for the cam-roller contact using
a sliding boundary friction coefficient µa,lim , might therefore (largely) overestimate the
friction force.
In order to improve mixed-friction predictions in the low SRR domain, the mixedlubrication model presented in section 3.4.1 was expanded by taking into account the
stick-slip status on the asperity scale and its influence on the mixed friction coefficient
µc−r . However, in order to reduce complexity, isothermal conditions were assumed in
the model. This assumption is justified here as the sliding velocities considered are very
low and so is the expected heat generation. The complete mixed-lubrication model is
composed of a smooth surface EHL model and a dry (rough) contact model. The former
calculates the hydrodynamic pressure build-up and the film thickness in the contact,
while the latter calculates the asperity pressure and shear stress distribution. The contact
model is based on the boundary element method and takes advantage of a half-space
approximation. Part of the dry contact model, which calculates asperity shear stress
distribution is called the stick-slip model, while the other part that calculates the normal
contact pressure is called the normal contact model. The normal contact model is the
same as that employed in section 3.4.1. The BEM-based stick-slip model, as described in
the work of Bazrafshan et al. [7], was employed here to calculate the asperity shear stress
distribution. The complete (mixed-lubrication) model is described in detail in Paper E.
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Asperity level stick-slip transitions have been analysed in a similar way to the analysis
for the normal contact pressure distribution, based on the p̄a (x) = f [h (x)] relation eq.
3.7. Assuming nominally flat surfaces in contact, for an imposed film thickness h and
tangential load Fx , the tangential displacement δx can be calculated for contact calculation
domain Lx × Ly . The film thickness h corresponds to a normal load Fa,Lx Ly . Analogous
to auxiliary/averaged contact pressure p̄a , an auxiliary asperity friction coefficient µa (x)
can be derived as follows:

µa =
where |q̄| =

Fx
Lx Ly .

|q̄|
p̄a

(3.9)

So, taking the normal pressure distribution from the normal contact

model as an input for the stick-slip model, and additionally imposing load Fx as input,
results in a value of δx and an auxiliary asperity friction coefficient µa . In equation form
this yields:
µa (x) = f [h (x) , δx (x)]

(3.10)

Given the roughness of the cam-roller pair, a 3D map can be constructed for µa as a
function of different combinations of δx and h. The map is presented in Figure 3.15. This
map, likewise the “h − p̄a curve” always holds for the specific rough contact pair. Note
that the asperity friction coefficient transition map Figure 3.15 and the “h − p̄a curve”
Figure 3.11 are mutually dependent. For the current analysis the boundary lubrication
coefficient µa,lim = 0.12.

Figure 3.15: a) Calculated 3D-map for the asperity contact friction coefficient µa as a
function of the film thickness h and tangential displacement δx .

One can directly observe the major characteristics of this asperity friction transition
map. To elaborate somewhat, for a decreasing film thickness (thus for increasing normal
contact loads) the distance δx increases before gross sliding takes place. This is expected
since with increasing normal loads the asperity contact area increases, so that a larger
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pre-sliding distance δx is required.
The SRR is related to the tangential force Fx , which in turn determines the tangential
displacement δx which varies through the contact as follows:
δx (x) = SRR · (x − xinlet )

(3.11)

where xinlet denotes the denotes the inlet position of the lubricated contact zone. The
derivation of eq. 3.11 is explained in Paper E.
From Figure 3.15 a direct link can be made between δx (x) and SRR as these are related
through eq. 3.11. In fact, the behaviour of µa versus SRR is similar to µa versus δx .

The influence of roller-pin contact friction coefficient on cam-roller lubrication is analysed
in a similar way to that performed in section 3.4.1. The modelling approach also relies on
the quasi-steady behaviour. In fact, squeeze film motion effects are ignored

∂hρ
∂t

= 0. In

this study only conditions where SRR < 3% are considered. Hence, ωr can be estimated
assuming pure rolling conditions and ω̇r (see eq. 3.1) can directly be obtained from
graphical differentiation of ωr (with respect to time).
Simulations are carried out in which the roller-pin friction coefficient µr−p is increased
from a value of 0.001 and are stopped whenever a SRR of 3% is reached. The operating
conditions are listed in Table 3.4. Additionally, the kinematic parameters correspond to
the nose region of the cam, i.e. 63.5◦ , and are given in Table 3.5. Again, for the current
analysis isothermal conditions are assumed.
Figure 3.16 provides the relation between increasing values of µr−p and SRR. In this
Figure the stick-slip results, meaning a variable asperity friction coefficient according
to Figure 3.15, are compared with those obtained by assuming the asperity friction
coefficient µa (x) to be a constant and equal to µa = µa,lim = 0.12, i.e. assuming gross
sliding.
Note that an increase in µr−p means that the cam roller friction coefficient µc−r automatically needs to increase proportionally (see eq. 3.6). Consequently, the sliding velocity
or SRR needs to increase in order to compensate for this. Note that SRR and δx are
mutually dependent through eq. 3.6 altogether with Figure 3.15. In fact, an increase in
µr−p indirectly means an increase in δx (x), which is linked to µa through Figure 3.15.
For the nose position the central film thickness is approximately 0.27µm. So, for the
initial values of µr−p , the combination of h and δx (x) (see Figure 3.16) reveals that the
gross sliding inception has not occurred yet, i.e. some asperities are still in the stick
mode. Hence, the µa (x) < 0.12.
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Figure 3.16: Influence of µr−p on lubrication conditions at nose position.

As µr−p is increased, SRR increases further, and so does δx (x), up to the inception of
gross sliding. Consequently µa will approach the full sliding value µa,lim . This explains
the unification of the curves depicted in Figure 3.16. The discrepancy between the results
obtained, especially for low values of µr−p , is large. This is expected since the stick-slip
behaviour of asperities results in less traction at the cam-roller contact and hence a lower
value of µc−r for the same SRR.
Furthermore, there are two import features which can be deduced from Figure 3.16
regarding the starting points of the curves, namely:
• Simulations were carried out with a starting value of µr−p = 0.001, and gradually
increased. However, if one takes a close look at Figure 3.16, it is clear that under
the assumption of gross sliding the value of µr−p = 0.001 is never attained for the
gross sliding case. This can be explained as follows: the analysis here is carried
out such that the shape of the film thickness/separating distance is hardly affected,
i.e. the sum velocity is rather constant during the parametric analysis. This
implies that the load carried by the asperities is also hardly affected (see Figure
3.11). Now as explained earlier, for a given µr−p the only thing which may be
affected is the sliding velocity. If one assumes gross sliding, i.e. µa (x), the asperity
contact contribution to the torque balance remains unchanged. Furthermore, if the
specified µr−p is so small that the tractive torque due to asperity interaction on
its own is already greater than the resisting torques, it means from a numerical
perspective that the sliding velocity has to increase in a negative way to satisfy the
torque balance by means of the hydrodynamic shear stress. To be more specific,
Ur > Uc , meaning that the roller is driving the cam, which is unrealistic. Hence,
in the simulations µr−p is only considered from the point when SRR > 0. This
explains the discrepancy between the starting points of the curves depicted in
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Figure 3.16. This simply means that, under the assumption of a constant asperity
contact friction coefficient, for the current operating conditions a minimum/starting
value of µr−p ≈ 0.008 for roller-pin traction would be required in order to let the
cam drive the roller.
• The second feature of Figure 3.16 is that when µa = µa,lim = 0.12 (gross-sliding)
is assumed, the overall µc−r is also overestimated, which ensues logically from an
overestimation in tractive torque. An increase in tractive torque means a decrease
in sliding velocity. This is also the reason why the minimum value of µr−p ≈ 0.008
is coupled with a smaller value of SRR than in the curve obtained considering
stick-slip transitions.

Chapter 4

Conclusions, discussion and
recommendations
4.1

Conclusions

This thesis studies the lubrication performance of the coupled cam-roller and roller-pin
contact of a heavily loaded cam-roller follower component. The roller is profiled in axial
direction to reduce edge loading. In order to study the effect of axial roller profiling, first
a (3D) steady-state smooth surface finite line contact EHL model was developed in which
the influence of load, velocity and material properties on pressure and film thickness was
studied. It was found that unlike traditional EHL solutions (infinite line and elliptical
contacts), the maximum pressure and minimum film thickness in the contact are highly
affected by variations in load. The model was validated with benchmark results found
in past literature. Good agreement was found between the results from the developed
model and results from published literature.
The previously developed smooth surface finite line contact EHL model was then expanded to capture transient variations such as those occurring in the real cam-follower
application. In this model roller slippage was taken into account and the roller-pin
contact was modelled under the assumption of rigid surfaces. The results in terms of film
thickness and pressure were compared with those obtained using traditional analytical
solutions. It was found that i) both cam-roller and roller-pin contact operate in the
mixed lubrication regime from low to moderately high cam rotational velocities, ii)
analytical film thickness formulas for infinite line contacts overestimate the film thickness
in the contact as they do not account for side leakage, and iii) roller axial profiling may
significantly enhance the maximum pressure and minimum film thickness values, albeit
at the cost of higher power losses due to enlargement of the effective lubricated area.
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Furthermore, the finite line contact cam-follower lubrication model was expanded to take
into account the elastic deformation in the roller-pin contact model. It was found that
elastic deformation in the roller-pin contact is beneficial in terms of film thickness and
pressure. Furthermore, it was found that the roller-pin contact behaves as a concentrated
conformal contact, as it exhibits similar characteristics to finite line contacts (for the
load range considered).
Next, the influence of the roller-pin friction coefficient on cam-roller contact lubrication
performance was studied. To this end, a steady-state mixed-TEHL model was developed
for the cam-roller contact. The model relied on the infinite line contact approach. It
was found that for the increasing friction levels in the roller-pin contact the sliding at
the cam-roller contact increases. Consequently, thermal and non-Newtonian effects can
no longer be disregarded. In fact, it was found that thermal and non-Newtonian effects
reduce traction. In essence, this means that the sliding at the cam-roller contact increases
and surface roughness effects become more pronounced, i.e. mixed lubrication becomes
important. This indicates that the risk on scuffing would increase due to for instance
high sliding and significant asperity contact. Also, results highlight the importance of
the roller-pin contact as this appears to be critical contact in the cam-roller follower
component. The mixed-TEHL model was validated with published measurements found
in the literature, in which good agreement was found for the results corresponding to the
high SRR domain.
Finally, in order to improve the accuracy in terms of friction force, in the low SRR
domain, the influence of stick-slip transitions on asperity scale were included in the
model. The main findings are that stick-slip transitions (or variable asperity contact
friction coefficient) are of crucial importance in regions of the cam where the acting
contact forces are very high. Assuming a constant asperity contact friction coefficient
(or assuming that the inception of gross sliding has already occurred) in highly loaded
regions may lead to large overestimation in the minimum required cam-roller contact
friction coefficient in order to keep the roller rolling.

4.2

Discussion

Based on the approach and findings in this thesis, a few points are worth discussing
further.
From the results, as shown in section 3.4.1, it is clear that (the onset of) roller slippage is
strongly governed by the rheology of the lubricant. Accurate description of the rheology
of the lubricant is thus important in order to get more accurate estimations of the
film thickness and frictional force. In order to improve the model output accuracy
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in terms of film thickness and frictional force, the rheology of the lubricant can be
described using much more advanced rheological models (see for instance [81, 34, 62]).
The Roelands viscosity-temperature-pressure relationship, despite still being used widely
due to its simplicity, is rather outdated. It is worth mentioning that any other constitutive
rheological equation describing the lubricant behaviour can be implemented in the current
model without affecting the general model structure.
Additionally, in the current analysis the disturbance of interacting asperities on the
lubricant flow, i.e. micro-EHL effects, were not considered. The assumption behind
this was that the surfaces were ground in rolling direction. It is commonly known that
inclusion of micro-EHL effects (the build-up of an EHL film at the asperity tip as opposed
to dry or quasi-dry Coulombic sliding) leads to a decrease in asperity friction [68, 52].
For instance, cams could be textured to benefit from micro-EHL effects as these may
realize an increase in film thickness and decrease in friction. The influence of micro-EHL
effects on friction prediction in the cam-roller contact could be investigated in the future.
In this thesis the boundary lubrication coefficient was assumed to be known and constant
for the high slide-to-roll ratio domain. For most boundary layers the shear stress increases
with pressure in a linear manner. However, the variation of the coefficient of friction
(µa =

q
pa )

on asperity scale (due to non-linear shear stress-pressure relation or temperature

effects) may give a variation in the macroscopic boundary lubrication coefficient of friction
(see for instance [27, 12]). This, of course, depends on the chemical composition of the
boundary layer. The tribo-chemistry and tribo-film formation of boundary layers is not
considered here.
The output of this model provides regions with a potential chance of scuffing in terms of
generated heatat the macroscopic level. However, scuffing typically indicates a breakdown
of the boundary layer and thus promoting metal-to-metal contact. This entails exceeding
a certain critical temperature (on asperity scale) [10]. In order to quantitatively predict
the onset of scuffing, detailed micro-scale temperature calculations are required, also for
mixed lubrication conditions. Nevertheless, the output of the mixed-lubrication model
presented in this thesis certainly indicates the regions that are potentially at risk of
scuffing.
Another point which can be addressed here is that for the mixed-lubrication simulations
quasi-static conditions were assumed and, in line with this, roller inertia effects could
be ignored. It should be stressed that this assumption is valid for the case analysed in
this thesis, because the cam’s lateral shape and chosen cam rotational velocity allowed
this. To elaborate somewhat: from the cam surface velocity profile (Figure 3.1), which
corresponds to a cam rotational velocity of 950 RPM, one may observe that this profile is
a rather evenly distributed or has minimal fluctuations throughout the cam’s periphery.
This indicates that the roller angular acceleration – and thus also roller inertia torque
– will be minimal for a cam rotational velocity of 950 RPM. Of course, for higher cam
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rotational velocities the fluctuations in cam surface velocity profile will be higher and
inertia effects will be more significant. Also, for other types of cam shape roller both
inertia effects and transient (squeeze film motion) effects may be very important. In
this thesis the primary reason behind the parametric analysis (as carried out in section
3.4.1) was to have an indication when the “system fails”, i.e. when the sudden/rapid
increase in SRR is noticed. It is expected that in reality a (sudden) increase in roller-pin
friction will cause higher roller slippage, and at the same time will induce a higher roller
deceleration. This means that a (sudden) increase in roller-pin friction might lead to
a much higher roller slippage due to simultaneous increase of roller inertia torque and
resisting torque at the roller-pin contact.
This work has highlighted the importance of the roller-pin contact as this contact appears
to be the critical one in the cam-roller follower system unit. Therefore, it is necessary to
obtain more in-depth knowledge concerning the tribological behaviour of this contact.

4.3

Recommendations

Concrete recommendations for future studies can be summed-up as follows:
• Theoretical work:
– Roller-pin contact modelling.
This work has highlighted the importance of the roller-pin contact as this
contact appears to be the critical one in the cam-roller follower component.
Therefore it is strongly suggested that a detailed transient mixed- lubrication
model for the roller-pin contact should be developed in order to better assess the
coupled tribological behaviour of both contacts. The roller-pin contact is a selflubricated hydrodynamic bearing, i.e. lubricant supply to the contact occurs
through the sides and is thus driven by a pressure difference. Hence, a suitable
cavitation model should also be adopted so as to accurately simulate side
inflow, starvation, the cavitated region, film reformation and non-submerged
situations.
– Model usage for other application.
The model developed in this thesis was applied to analyse the lubrication
conditions in the cam-roller contact. With regard to model applicability it is
worth mentioning that a similar approach as followed in this thesis could be
followed to analyse the tribological behaviour of other dynamic (non-conformal)
EHL contacts such as gears and roller bearings. This model would form a
good basis for this.
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• Experimental validation:
– The general steady-state mixed-TEHL model.
A complete validation of the mixed-lubrication model ranging from the fullfilm regime to the boundary lubrication regime, also for different slip ratios.
This should be done for a rheologically well defined lubricant. A lot of
published measurement data pertaining to mixed lubricated line contacts
exists. However, the (raw) roughness data is often not provided. This
leaves the recommendation for further experimental validation of the mixedlubrication model presented herein. This is possible by measuring the friction
on a two-disc machine experimental setup. Accurate measurement of traction
at the (very) low SRR domain may be problematic for very smooth surfaces.
In order to validate the model friction predictions in the low SRR domain one
could, for instance, increase the surface roughness. This would increase the
critical SRR before gross-sliding takes place. By doing so, a larger part of
the SRR domain where stick-slip transitions are important can be validated
accurately. If the surface roughness is increased, the running-in behaviour of
the interacting surfaces will also be different. Care should be taken to ensure
that the experiments are performed using run-in surfaces.
– The coupled cam-roller, roller-pin contact lubrication model.
The coupled cam-roller, roller-pin contact lubrication model should be validated, preferably in terms of roller slippage, on a full-scale valve train test rig.
In these tests it is required to monitor the cam and roller rotational velocities.
Experimental studies in the past utilized – depending on the setup – either
optical scanners [5], Hall effect sensors [20] or magnetoresistive sensors [44]
in order to monitor the roller rotational velocity. Once the roller rotational
velocity is measured, and synchronized with the lift event of the cam, the slippage can be calculated by subtracting the measured roller rotational velocity
from the roller rotational velocity on the basis of the no-slip condition.
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Nomenclature
h film thickness (m)
H dimensionless film thickness, H =

hRx
a2

h0 rigid body displacement (m)
H0 dimensionless rigid body displacement, H0 =
q
Rx
a Hertzian contact half-width, a = 8F
πLE 0 (m)

h0 Rx
a2

Rx roller radius (m)
Rd roller dub-off radius (m)
ls roller straight length (m)
F applied load (N)
he element size
L roller axial length (m)
p pressure (Pa)
ph Hertzian pressure ph =

2F
πLa

P dimensionless pressure, P =

(Pa)
p
ph

E 0 reduced elasticity modulus, E 0 =
k equivalent diffusion coefficient (-)
kAD artificial diffusion coefficient (-)
P e element Peclet number (-)
x, y, z spatial coordinates (m)

2
2
1−νs,1 2
1−ν
+ E s,2
Es,1
s,2

(Pa)


 z : for coating
y
x
X, Y, Z dimensionless spatial coordinates, X = a , Y = 2L , Z = tc
 z : for substrate
a

ud , vd , wd x, y and z-components of the solid’s elastic deformation field (m)
Ud , Vd , Wd dimensionless x, y and z-components of the solid’s elastic deformation field,
Ud =

ud Rx
,
a2

Vd =

vd Rx
,
a2

Wd =

wd Rx
a2

u1 surface velocity of body 1 (m/s)
u2 surface velocity of body 2 (m/s)
um lubricant mean entrainment velocity um =

u1 +u2
2

(m/s)

Ec coating’s Young’s modulus of elasticity (Pa)
Es substrate’s Young’s modulus of elasticity (Pa)
Ec,eq coating’s equivalent Young’s modulus of elasticity (Pa)
Es,eq substrate’s equivalent Young’s modulus of elasticity (Pa)
Ẽc,eq dimensionless coating’s equivalent Young’s modulus of elasticity
Ẽs,eq dimensionless substrate’s equivalent Young’s modulus of elasticity
νc coating’s Poisson ratio (-)
νs substrate’s Poisson ratio (-)
νc,eq coating’s equivalent Poisson ratio (-)
νs,eq substrate’s equivalent Poisson ratio (-)
Ω computational domain
Ωf contact boundary
ΩD bottom boundary
Ωs symmetry boundary
∂Ωf contact boundary’s edges
α pressure-viscosity coefficient (GPa−1 )
η lubricant viscosity (Pa·s)
η0 lubricant reference viscosity (Pa·s)
η̃ lubricant dimensionless viscosity, η̃ =

η
η0

ρ lubricant density (kg/m3 )
ρ0 lubricant reference density (kg/m3 )
ρ̃ lubricant dimensionless viscosity, ρ̃ =

ρ
ρ0

U dimensionless speed parameter, U =

2η0 um
E 0 Rx

G dimensionless material property parameter G = αB E 0
W dimensionless load parameter, W =
αAD upwind function (-)
Abreviations and Subscripts
FEM finite element method
AD artificial diffusion
EHL elastohydrodynamic lubrication
c coating
s substrate
eq equivalent

F/L
E 0 Rx

Elastohydrodynamic lubrication
of coated finite line contacts
Abstract
In this work a finite element-based model is presented that simulates elastohydrodynamic
lubrication in coated finite line contacts. Using this model the film thickness and pressure
distributions, between a straight roller with rounded edges on a plate, were analysed.
The model was successfully validated against representative results reported in literature.
Parameter studies were conducted to study the influence of varying operating conditions,
axial surface profile parameters and coating mechanical properties on the overall EHL
behaviour of the contact. It was found that in contrast with typical EHL behaviour
the maximum pressure and minimum film thickness, which are located at the rear of
the contact, are largely influenced by variations in load. Results also reveal that axial
surface profile parameters and coating mechanical properties may act as amplifiers to
the effect of load on pressure and film thickness distribution and can thus, if smartly
chosen, significantly enhance lubrication performance.
Keywords: EHL, finite line contacts, coatings

1

Introduction

From past literature, dedicated to elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL), one may
retrieve that a lot of work has been done on elliptical point and infinite line contact
problems. In the latter a uniform pressure distribution in axial direction is assumed.
However, significantly less work has been done on finite line contact problems despite
the high importance of the topic. Due to the finite lengths of components high stresses
are generated towards the extremities of the contact, often referred as edge loading.
Typical examples include cam-roller followers pairs, rolling element bearings, gear teeth
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etc. Axial surface profiling of components is therefore often utilized to minimize edge
loading.
Depending on the type of surface profiling, the pressure and film thickness distribution
may deviate significantly from that predicted using the infinitely long line contact assumption. The foundation of these observations were laid by experiments performed in
1967-1974 by Gohar and Cameron [11], and Wymer and Cameron [23]. In the latter they
measured the film thickness distribution for tapered rollers on a glass plate using optical
interferometry. They were able to show that film shapes near the ends were very different
from those at the central plane. Moreover, the absolute minimum film thickness always
occurred near the extremities of the roller. The minimum film thickness and maximum
pressure are crucial design parameters as they significantly affect wear and fatigue and
thus ultimately the service life of the component.
Mostofi and Gohar [16] were one of the first to present a numerical solution to the finite
line contact EHL problem. The type of rollers used were those with a straight length and
rounded edges. However, the numerical results near the position were profiling starts
were physically inconsistent. Using the same profiled rollers as in [16], Park and Kim
[18] obtained improved contour plots for the pressure and film thickness distribution
using an improved numerical scheme as described in [17]. They also concluded that the
maximum pressure and minimum film thickness always occur near the position were the
profiling starts.
The aforementioned numerical studies were rather limited to low or moderate loads.
Extension to higher loads were made by Kushuwaha et al. [15].
Shirzadegan et al. [20] recently presented a finite element-based model applicable to
finite line contacts. The model developed in [20] is an extension of the pioneering work of
Habchi et al.[13] and can easily cope with highly loaded situations by means of numerical
stabilization. In [20] different types of axial profiling were considered, i.e. rounded edges,
logarithmic and crowing, and their influence on lubricant performance.
The aforementioned studies serve sufficient knowledge to perform more in-depth investigations in order to gain a fundamental understanding into the design limits of finite
line contact problems. In most practical engineering applications operating conditions,
such as entrainment velocity, radii of curvature and load, vary with time. It is therefore
important that the axial surface profile shape should suffice over the full range of operating conditions. Moreover, nowadays an increasing trend in the use of surface coatings
in lubricated contacts is observed and from past studies (see for instance [2], [8], [9]
and [12]) one may conclude that smart use of surface coatings can significantly enhance
lubrication performance. However, according to the authors knowledge past studies,
concerning lubricated coated contacts, are rather limited to infinite line contacts and
circular contacts.
Therefore this paper presents a finite element method (FEM)-based finite line contact
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model that includes the possibility of having a coating on interacting solids. In this work
the lubricated conjunction of an axially surface profiled roller on a plate is analysed. The
numerical predictions are first quantitatively validated with benchmark results found in
literature. Furthermore, the influence of operating conditions, roller profiling and coating
mechanical properties on the tribological behaviour of the contact, are investigated.

2

Mathematical model

The model presented herein is similar to the circular coated contact model presented
by Habchi [12], but then slightly modified in order to simulate finite line contacts.
Furthermore, isothermal conditions are assumed to simplify the analysis. The model
relies on a full system finite element resolution of the EHL governing equations, which
are the Reynolds, linear elasticity and the load balance equations.
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Figure 1: Equivalent geometry for EHL analysis of the finite line coated contact
problem. Note that the dimensions are exaggerated for the sake of clarity.

The equivalent computational domain Ω, for the EHL problem, is presented in Figure
1 where above the substrate a coating is present with a unit dimensionless thickness.
Furthermore, both coating and substrate share a dimensionless axial length of two. The
aforementioned geometrical dimensions, for both coating and substrate, are irrespective
of the actual coating thickness tc and axial length L due to unique definitions of Y and Z
(see nomenclature). As suggested in [13], a dimensionless thickness of 60 for the substrate
is sufficient to approximate a half-space for calculation of elastic displacement field. The
two-dimensional Reynolds equation should be solved for the pressure distribution on
computational boundary Ωf , representing the geometrical contact region. The geometrical dimensions for Ωf are −4.5 ≤ X ≤ 1.5 and −1 ≤ Y ≤ 0 to satisfy zero pressure
boundary conditions at the borders [15]. Note that in order to reduce computational
effort the advantage of symmetry around boundary Ωs , which lies in the XZ-plane, has
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been taken.
The Reynolds equation, which is a convection-diffusion type equation, is strongly convection dominated in highly loaded situations and will thus exhibit superious oscillations in
the solution when solved using a typical Galerkin formulation [1].
The inconsistent (non-residual based) artificial diffusion (AD) method is one of the oldest
and simplest methods as it directly adds an artificial diffusion term to the Reynolds
equation in regions where the solution is strongly convection dominated. In [13] it was
shown that the solution was not significantly affected with the use of isotropic artificial
diffusion. Hence, in this work the inconsistent AD stabilization technique is used. The
slightly modified Reynolds equation can now be written as follows:
∂
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where the dimensionless speed parameter λ is defined as λ =

2
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a3 ph

kAD,X and kAD,Y

are the artificial diffusion coefficients. a and L are the Hertzian contact width and roller
axial length respectively. The variation of viscosity η̃ with pressure is simulated using
Roelands viscosity-pressure relation [19], while the density ρ̃ of lubricant is assumed to
be dependent on pressure according to the Dowson-Higginson density-pressure relation
[7].
The free boundary cavitation problem, that arises at the exit of the lubricated contact, is
treated according to the penalty formulation of Wu [21]. This method adds an additional
(penalty) term to the Reynolds equation that only acts in the negative pressure zones.
The penalty term enforces the arising negative pressure in the solution towards zero. It
n 3
o
a2 ρ̃H 3
is important to note that the equivalent diffusion tensor {kX , kY } = ρ̃H
of
,
η̃λ (2L)2 η̃λ
eq. 1 is anisotropic due to different definitions of X and Y . The stabilizing terms will
therefore have to be amended for the anisotropic nature accordingly. For this reason
kAD,X and kAD,Y are defined separately and constructed in the following manner [1]:
"

kAD,X
kAD,Y

#
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(2)

∂ ρ̃
where {ρAD,X , ρAD,Y } are tuning parameters, he is a typical element size and u = H ∂P

is the equivalent convection coefficient. The constant α0 and upwind function αAD are
defined as follows [13]:
1
2l
= coth (P emean ) − 1/P emean

α0 =
αAD

(3a)
(3b)
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where l is the interpolation order. The mean diffusion coefficient kmean and scaled cell
Peclet number P emean (according to the formulation in [10]) are computed as follows:


kmean
P emean

1
1
+
=
kX
kY
uhe
=
2kmean l

−1
(4a)
(4b)

As can be extracted from Eq. 2, the only difference between the definitions of kAD,X and
kAD,Y lies in the choice of tuning parameters ρAD,X and ρAD,Y . The tuning parameters
should be minimal just to suppress the generated oscillations and not so large to introduce
excessive damping.

Figure 2: Schematic of considered roller axial profile.

The EHL film thickness expression H for a straight cylindrical roller with axial dub-off
profiling (see Figure 2) can simply be written as [18]:

H (X, Y ) = H0 +

X 2 L2 Rx (Y + Yd )2
+
(Y < −Yd )
2
4a2
2Rd
L2 Rx (Y − Yd )2
+
(Y > Yd ) − Wd (X, Y ) (5)
4a2
2Rd

where H0 is the rigid body displacement and Wd is the contribution due to elastic
deformation. The second term in eq. 5 represents the static separation due to the
geometry of the roller in undeformed state. Note that Yd =

ls
L,

is the dimensionless axial

position where axial profiling starts, Rd is the round corner radius and ls is the straight
roller length. (Y < −Yd ) and (Y > Yd ) are Boolean functions, equal to one if true and
zero if not true.
The conservation law states that the applied load should be balanced by the hydrodynamically generated force. Assuming that acceleration forces are negligible, the following
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load equation should hold for the contact:
Z

1
P (X, Y ) dΩ = π
2

(6)

Ωf

Note that eq. 6 already takes into account symmetrical boundary conditions at plane
Ωs . Eq. 6 is balanced by iteratively adjusting H0 until the Reynolds equation, i.e. the
pressure solution, converges.
For the elasticity problem three assumptions are made, namely:
• both substrates are coated
• the substrates of both interacting bodies share similar mechanical properties, i.e.
Es,1 = Es,2 = Es and νs,1 = νs,2 = νs
• the coating materials on both substrates also share similar mechanical properties,
i.e. i.e. Ec,1 = Ec,2 = Ec and νc,1 = νc,2 = νc
where subscripts “s” and “c” denote substrate and coating respectively. Note that the
aforementioned assumptions are purely made here to simplify the analysis. Extension
to other problems, such as usage of different coating and/or substrate materials, can
straightforwardly be taken in to account.
For the elastic deformation calculation we again make use of an equivalent elastic model,
see [13] for more details. In the equivalent elastic model one of the interacting bodies, thus
substrate with coating, is rigid while the other body has equivalent material properties
to compensate for the total elastic deformation. As both substrates and coatings
share similar mechanical properties, the equivalent dimensionless material properties for
substrate (Ẽs,eq ,νs,eq ) and coating (Ẽc,eq ,νc,eq ) simplify to:
(

Ẽs,eq =
νs,eq

(

Ẽc,eq =
νc,eq

Es a
2 Rph

= νs
Ec a
2 Rph

= νc

for the substrate

(7a)

for the coating

(7b)

In the current case, since the two substrates and coatings are made of the same material
it means that the use of the equivalent material properties defined in eq. 7 leads to a
total elastic deflection that is twice that of each solid body (substrate + coating) taken
individually.
In fact, now two interdependent sets of the system of 3D elasticity equations need to
be solved to calculate the elastic displacement field in both coating and substrate. The
3D elasticity equations are applied to dimensionless domain Ω to compute the total
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elastic deformation. The sets of equations described by eqns. 8 and 9 describe the elastic
deformation of substrate and coating respectively. For the substrate we get:
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And for the coating:
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where {Ud , Vd , Wd } are the X, Y and Z-components of the solid’s elastic displacement
field, ψ =

a
2L

and ζ =

a
tc .

Eqns. 8 and 9 are derived analogously to the elasticity equations

presented in [12]. The dimensionless (equivalent) Lamé’s coefficients for substrate and
coating are calculated as follows:



Ẽs,eq
2(1+νs,eq )
νs,eq Ẽs,eq
(1−2νs,eq )(1+νs,eq )

for the substrate

(10a)

Ẽc,eq
2(1+νc,eq )
νc,eq Ẽc,eq
(1−2νc,eq )(1+νc,eq )

for the coating

(10b)

µ̃s =

 λ̃s =


µ̃c =
 λ̃c =

where the material properties (Ẽs,eq ,νs,eq ) and (Ẽc,eq ,νc,eq ) are evaluated by means of
equations 7a and 7b respectively.
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In order to obtain a unique solution for the EHL problem, proper boundary conditions
(BCs) need to be imposed. These are summarized as follows:
For the Reynolds equation:
(

P =0

on ∂Ωf

∇P · n = 0

on Ωs

For the elastic model:


Ud = Vd = Wd = 0
on ΩD
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 ζ λ̃c ∂Ud + ψ λ̃c ∂Vd + λ̃c + 2µ̃c ζ ∂Wd = −P
∂X
∂Y
∂Z



on Ωf







Vd = 0
on Ωs




σ = 0
elsewhere

(11)

(12)

n

Additionally, a continuity BC on the common boundary of coating and substrate is
imposed.

3

Results

Summarizing, the complete model consists of the modified Reynolds eq. 1, the load
balance eq. 6, two sets of interdependent elasticity equations for substrate and coating
eqns. 8 and 9, and their respective boundary conditions equations 11 and 12.
The dry dimensionless Hertzian pressure profile was taken as initial guess for the pressure
distribution, while for the elastic displacement field the solution corresponding to the dry
Hertzian contact was taken as initial guess. The load balance eq. 6, which is associated
with the unknown H0 , is added to the complete system of equations formed by eqns. 1
and 8 and 9.
The developed model is solved using the FEM with a general purpose finite element
analysis software [5]. The resulting system of non-linear equations is solved using a
monolithic approach where all the dependent variables(P, Ud , Vd , Wd , H0 ) are collected
in one vector of unknowns and simultaneously solved using a modified Newton-Raphson
iteration scheme. For specific numerical details, concerning the weak coupling resolution
of the Reynolds and elasticity equations, the reader is referred to [13] as only the main
features of the model are recalled here.
Lagrange quintic elements were used for the hydrodynamic part, while quadratic elements
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were used for the elastic part. A custom tailored mesh, similar to that detailed in [12],
was deployed to reach an optimum combination between accuracy and calculation speed.
The maximum element size in the contact zone in X-direction was chosen smaller than
0.06 while for Y -direction the maximum element size was chosen to be smaller than
0.03. This, because steeper gradients are expected in Y -direction. The element size was
allowed to increase gradually as the distance from the contact boundary increased. The
aforementioned corresponds to the usage of approximately 350000 degrees of freedom
for the uncoated case and approximately 400000 degrees of freedom for the coated case.
Converged solutions to relative errors ranging between 10−3 − 10−4 are typically reached
within 12 iterations, corresponding to a computation time of approximately 2 minutes on
an Intel(R) Xenon(R) CPU E5-2640 processor. Much less iterations (2-5) are required
when calculations are continued from a previously obtained solution with a somewhat
different set of input parameters.
The results herein are presented in twofold. The first part of the results corresponds
to uncoated contacts, while the second part discusses results corresponding to coated
contacts. Note that the particular case when the Young’s moduli of coating and substrate
are identical, i.e. Ec =Es , corresponds to an uncoated contact.

3.1
3.1.1

Uncoated case
Influence of numerical stabilization on overall solution

The tuning factors [ρAD,X , ρAD,Y ] are chosen different due to anisotropic nature of the
diffusion tensor {kX , kY } of eq. 1. In fact, in terms of the amount of artificial diffusion
added for streamline stabilization the effect is similar to that described in [13] and
therefore not detailed here, i.e small deviations around the pressure spike are observed
and the minimum film thickness is not significantly effected. It is thus safe to choose
ρAD,X smaller than 0.5.
It is widely known, for infinite line and point contacts, that with increasing loads the
Petrusevich pressure spike(s) shift more towards the exit of the lubricated contact and
becomes smaller in magnitude at the same time. The maximum pressure then occurs at
the centre of the contact and is approximately the same as the maximum dry Hertzian
contact pressure ph . However, for the finite line contact the maximum pressure Pmax and
minimum film thickness Hmin occur near the edges of the contact. Therefore the amount
of artificial diffusion in crosswind direction needs to be chosen carefully as this also is
the direction that causes the anisotropic nature of the diffusion tensor.
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Table 1: Reference operating conditions and geometrical parameters for a straight
roller with rounded edges.
Parameter

Value

Unit

F

3150

N

Es

210

GPa

νs

0.3

-

Ec

210

GPa

νc

0.3

-

α

1.89E-8

Pa−1

η0

0.013

Pa·s

Um

1

m/s

Rx

0.008

m

L

0.01

m

Rd

0.127

m

ls

0.0085

m

U

7.3891E-12

-

W

1.7904E-4

-

G

4150

-

ph

1.17

GPa

Figure 3 shows the pressure distribution for a straight roller with rounded edges with
and without stabilization. The operating conditions and roller profiling geometrical
parameters are given in Table 1. Note that the Young’s moduli of coating and substrate
are identical, i.e. Ec =Es , which corresponds to an uncoated contact. As can be retrieved
from Figure 3, the pressure distribution without crosswind stabilization is not smooth
whereas with crosswind stabilization a smooth solution is obtained.
From “numerical experiments” we ascertained that the influence of crosswind artificial
diffusion on the absolute minimum film thickness is much more amplified when compared
to the influence of streamline artificial diffusion. This is mainly due to the fact that
axial pressure gradients

∂P
∂Y

are affected in a much more amplified fashion with crosswind

diffusion due to the anisotropic nature of the diffusion tensor. This is also the reason
why crosswind diffusion has a greater influence on the absolute minimum film thickness
Hmin as compared to the central plane minimum film thickness Hmin,central , which seems
to remain unaffected (see Figure 4(a)). The exact value for Hmin corresponds to a value
of ρAD,Y = 0, but then the solution for pressure distribution is not smooth. This can
be extracted from Figure 4(b) in which the pressure and film thickness distributions
are plotted along the line X = 0. Note that the absolute maximum pressure Pmax
and the maximum pressure at the central plane Pmax,central are negligibly affected by
the introduced amount of crosswind diffusion (see Figure 4(c)). Nevertheless, from
“numerical experiments” we conclude that, as a rule of thumb, ρAD,Y should always be
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chosen smaller than 0.1.
The present authors also attempted to implement more consistent (residual based)
stabilizing methods, such as described in references [4] and [6], to stabilize the solution
in crosswind direction. These include shock-capturing techniques which aim to eliminate
effects such as overshoots and undershoots close to discontinuities. Unfortunately, these
techniques make the system of equations more non-linear and consequently induce
convergence issues. This is of course an incentive for more detailed investigation into the
implementation of more consistent techniques for the “anisotropic convection-dominated
convection diffusion problem”.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: The pressure distribution a) with crosswind stabilization and b) without
crosswind stabilization.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Influence of crosswind stabilization on a) minima film thicknesses and b) on
axial pressure and film thickness distributions and c) maxima pressures.

3.1.2

Quantitative validation

Park and Kim [18] have presented benchmark results for an uncoated straight roller (with
straight length ls ) with rounded edges (with dub-off radius Rd ). They also compared
their results qualitatively with experimental results obtained using optical interferometry
[22]. The operating conditions and roller profile parameters are given in Table 2.
Note that the presented coated finite line contact model herein can be numerically
validated with the results presented in ref.[18] if the material properties of coating and
substrate are set to be the same (see Table 2).
In ref. [18] a slightly different definition for the load parameter (WKim =
than what is “usual” for infinite line contacts (W =

F/L
E 0 Rx ).

F
2)
E 0 Rx

is used

The axial length L is not

given in ref. [18], but can somehow be estimated. In the present analysis the axial length
L was estimated on the basis of the contact footprint length, i.e. for an equivalent infinite
line contact problem the load acting over the unit footprint length can be used as input
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data [14]. In ref.[18] the profiling starts at a position of yd =0.7 x Rx from the central
plane, meaning that for the infinite analysis L = ls =2 x 0.7 x Rx would be used as input
data. This statement does not always hold as for higher loads situations the lubricated
contact footprint length becomes larger. This will be shown in the next sub-section. For
dry contact analysis the footprint length is usually taken to be the same as the straight
roller length ls . However, for a lubricated contact the pressure distribution is slightly
extended [15]. For this reason the axial length here is assumed to be a factor of 1.07
times larger than the contact dry footprint length in ref.[18], i.e. L =2 x 0.7 x Rx x 1.07

Table 2: Operating conditions for reference case. Partly adapted from [18].
Parameter

Value

Unit

F

570.24

N

Es

200

GPa

νs

0.3

-

Ec

200

GPa

νc

0.3

-

α

1.364E-8

Pa−1

η0

0.0528

Pa·s

Um

1

m/s

Rx

0.012

m

L

2 x 0.7 x Rx x 1.07

m

Rd

0.3 x Rx

m

yd

0.7 x Rx

m

ls

2 x yd

m

2E-11

-

1.8E-5

-

G

3000

-

ph

0.304

GPa

U
WKim =

F
2
E 0 Rx

Comparisons are made according to different sections of the contact. These correspond to
the streamline and axial sections through the maximum pressure and absolute minimum
film thickness. The sections are defined as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Definition of sections through lubricated contact. Reproduced from reference
[18].

Section 1-1 is the central line in streamline direction (plotted against Y = 0) where the
minimum film thickness Hmin,central occurs. Section 2-2 and 3-3 correspond to contour
sections where the absolute maximum pressure Pmax and the absolute minimum film
thickness Hmin occur respectively. Section 4-4 and 5-5 are contour sections in transverse
direction where the absolute maximum pressure and absolute minimum film thickness
occur respectively.
Figure 6 presents the zoomed-in contour plots for pressure and film thickness. Note that
different dimensionless variables are used for the sake of comparison. It is clear that the
maximum pressure and minimum film thickness occur near the region where profiling
starts (thus near a dimensionless position of y/Rx = −0.7).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Zoomed-in contour plots of a) the film thickness and b) pressure distribution
at the rear of the contact. Note that different dimensionless variables have been used
for the sake of comparison.
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In fact the secondary pressure peak occurs near the side constriction and rear exit of the
lubricated contact area. Flow continuity demands that the pressure gradients should be
coupled with local restrictions of minima film thickness. Hence, the secondary pressure
peaks near the side constriction also inhibit lubricant flow in their vicinity. Consequently
small islands (iso-film thickness contours) are formed at the rear of the contact. These
are commonly referred as end closure films in literature [15].
It can readily be concluded from the figures that traditional EHL infinite line contact
solutions do not reveal the tribological behaviour at the extremities of the contact in
terms of pressure and film thickness distributions. These findings are in line with previous
studies (see for instance [15, 18, 3]).
In Figure 7 the results for pressure and film thickness distributions are presented according
to the defined sections in Figure 5. The results are to be compared with those reported
in [18]. Overall good agreement is obtained for the results obtained using the current
approach. The minimum film thickness and maximum pressure and their positions
are accurately predicted. In Figure 7(e) there is some minor difference in obtained
axial pressure distribution for section 4-4, although the maximum pressure is accurately
predicted. This is mainly due to the assumed axial length as earlier discussed. The
assumed axial length might shift the location of maximum pressure a little, which in
turn may lead to this discrepancy.

3.1.3

Parameter study

It is of interest to see how the finite line contact responds to varying operating conditions
such as load, speed and material properties. The dimensionless parameters of the
aforementioned operating conditions are represented by the load parameter W , speed
parameter U and material property parameter G. The operating conditions for the
current cases are detailed in Table 1.
Figure 8 shows how the pressure and film thickness distribution (plotted along X = 0
and Y = 0) vary as a function of these three parameters, while keeping two constant at
a time. Variation of W , U and G all result to some minor variation around the pressure
spike along the central plane and/or central film thickness variation. These variations are
much more explainable from traditional EHL solutions for line and/or elliptical contacts.
The most remarkable observation is that the pressure and film thickness distribution,
especially at the side extremities, are highly affected by varying loads. To be more
specific, the variation in pressure distribution at the extremities seems to be highly
amplified with increasing load in the sense that the secondary pressure peak smears out
and the covered (lubricated) axial length becomes larger. These results are in line with
previous theoretical and experimental findings [22] and [18].
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Figure 7: Results for pressure and film thickness profiles, for the different sections,
using the current approach (left column). Note that here H = Rhx and P = Ep0 . The
figures are to be compared with those reproduced from Park and Kim [18] (right column).
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Figure 8: Influence of varying operating conditions such as speed, elasticity and contact
load on streamline and axial pressure shapes.
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To make things more clear, Figure 9 plots the variation Hmin /Hmin,central as function of
W , U and G from which it is clear that the absolute minimum film thickness is highly
affected by variations in load. Especially from low to moderate loads this phenomenon
is much more visible. For variations in U and G the ratio Hmin /Hmin,central seems to
remain constant. Note that the behaviour of Hmin,central is much more explainable
using traditional EHL solutions for infinite line contacts [18]. It is therefore much more
interesting to study the behaviour of ratio Hmin /Hmin,central from a designers perspective.
In practice one would like to maximize the value of Hmin /Hmin,central as Hmin,central can
fairly be estimated using the infinite line contact assumption. This would drastically
decrease computational overhead.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9: Variation of Hmin , Hmin,central and ratio Hmin /Hmin,central with dimensionless
speed, material and load parameters while keeping two fixed at a time. The minimum
film thickness Hmin seems to behave different with increasing load.
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Figure 10: Contour plots of film thickness H for increasing values of dimensionless
load parameter W showing how the position of minimum film thickness shifts as the
contact centre flattens.

Figure 10 plots the contours of the film thickness for increasing loads. It can be seen
that for all conditions Hmin occurs at the rear of the contact and that for increasing
loads the lubricated area extends (also see Figure 8(e)). Also note that also, similar
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as for elliptical contacts, with increasing load the contact centre gets more flattened
and the end closure films (small islands of minimum film thickness) become smaller.
Consequently, the ratio Hmin /Hmin,central also increases as can be seen from Figure 9(a).
This however also depends on the axial profile itself, i.e. the straight roller length and
dub-off radius as will be explained now.
So, apart from varying operating conditions it is also interesting to take a look at the
influence of geometrical parameters on the pressure and film thickness distributions. In
fact, for the axial profile of the roller one may vary the straight roller length and dub-off
radius to optimize the pressure distribution, i.e. to make it more uniform by reducing
edge stress concentrations and consequently increase Hmin /Hmin,central .
Figure 11 presents the variations of pressure and film thickness profiles as a function of
the dub-off radius Rd . From Figure 11(a) it is clear that a higher relief radius smears
out the secondary pressure peak, resulting to a larger contact area. Furthermore, the
ratio Hmin /Hmin,central seems to increase with increasing Rd . The aforementioned, is
amplified with increasing loads. One would then think that choosing a larger Rd results
in a more uniform the pressure profile and thus a better design. However, there seems to
be an optimum range for minimum film thickness vs dub-off radius mapped against the
range of loads. In fact, for a too large Rd the ratio Hmin /Hmin,central starts to decrease
after a certain applied load. This is mainly due to the fact that there is no space
available for the pressure profile to extend as a zero boundary condition is imposed at
the extremities. Consequently, the pressure gradient

dP
dY

at the extremities increases and

thus Hmin decreases (see Figure 11(b)).

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Influence of round corner radius on a) pressure and film thickness distributions and b) minima film thicknesses.

A similar statement can be made about variations in the straight length of the roller
(see Figure 12(a)). There is an optimum range for choosing an appropriate straight
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roller length as a too large value for Yd results to a decrease of Hmin /Hmin,central with
increasing loads (see Figure 12(b)). If a too small value for Yd is chosen, the contact area
is reduced and the maximum pressure consequently increases.
All these findings make it really hard to develop a robust correlation between absolute
minimum film thickness and operating conditions, as axial profile design parameters play
an equally important role. In fact, a good understanding of finite line contact behaviour
as a basis will lead to a better design of mechanical components in terms of film thickness
and pressure distributions, and as a result, increase in service life.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Influence of roller straight length on a) pressure and film thickness shape
and b) minima film thicknesses.

3.2

Coated case

The influence of mechanical properties, in terms of coating stiffness and thickness, on
the overall EHL behaviour of a finite line contact will be discussed in this section. The
reference operating conditions for the present results are identical to those presented in
Table 1. In addition the coating thickness tc and Young’s modulus Ec will subsequently
be defined for the cases studied. Substrate mechanical properties are kept fixed and are
given in Table 1.
In Figures 13(a) and13(b) the influence of coating stiffness on the pressure and film
thickness distribution, is illustrated. Note that the case when Ec =210GPa (grey line),
corresponds to the uncoated contact case.
One can directly observe that with increasing stiffness of the coating the maximum
pressure increases, while the contact width decreases. Furthermore the pressure spike at
the central plane and the secondary pressure peak at the rear of the contact increase in
magnitude with increasing coating hardness. It seems obvious that with stiffer coatings
higher pressures are expected, and to compensate for this (with fixed applied load) the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 13: Influence of coating elasticity Ec and thickness tc on pressure and film
thickness distribution. The graphs are plotted on lines Y = 0 (left column) and X = 0
(right column). The contact area increases for softer coatings. This phenomenon is
amplified with coating thickness. Exact the opposite occurs for stiffer coatings with
increasing coating thickness.
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contact area has to decrease. Taking a more detailed look at the behaviour of minima
film thicknesses, Hmin and Hmin,central depicted in Figure 14(c), it is clear that over the
whole range of coating stiffness the minimum film thickness increase slightly (less than
10%) with increasing coating stiffness. Obviously, stiffer coatings mean less deformation
and thus slight increase in minimum film thickness.
Now taking a look at Figures 13(c)-13(f) we see that the aforementioned phenomena,
i.e. higher pressure with increasing coating elasticity, are amplified with increasing
coating thickness. To be more specific, we see that for elastic coatings (Ec =70GPa)
the maximum pressure is further reduced with increasing coating thickness (see Figures
13(c) and 13(d)), while for stiff coatings (Ec =410GPa) the maximum pressure is further
increased with increasing coating thickness (see Figures 13(e) and 13(f)). To elaborate a
bit on this, if we have a really elastic coating, for example Ec =70GPa, and we decrease
the thickness of this coating, the influence of the stiff substrate (Es =210GPa) increases.
This means that there will be less deformation, i.e. the contact area decreases, thus the
pressure will increase. Exactly the opposite occurs when considering a very stiff coating
(e.g.Ec =410GPa).
In line with previous findings, for coated contacts we also see that for more elastic
coatings the lubricated contact area is increased. This effect is further amplified with
increasing coating thickness. The same also applies for increasing contact force, i.e.
the lubricated contact area is also expanded with increasing load. Careful attention
should be paid when dealing with elastic and thick coatings and high loads, in terms
of minimum film thickness Hmin , as all three aforementioned factors lead to an increase
in contact area. From Figure 14(b) it is clear that at relatively high loads the ratio
Hmin /Hmin,central dramatically decreases. This is mainly due to the fact that at the rear
of the contact the pressure distribution does not have sufficient space to expand, and
thus the secondary pressure peak again grows in magnitude. Consequently, pressure
gradients at the extremities increase and thus will the minimum film thickness Hmin
decrease. The influence of coating thickness, for elastic and stiff coatings, on Hmin and
Hmin,central , are depicted in Figure 14(a). At first sight it can readily be concluded
that the trends of minimum film thicknesses, for soft and stiff coatings respectively, are
opposite. In fact, for soft coatings the minimum film thicknesses increase with increasing
coating thickness, while for hard coatings the minimum film thicknesses slightly decrease
with increasing coating thickness. This behaviour is not as expected as we saw that the
minimum film thicknesses increased with increasing coating stiffness (refer to Figure
14(c) again). One would expect that for example, given coating which is harder than the
substrate, the minimum film thickness would increase if the coating thickness is increased.
Again, as can be extracted from Figure 14(a), this is not true due to the fact that when
coating thickness is increased the behaviour of the minima film thicknesses are more
dP
likely governed by the pressure gradients ( dX
and

dP
dY

) at the exits as per flow continuity
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demand. Meaning that for hard coatings the pressure gradients increase with increasing
coating thickness, resulting to a decrease in film thickness. Similarly, for more elastic
coatings the pressure gradients decrease with increasing coating thickness resulting to an
increase in minimum film thicknesses.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 14: Influence of a) coating thickness tc , b) dimensionless load parameter W̄
and c) coating elasticity on minima film thicknesses.

4

Conclusions

In the present work a FEM-based coated finite line contact model was developed. The
lubricated conjunction between a roller with rounded edges on a plate was analysed.
The developed model was quantitatively validated by means of representative results
reported in literature. Good agreement between the results was obtained.
Parameter studies were carried out to investigate the influence of operating conditions,
geometrical parameters (of axial surface profile) and coating mechanical properties on
the overall EHL behaviour of the contact. In line with previously reported findings, it
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is shown that the pressure and film thickness distributions for finite line contacts vary
significantly different with applied load as compared to infinite line contact models. At
increasing loads the pressure distribution becomes more uniform in axial direction as
long as there is space available for contact area expansion. When no space is left to
compensate for higher loads, the secondary pressure peak at the extremities grows again
and hence the absolute minimum film thickness decreases as per flow continuity demand.
Large round corner radii, large straight roller lengths, too elastic and thick coatings,
all amplify the effect of increasing loads, i.e. the pressure profile expands in all cases
to compensate for the applied load. When no space is left to compensate for higher
loads, the secondary pressure peak at the extremities grows again and hence the absolute
minimum film thickness decreases.
All these findings make it really hard to develop a robust correlation between absolute
minimum film thickness, maximum pressure and operating conditions, as coating and
axial profile geometrical parameters play an equally important role. The present results
certainly contribute to a better understanding of lubricated and coated finite line contacts.
This model can effectively be used for improved designs of finite line contact applications
in terms of film thickness and pressure distributions, and thus ultimately, contributing
to longer service life of the components.
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Nomenclature
a Hertzian contact half-width (m)
A roller crowning curvature (m)
C radial clearance (m)
CU dimensionless variation of mean entrainment velocity
CF dimensionless variation of contact force
CR dimensionless variation of reduced radius of curvature
D pin diameter (m)
Dplunger plunger diameter (m)
e roller eccentricity (m)
Eeq equivalent Young’s modulus of elasticity (Pa)
Ẽeq dimensionless equivalent Young’s modulus of elasticity (-)
E 0 reduced elasticity modulus (Pa)
f kinematic coefficient (m)
F force (N)
g axial surface profile function (m)
G dimensionless axial surface profile function
h film thickness (m)
H dimensionless film thickness
h0 rigid body displacement (m)
H0 dimensionless rigid body displacement

I roller inertia (kg.m2 )
ks spring stiffness (N/m)
l vertical displacement of follower (m)
L roller axial length (m)
Ls roller straight length (m)
m mass (kg)
p pressure (Pa)
P dimensionless pressure
ph Hertzian pressure (Pa)
q horizontal offset of reciprocating follower (m)
Rx reduced radius of curvature (m)
Rpin pin radius (m)
Rf outer radius roller (m)
Rb base circle radius (m)
→
−
R1 length of vector R 1 (m)
S Sommerfeld number(-)
u, v, w x, y and z-components of the solid’s elastic deformation field (m)
U, V, W dimensionless x, y and z-components of the solid’s elastic deformation field
Ucam cam surface velocity (m/s)
Uroller roller surface velocity (m/s)
Um lubricant mean entrainment velocity (m/s)
x, y, z spatial coordinates (m)
X, Y, Z dimensionless spatial coordinates
xfc , yfc relative coordinates of follower centre (m)
Xfc , Yfc global coordinates of follower centre (m)
xc , yc relative coordinates of point of contact (m)

Xc , Yc global coordinates of point of contact (m)
zd roller crown drop (m)
α pressure-viscosity coefficient (GPa−1 )
η lubricant viscosity (Pa·s)
η0 lubricant reference viscosity (Pa·s)
η̃ lubricant dimensionless viscosity
θ cam angle (rad)
θp pressure angle (rad)
µ1 friction coefficient cam-roller interface(-)
µ2 friction coefficient roller-pin interface(-)
µ0 limiting traction coefficient of lubricant
ρ lubricant density (kg/m3 )
ρ0 lubricant reference density (kg/m3 )
ρ̃ lubricant dimensionless viscosity
ν Poisson ratio (-)
νeq equivalent Poisson ratio (-)
→
−
φ1 direction of vector R 1 (rad)
ω rotational speed (rad/s)
Ω computational domain
Ωf contact boundary
ΩD bottom boundary
Ωs symmetry boundary
Subscripts
eq equivalent
f follower
fc follower centre

FIP fuel injection pump
min minimum
r rolling
ref reference
s sliding
t tappet
v valve train

Lubrication and frictional analysis
of cam-roller follower mechanisms
Abstract
In this work a full numerical solution to the cam-roller follower lubricated contact is
provided. The general framework of this model is based on a model describing the
kinematics, a finite length line contact isothermal-EHL model for the cam-roller contact
and a semi-analytical lubrication model for the roller-pin bearing. These models are
interlinked via an improved roller-pin friction model. For the numerical study a cam-roller
follower pair, as part of the fuel injection system in Diesel engines, was analysed. The
results, including the evolution of power losses, minimum film thickness and maximum
pressures, are compared with analytical solutions corresponding to infinite line contact
models. Main findings of this work are that for accurate prediction of crucial performance
indicators such as minimum film thickness, maximum pressure and power losses a finite
length line contact analysis is necessary due to non-typical EHL characteristics of the
pressure and film thickness distributions. Furthermore, due to the high contact forces
associated with cam-roller pairs as part of fuel injection units, rolling friction is the
dominant power loss contributor as roller slippage appears to be negligible. Finally, the
influence of the different roller axial surface profiles on minimum film thickness, maximum
pressure and power loss is shown to be significant. In fact, due to larger contact area the
maximum pressure can be reduced and the minimum film thickness can be increased
significantly, however at the cost of higher power losses.
Keywords: EHL, cam-roller, finite line contacts, roller slippage
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1

Introduction

Design of the injection cams in heavy duty Diesel engines is from a tribological perspective one the most challenging technical tasks as these components are subjected to
instantaneous heavily loaded pressures from the fuel injector. Lubrication is of significant
importance to reduce friction and wear. Apart from the high fluctuating loads, varying
radius of curvature and lubricant entrainment speed make the tribological design even
more challenging.
The preference of roller followers over sliding followers is more often made by engine
manufactures due to reduced friction losses and occurrence of wear [19]. As reported by
Lee and Patterson [17], the problem of wear on the interacting surfaces still remains if slip
occurs. Furthermore, accurate estimation of friction losses depends to a large extend on
the sliding velocity. In contrast to a cam and sliding follower, the slide-to-roll ratio (SRR)
for the cam and roller follower is additionally also dependent on the lubricant rheology
and friction at the roller-pin interface. Most previous studies assumed pure rolling
conditions (see for instance [10, 18, 2]), i.e. the cam and roller surface speed are assumed
to be equal. One may only find a few published studies on the lubrication analysis of the
cam and roller follower contact that consider the possibility of roller slippage along the
cam surface. Chiu [1] and later Ji and Taylor [13] developed a theoretical roller friction
model from which they concluded that slippage exists, especially at high cam rotational
speeds due to large inertia forces. The occurrence of roller slippage has also been proven
experimentally [14].
Axial surface profiling of the rollers is often utilized to minimize stress concentrations
that are generated at the extremities of the contact. It has been proven both theoretically
and experimentally that the maximum pressure and minimum film thickness occur near
the regions where axial profiling starts [29, 20, 16]. Disregarding axial surface profiling,
as assumed in traditional infinite line contact models, may lead to inaccurate estimation
of crucial lubrication performance indicators such as the minimum film thickness and
maximum pressure. Consequently, frictional losses may also deviate significantly from
reality as these are dependent on the film thickness and pressure distribution.
Finite line contact models would therefore be more appropriate to describe the EHL
behaviour of the contact. Finite line contact problems of cam and flat faced follower
conjunctions have been studied in the past, see for instance [15, 26]. Shirzadegan et
al. [25] studied the finite line contact problem of a cam-roller follower. However, roller
slippage was disregarded in their analysis and no results concerning the working frictional
losses at the lubricated interfaces were presented. Turtorro et al. [27] also presented a
cam-roller lubrication model which allows for roller slippage, however their solution for
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the lubricant film thickness is obtained using analytical expressions rather than solving
the Reynolds equations.

Direction of
reciprocating
motion
roller-pin interface

𝐼 x 𝜔roller

follower
spring
roller
pin
𝜔cam

𝑅𝑓

𝑅pin
𝐹 x 𝜇2
𝐹 x 𝜇1

cam-roller
interface

𝐹

𝜔cam

Figure 1: Cam and roller follower configuration with an emphasis on frictional forces
acting at the cam-roller and roller-pin interface.

From the previously mentioned studies it may be concluded that up till date a limited
number of studies concerning the lubrication analysis of cam-roller followers based on a
full numerical solution, i.e. taking into account non-typical EHL characteristics of the
finite length line contact and possible roller slippage, have been presented. However,
the approach followed in the aforementioned studies can be applied to perform more
in-depth investigations into the frictional behaviour of cam-roller follower mechanisms.
Therefore in this paper a FEM-based lubrication model, applicable to any cam-roller
follower system, is developed. In the present study we assume that thermal effects are
insignificant and therefore isothermal conditions are assumed. The finite line contact
EHL model is similar to the one presented in [25], which efficiently takes care of roller
axial surface profiling. An improved roller friction model, to determine roller slippage, is
presented. In contrast to previous models, the presented roller friction model also takes
into account the film thickness distribution in the roller-pin bearing. For the numerical
analysis, a cam-roller follower unit as part of the fuel injection equipment of a Diesel
engine, was considered. The results analysed, are the evolution of the minimum film
thickness, maximum pressure, individual frictional losses and roller slippage along the
cam surface. Furthermore, the influence of different roller axial surface profiles on the
aforementioned variables is analysed.
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2

Mathematical model

The type of configuration considered in this work is that of a cam and reciprocating
roller follower, in which the roller is free to rotate due to traction enforced by the cam.
The roller is supported by a “low-friction” hydrodynamic bearing. The considered configuration, with an emphasis on the working frictional forces at the lubricated interfaces,
is presented in Figure 1. The lubricated interfaces in the configuration are separately
defined as cam-roller interface and roller-pin interface for the sake of distinctness.
In the first part of this section a kinematic analysis for the considered configuration
is presented. The kinematic analysis provides input, in terms of reduced radius of
curvature, entrainment velocity and normal contact force variations, that enters the
EHL calculations. The second part presents the governing EHL equations to describe
the tribological behaviour in the cam-roller contact. The third part provides details
concerning the individual evaluation of frictional losses, due to hydrodynamic rolling and
sliding at cam-roller and roller-pin interfaces. Finally, the last part of this section treats
the roller slippage calculation.

2.1

Kinematic analysis

The kinematic model adopted in this work stems from Matthews et al. [18] who developed
a general procedure to derive the variations in reduced radius of curvature and entrainment
velocity for several types of cam-follower configurations. For this reason only the main
equations are presented and for details the reader is referred to [18]. Figure 2 shows
the cam and reciprocating follower configuration along with nomenclature, coordinate
system and angles.

𝑌

𝑞
fc 𝑅f
𝑅1

𝑙

𝜌cam
𝑅b + 𝑅f

2

− 𝑞2

nose

flank

𝑦
𝑅b

roller

𝜃

𝑥

𝑋

Camshaft
base circle

Figure 2: Cam and roller follower configuration with specification of coordinate system
and nomenclature.
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The kinematic analysis of the cam and reciprocating roller follower mechanism requires
the lift curve l (θ), outer radius of roller Rf and global position of cam and follower as
input. Note that subscripts “f ” and “fc” denote follower and follower centre respectively.
The lift curve l (θ) illustrates the vertical displacement of the roller follower centre as
depicted in Figure 2.
With global position (X, Y ) is meant the centre position of cam and follower in a
coordinate system where the origin is fixed to the ground. However, commonly a relative
coordinate system (x, y), where the coordinate system is fixed to the camshaft, is used to
derive the instantaneous radius of curvature. Transformation from the global coordinate
system to the relative coordinate system, or vice versa, can be made using:
"

x

#
=

y
"

X
Y

"

cos θ

sin θ

#"

− sin θ cos θ

#

"
=

cos θ − sin θ
sin θ

cos θ

#

X

(1a)

Y
#"

x

#
(1b)

y

Note that angles are measured positive in counterclockwise direction. As mentioned
earlier the lift curve l (θ) is needed as input for derivation

1

of the kinematic variations.

In the equations presented hereafter, the angle (θ) after the dependent variables are
omitted for the sake of brevity.
The global coordinates of the roller follower centre (Xfc ,Yfc ) are given as:

Xfc = q
q

Yfc = (Rb + Rf )2 − q 2 + l

(2)

where Rb is the base circle radius and q is the horizontal offset of reciprocating follower.
Calculation of cam radius of curvature
From mathematics we know that the radius of curvature ρ at a certain point, that moves
along a path in the relative frame (x, y), can be computed as follows:
ρ=
1

f3
fy fx − fx fy0
0

(3)

The lift curve l (θ) and fuel pressure Pfuel (θ) profile are specified in n data points. These data points
are (usually) measured values with increments of a specified angle (usually less than one degree cam
angle). The smaller this increment the higher the resolution of the profile and hence accuracy of solution.
The n data points are spline-interpolated with respect to cam angle, i.e. the discrete displacement profile
is interpolated to obtain a third-order piecewise continuous polynomial fit for displacement versus cam
angle. The derivatives of this polynomial fit will give the velocity and acceleration profiles. A similar
procedure was applied to deduce the contact force profile.
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0

0

where the kinematic coefficients f , fx , fy , fx and fy are calculated as follows:
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f = fx2 + fy2

(4)

Now, substituting the expressions for the roller follower centre (eq. 2) for the above
defined kinematic coefficients, and then again substituting in the expression for calculation
of the radius of curvature eq. 3 gives the instantaneous cam radius of curvature:
ρcam =

ffc3
− Rf
0
0
fy,fc fx,fc − fx,fc fy,fc

(5)

The equivalent radius of curvature Rx that enters the EHL calculations is then calculated
as follows:

Rx =

1
ρcam

1
+
Rf

−1
(6)

Calculation of cam surface velocity
The mean entraining velocity of lubricant, that enters the EHL calculations is calculated
as follows:
Um =

Ucam + Uroller
2

(7)

where the surface velocities of cam Ucam needs to be evaluated from the kinematic analysis
and is dependent on the cam radius of curvature ρcam and cam rotational speed ωcam .
The roller follower surface velocity Uroller depends on traction caused by the cam. The
calculation of Uroller is treated in the next subsection.
→
−
Vector R 1 , in Figure 2, can be interpreted as an imaginary link between the point of
contact (Xc ,Yc ) and centre of the roller follower (Xfc ,Yfc ). At this point it is worth noting
→
−
that vector R 1 always passes the point of contact and therefore the point of contact
→
−
itself has no relative motion to vector R 1 . Therefore the velocity of a point on the cam
surface, relative to the point of contact is actually equal to the velocity of that same
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→
−
point relative to vector R 1 . In equation form this yields:
Ucam = ρcam ωcam (1 − h1 )

(8)

→
−
where the kinematic coefficient h1 denotes the variation of the direction of vector R 1
and is thus computed as follows:
h1 =

dφ1
dθ

(9)

→
−
where the direction of vector R 1 , φ1 , is computed as follows:

φ1 = tan

Yfc − Yc
Xfc − Xc

−1
(10)

The point of contact (xc ,yc ), in the relative coordinate system, is given by:

fy,fc


xc = xfc + Rf
ffc
f


 yc = yfc − Rf x,fc
ffc

(11)

where relative coordinates (xfc , yfc ) are deduced by transforming the global coordinates
(Xfc , Yfc ) according to eq. 1a. The global coordinates of the point of contact (Xc , Yc ) can
then be obtained by transforming eq. 11 by means of eq. 1b.
Similar to eq. 8, the roller surface speed can be computed as follows:

Uroller = −Rf ωcam

ωroller
− h1
ωcam


(12)

The calculation of the angular velocity of the roller ωroller will be treated later on in this
section.

Calculation of normal contact force
The contact force associated with the cam-follower pair is typically the resultant of inertia
forces, caused by moving parts, and the spring force. In the present work we consider the
operating conditions of cam-roller follower pairs in fuel injection pumps (FIP) of heavy
duty Diesel engines. These pumps are used to generate high fuel pressures for injection.
So, in addition to inertia and spring forces, the injection force acting on the plunger also
needs to be considered.
In order to simplify the analysis a few realistic assumptions are made. These are: i)
the complete tappet including roller, pin, spring, plunger etc. is considered as a single
moving mass, ii) each individual component is considered as a single lumped mass, iii)
the rotational velocity of the pump is constant and is also not affected by fluctuations of
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engine strokes, iv) the moving mass of the spring is assumed to be a third of its mass
[30], v) the spring stiffness is linear and finally, vi) there is no offset and/or eccentricity
of the cam to the centre of the roller.
With these simplifications the total acting force is computed as follows:
Ftotal =

FFIP
| {z }

+

hydraulic force

F0 +
|{z}

pre−load

Fs
|{z}

+

spring force

Fi
|{z}

(13)

inertia force

where the individual forces are calculated as:

Pfuel

= πD4P2 fuel
FFIP = Aplunger


plunger



F0 = constant
 F =kl

s
s



 F = m ω 2 d2 l = ms + m + m  ω 2 d2 l
i
eq cam dθ2
v
T
cam dθ2
3

(14)

where ks , Dplunger , ms , mT , mv are the spring stiffness, plunger diameter, spring mass,
tappet mass and valve train mass respectively.
For the cam and roller follower configuration the pressure angle θP is an important design
parameter as it limits the steepness of the cam in the design process. The pressure angle
is defined as the angle between the direction of axis transmission and direction of motion
of the follower. The pressure angle is calculated as follows:

θP = tan

Xfc − Xc
Yfc − Yc

−1
(15)

The actual acting normal contact force, that enters the EHL calculations, is then computed
as follows:
F = Ftotal cos θP

2.2

(16)

Governing EHL equations for cam-roller contact

As mentioned earlier, the EHL model here is similar to that presented by Shirzadegan et
al. [25]. The model leans on a full-system finite element resolution of the EHL equations.
In this work only the main equations are recalled and for more details the reader is
referred to [25]. All EHL equations are presented in dimensionless form. Hence, the
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following (dimensionless) variables and parameters are introduced:
x
aref
η
η̃ =
η0
Rx (θ)
CR (θ) =
Rref
vRref
V = 2
aref
X=

y
2L
ρ
ρ̃ =
ρ0
Um (θ)
CU (θ) =
Uref
wRref
W = 2
aref
Y =

z
aref
hRref
H= 2
aref
F (θ)
CF (θ) =
Fref
gRref
G= 2
aref
Z=

p
ph
h0 Rref
H0 =
a2ref
uRref
U= 2
aref
P =

(17)

with Hertzian parameters defined as follows:
r

2Fref
ph =
πLaref
E0 =

aref =

8Fref Rref
πLE 0

(18)

2
2
1−νcam
Ecam

+

2
1−νroller
Eroller

where the subscript “ref” denotes the reference operating conditions. Figure 3 gives
the equivalent computational domain for the finite line contact problem. Ω denotes the
finite elastic domain for calculation of the displacement fields. The dimensions of 60
x 60 x 2 are chosen in such a way to mimic a half-space for calculation of the elastic
displacement field. Boundary Ωf , with dimensions of −4.5 ≤ X ≤ 1.5 and −1 ≤ Y ≤ 1,
stands for the fluid film domain used to solve for the pressure distribution by means of the
Reynolds equation. Finally, ΩD denotes the bottom boundary of the finite elastic domain.

Ω𝑓

𝑍

𝑌

𝑋
6
60

Ω

Ω𝑠

Ω𝐷

2
60

Figure 3: Equivalent geometry for EHL analysis of the finite line contact problem.
Note that the dimensions are exaggerated for the sake of clarity.
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Reynolds equation
The dimensionless Reynolds equation is written as follows:
∂
∂X






a2ref ρ̃H 3 ∂P
ρ̃H 3 ∂P
aref ωcam ∂H ρ̃
∂
−
−
+
+ CU (θ)H ρ̃ +
= 0 (19)
2
η̃λ ∂X
∂Y
Uref
∂θ
(2L) η̃λ ∂Y
2
12Uref η0 Rx
a3 ph

where, λ =

is the dimensionless speed parameter, and ρ̃ and η̃ are the dimen-

sionless density and viscosity respectively. CU (θ) represents the variation of the mean
entrainment velocity Um (see eq. 7). Variation of viscosity and density with pressure are
modelled according to the Roelands [23] and Dowson-Higginson [7] equations respectively.
The free boundary cavitation problem, arising at the exit of the lubricated contact, is
treated according to the penalty formulation of Wu [28]. In the latter an auxiliary/penalty
term is added to the Reynolds equation to force all negative pressure to zero. It should be
mentioned that this term has no influence on regions where P ≥ 0 and thus consistency of
eq. 19 is preserved. Wu [28] also showed that the so-called Reynolds boundary conditions,
−
i.e. ∇P · →
n = 0 on the cavitation boundary, is automatically satisfied with this approach.
c

→
−
n c is the outlet normal vector to the cavitation boundary.
A combination of non-residual and residual based “artificial diffusion” terms, as detailed
in [12], were added to the weak formulation of eq. 19 in order to stabilize the solution at
high loads.
Finally, it is assumed that the inlet of the contact is fully flooded and the surface
roughness is small enough to be disregarded (smooth surfaces are assumed).

Film thickness expression
The film thickness expression H for a general finite line contact problem may be written
as follows:
H (X, Y, θ) = H0 (θ) +

X2
+ G(Y, θ) − W (X, Y, θ)
2CR (θ)

(20)

where H0 is the rigid body displacement and W is the contribution due to elastic
deformation. CR (θ) denotes the dimensionless variation of the reduced radius of curvature
Rx (see eq. 6). G(Y, θ) can be any function to approximate the dimensionless geometrical
variation of the axial surface profile. Numerical studies in the past, aiming to reduce
edge effects due to the finite length, showed that the most favourable effect with respect
to edge stress concentration reduction is obtained when the generatrix of the finite line
contact corresponds to a logarithmic function. In the present study the logarithmic
expression, as proposed by Fujiwara and Kawase [9] is adopted, and is written as follows:
(



g(y, θ) = −A ln 1 − 1 − exp



−zm
A

 

2y − Ls
L − Ls

2 )
(21)

crown drop [m]
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𝑧m

𝐴
𝐿/2

𝐿s /2
𝑦 [m]

Figure 4: Roller axial profiling utilizing a logarithmic shape with defined design
parameters straight length Ls , crown drop zm and crowning curvature A.

Eq. 21 corresponds to Figure 4 in which A represents the degree of crowning curvature,
zm is the crown drop at the extremities and Ls is the straight roller length. These three
parameters provide more flexibility in roller design. Note also that g(y, θ) is only valid
for

Ls
2

≤y≤

L
2,

otherwise zero.

Load balance
H0 is obtained by satisfying the conservation law that states that the applied load should
be balanced by the hydrodynamically generated force. In equation form this can be
written as follows:
Z
P (X, Y, θ) dΩ = πCF (θ)

(22)

Ωf

where Ωf denotes the fluid film domain (see Figure 3) and CF (θ) stands for the dimensionless variation of contact force F (see eq. 16). Finally, if symmetry is used (with
symmetrical plane Ωs ) the dimensionless pressure P should be multiplied by a factor of
2.

Calculation of elastic deformation
For the elastic deformation calculation we make use of the equivalent elasticity property
as described in [12], i.e. two contacting material properties (E1 , ν1 ) and (E2 , ν2 ) can be
reduced to a single component with equivalent material properties (Eeq , νeq ). In fact, the
(dimensionless) equivalent material properties are calculated as follows [12]:
E12 E2 (1 + ν2 )2 + E22 E1 (1 + ν1 )2 aref
[E1 (1 + ν2 ) + E2 (1 + ν1 )]2 Rref ph
E1 ν2 (1 + ν2 ) + E2 ν1 (1 + ν1 )
=
E1 (1 + ν2 ) + E1 (1 + ν2 )

Ẽeq =

(23a)

νeq

(23b)
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From eq. 24 it follows that the dimensionless (equivalent) Lamé’s coefficients µ̃ and λ̃
are respectively calculated as follows:
µ̃ =
λ̃ =

Ẽeq
2 (1 + νeq )
νeqẼeq
(1 − 2νeq ) (1 + νeq )

(24a)
(24b)

where (Ẽeq ,νeq ) are calculated by means of eq. 23. The 3D-elasticity equations are
applied to the dimensionless domain Ω to compute the total elastic deformation. The
following system of equations is derived for calculation of the elastic displacement field
[25]:


 ∂U
∂V
∂W
∂ 
λ̃ + 2µ̃
+ ψ λ̃
+ λ̃
∂X
∂X
∂Y
∂Z
 

 

∂
∂U
∂V
∂
∂U
∂W
+ψ
µ̃ ψ
+
+
µ̃
+
= 0,
∂Y
∂Y
∂X
∂Z
∂Z
∂X
 




 ∂V
∂
∂U
∂V
∂
∂U
∂W
µ̃ ψ
+
+ψ
λ̃
+ ψ λ̃ + 2µ̃
+ λ̃
∂X
∂Y
∂X
∂Y
∂X
∂Y
∂Z
 

∂
∂V
∂W
+
µ̃
+ψ
= 0,
∂Z
∂Z
∂Y
 

 

∂
∂U
∂W
∂
∂V
∂W
µ̃
+
+ψ
µ̃
+ψ
∂X
∂Z
∂X
∂Y
∂Z
∂Y


 ∂W 
∂
∂U
∂V
+
λ̃
+ ψ λ̃
+ λ̃ + 2µ̃
= 0 (25)
∂Z
∂X
∂Y
∂Z
where ψ = aref /2L.
Boundary conditions
In order to obtain a unique solution for the EHL problem, proper boundary conditions
(BCs) need to be imposed.
For the Reynolds equation these are summarized as follows:
(

P =0

on ∂Ωf

∇P · n = 0

on Ωs

(26)

Note that for the present analysis the advantage of symmetry of the problem (around
symmetrical plane Ωs ) has been taken in order to reduce the computation effort required.
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For the elastic model the BCs are summarized as follows:


on ΩD
 Uk = U = V = W = 0






σn = σZZ =






 ∂W 
∂V
∂U
= −P on Ωf
+ ψ λ̃
+ λ̃ + 2µ̃
λ̃

∂X
∂Y
∂Z





on Ωs
Uk · n = V = 0




 σ =0
elsewhere
n

2.3

(27)

Friction loss evaluation

The three most important friction related issues in a cam and roller follower configuration,
assuming perfectly smooth surfaces, are: i) occurrence of roller slippage, resulting in high
friction, ii) the EHL rolling friction that becomes increasingly important for lower degrees
of slide-to-roll ratios, and iii) roller-pin bearing friction. The three aforementioned friction
contributors are inter-related.
The total frictional force, acting at the cam-roller interface, consists thus of a sliding and
rolling component which are calculated as follows:
2Lη0 Rref
Fs =
aref

Z

η̃ (Uroller − Ucam )
dΩ
H

(28a)

H ∂P
dΩ
2 ∂X

(28b)

Ωf

Fr =

2La2ref ph

Z

Rref
Ωf

where Fs and Fr denote the sliding and rolling friction respectively. Note the direction
of the sliding frictional force Fs coincides with the direction of the sliding velocity
(Uroller − Ucam ). Ucam and Uroller are evaluated according to eq. 8 and 12 respectively.
The friction coefficient µ1 , acting at the roller outer surface, can thus be computed as
follows:
µ1 =

Fs + Fr
F

(29)

In the present analysis the roller-pin is modelled as a full film bearing. High pressures are
not expected (due to large contact area) and therefore the viscosity-pressure dependence
is neglected here. According to references [15, 8] squeeze film effects are important in
cases when the the lubricant entrainment velocity profile inhibits points of flow reversal.
For the both cam-roller and roller-pin contact this is not the case (see Figure 7). Hence,
for the roller-pin contact squeeze film effects are neglected and quasi-static behaviour is
assumed instead (see Figure 9(a) which justifies this assumption). The film thickness
distribution for the roller bearing with a certain eccentricity e from the central position,
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can be approximated as follows:
hroller−pin = C (1 − n cos φ)
where C is the radial clearance between roller and pin and n =

(30)
e
C

is the dimensionless

eccentricity. The angle φ is the circumferential coordinate defined as starting from the
minimum film thickness hmin,roller−pin of the roller-pin bearing (see Figure 5).
pin

𝑡
ℎ

𝜙

𝑅f

𝑅pin

roller

𝑒

𝑥
𝜔roller
𝑟
𝐶

𝑦

Figure 5: Schematic view of a cylindrical journal bearing with fixed coordinate system
(x, y) and moving coordinate system (r, t).

For journal bearings of finite length the pressure gradients in both directions need to be
considered. As such, there is no analytical solution to the Reynolds equation. Several
approximate solutions are reported in literature, which are based on asymptotic solutions
obtained using the long bearing (Sommerfeld) and short bearing (Ocvirk) solutions. San
Andres [24] derived an approximate analytical solution that gives good results for finite
length bearings. This approach gives the following approximate solution for calculating
the Sommerfeld number S:

S=

F
η0 ωroller LRpin



C
Rpin

2
=

p
f r2 + f t2

−12n2
(2 + n2 ) γ 2
6πn
f t = Ztf t∞
f t∞ =
(2 + n2 ) γ
tanh (λtL/D)
tanh (λrL/D)
Zt = 1 −
Zr = 1 −
λtL/D
λrL/D
√
−L/D
λt = (λs − λm) e
+ λm
λr = 2λt
s
s
2 + n2
2 (2 + n2 ) (1 + γ)
λs =
λm
=
2γ 2
4γ 2 + 4γ − γn2
p
γ = (1 − n2 )
f r = Zr f r∞

f r∞ =

(31)
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where, D = 2Rpin is the pin diameter, f r = F r/C and f t = F t/C are the dimensionless
radial and tangential fluid film forces respectively. Zr and Zt are axial correction
functions, used to correct for the radial and tangential fluid film forces respectively. In
Figure 5 the moving radial and tangential coordinate system are represented by axes r
and t respectively. These are conveniently defined here as the fluid film reaction forces,
given by eq. 31, are defined in the moving coordinate system. Note that the radial axis
always joins the roller and pin centre points.
It is worth mentioning that the analytical expressions in eq. 31 also take into account
the side leakage from the bearing (for more details the reader is asked to refer to [24]).
The bearing friction coefficient µ2 , defined at the roller inner surface, and attitude angle
β are calculated as follows [24]:

µ2 =

2π
n
√
+ sin (β)
2
2
S 1−n



C
R


(32)

β = a tan (−f t/f r)

The individual (absolute) instantaneous power losses (in Watts) at the cam-roller and
roller-pin contact are respectively computed as follows:
cam − roller sliding power loss =Fs |Ucam − Uroller |

(33a)

cam − roller rolling power loss =Fr |Ucam + Uroller |

(33b)

roller − pin power loss =µ2 F Rpin ωcam

ωroller
− h1
ωcam

(33c)

The calculation of ωroller is treated in the next subsection.

2.4

Determination of roller slippage

The rotational speed of the roller follower is primarily determined by the driving/tractive
torque at the cam-roller interface. Sliding friction acting on the inner wall of the roller
resists or tries to slow down the motion of the roller. The roller on itself rotates about
its own axis and thus has an angular acceleration. This consequently induces an angular
moment of the roller, which is defined as the product of the angular acceleration and
mass moment of inertia of the roller.
The roller rotational speed is obtained by balancing the tractive torque (acting at the
outer surface of roller) with the combined torques due to roller-pin friction and roller
inertia force, by iteratively adjusting the roller rotational speed. In equation form this
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yields:
µ1 R f F
| {z }

tractive torque

=

µ2 Rpin F + I ω̇roller
| {z }
| {z }

resisting torque

(34)

inertia torque

where friction coefficients µ1 and µ2 are computed by means of eqns. 29 and 32 respectively.


2 + R2 , denotes the mass moment of inertia of the roller. ω
I = 0.5mroller Rpin
roller is
f
adjusted by means of an iterative procedure to satisfy eq. 34.
Note that in this analysis the frictional torque, due to sliding friction at the end of the
roller, has been disregarded as it is assumed that its contribution to the overall resisting
torque is small.
From eq.34 it can readily be deduced that if the RHS of the equation is larger than the
LHS, it means that the rolling requirement cannot be satisfied and consequently slip will
occur. This may be the situation, for example, at higher rotational speeds where inertia
forces are high.
Another situation that might increase the possibility of roller slip is when the limiting
traction coefficient µ0 , governed by cam-roller lubrication conditions, is exceeded. For
full film lubrication µ0 is typically governed by the type of lubricant used, mean contact
pressure and sum velocity. In this analysis however, µ0 is assumed to be constant for
the sake of simplicity. If the friction coefficient at the cam-roller interface is found to
be larger than µ0 then maximum friction cannot satisfy the pure rolling condition and
roller slip will occur.

2.5

Overall numerical procedure

The complete system of equations is formed by the Reynolds equation 19 and elasticity
equation 25 with their respective boundary conditions as given by eqns. 26 and 27
respectively. Additionally three other equations are added to the complete systems of
equations, namely: i) the load balance equation 22 associated with unknown H0 , ii) the
roller slip equation 34 associated with unknown ωroller , and iii) eq. 31 to calculate the
roller eccentricity associated with unknown n.
The model developed here is solved using the FEM with a multiphysics finite element
analysis software COMSOL [3]. The problem is formulated as a set of strongly coupled nonlinear partial differential equations. The resulting system of non-linear equations is solved
using a monolithic approach where all the dependent variables P, U, V, W, H0 , ωroller , n are
collected in one vector of unknowns and simultaneously solved using a Newton-Raphson
algorithm. For details concerning the fully-coupled numerical procedure, the reader is
asked to read reference [12] as only the main features are recalled in this work.
A custom tailored mesh, similar to [12], was employed for the present calculations. For
the elastic part Lagrange quadratic elements were used, while for the hydrodynamic part
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Lagrange quintic elements were used. The aforementioned tailored mesh corresponds to
approximately 300000 degrees of freedom.
For steady-state simulations converged solutions to relative errors ranging between
10−3 − 10−4 are reached within 10 iterations. This corresponds to a computation time of
approximately 1.5 minutes on an Intel(R) Core(TM)i7-2600 processor. Realistic initial
guesses, as detailed in [25], for pressure and H0 are to be chosen to reduce to the number
of iterations required for converged solutions.
For the transient calculations a steady state solution was fed as initial guess. Furthermore,
a dimensionless time-step ∆θ of 0.01 was chosen for the base circle region for the
calculations. For remaining regions, where steep kinematic variations occur, a smaller
time-step was chosen. The computation time for simulation of the full cam’s lateral
surface (360◦ ) is approximately 28 hours.

3

Results

In this section a comprehensive analysis, for the cam and roller follower, is performed and
results are presented. The configuration parameters and reference operating conditions
are given in Table 1.
A height expression of the pressure distribution, for the given reference operating conditions, is shown in Figure 6. Traditional characteristics are observed as for finite line
contact solutions, i.e. a secondary pressure peak is observed at the rear of the contact.
Near the occurrence of this secondary pressure peak, the absolute minimum film thickness
is located (see for instance [22]).
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Table 1: Reference operating conditions and geometrical parameters for cam roller
follower analysis.
Parameter

Value

Unit

E0

220

GPa

νeq

0.3

-

α

1.78E-8

Pa−1

η0

0.01

Pa·s

Rb

0.035

m

Rf

0.018

m

Rpin

0.0095

m

C

74

µm

L

0.021

m

dplunger

0.0082

m

ks

40

kN/m

meq

0.55

kg

mroller

0.11

kg

F0

500

N

A

17

µm

Ls

0.007

m

zm

50

µm

q

0

m

µ0

0.07

-

Figure 6: The pressure distribution for the roller with logarithmic axial profile, viewed
from the rear of the contact. Furthermore, F = 7 kN, Um = 4.2 m/s and ph = 1.05
GPa. Note that the dimensions of the contact domain are exaggerated here for the sake
of clarity.
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3.1

Transient analysis

Kinematic variations
The kinematic variations, such as for contact force, cam surface speed and radius of
curvature are required as an input for the EHL calculations. The kinematic model, as
presented earlier, was therefore used to derive profiles for Rx (θ), Ucam (θ) and F (θ). In
order to derive these profiles, the lift-curve l (θ) and fuel injection force force FFIP (θ)
are required. Profiles for l (θ) and FFIP (θ) are presented in Figure 7. The derived profile
for the cam surface velocity Ucam (θ) is also provided in the same figure.

Figure 7: Variation of pumping load FFIP , lift S and cam surface speed Ucam as
function of cam angle θ.

Looking at the lift-curve it can readily be extracted that the considered cam has two
lobes/noses, hence two periods of rise and dwell. Furthermore it is clear that the lift-curve
(and hence cam surface speed) and load profile are symmetrical about 180◦ cam angle.
The profile for the radius of curvature Rx (θ) can be obtained once l (θ) is known. The
profile for the cam radius of curvature is not shown here, however the plot for the cam
surface velocity is given in Figure 7 for a cam rotational speed of 950 rpm. It can be
concluded that the cam surface velocity is fairly constant (with minor variations) over
the whole cam’s lateral profile.
The contact force at the cam/roller interface is dominated by the fuel pressure (FFIP
varies from 1 kN to 12 kN). In fact a software determines how many grams of fuel are
needed per pump stroke, and it activates the pump at a certain cam angle. The pumping
action continues till the top of the cam (maximum lift and maximum hydraulic force
FFIP,max ), but once on the top the pumping motion will go back to zero and the pressure
drops. So the starting angle varies, and the end angle is always at the top of the cam or
centre of the nose region. The activation and de-activation of the pumping action occur
quite abruptly as can be observed from Figure 7.
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Common rail fuel injection systems are nowadays commonly used. In this system a
common rail, connected to the individual fuel injectors, is utilized in which fuel is kept
under constant pressure providing better fuel atomization. In real life there is a complex
mapping of common rail pressure vs engine rpm and engine torque. A change in common
rail pressure will directly influence the pump load. For the present analysis a worst case
scenario was extracted from the complex (software-based) mapping of FFIP vs cam speed.
This “worst case scenario” mapping corresponds to Figure 8, which depicts the maximum
hydraulic force FFIP,max that can occur at a certain cam speed.

Figure 8: Mapping of maximum pumping load FFIP,max against cam rotational speed.

The final contact force profile Ftotal (θ) can easily be derived if l (θ) and FFIP (θ) are known,
and is not plotted here. It should be stated however, that the spring and inertia forces
appear to be almost negligible compared to the forces arising due to fuel injection pressure.

Results
The results hereafter are presented for cam angle intervals of 0◦ -180◦ , as the cam shape
is symmetrical about 180◦ cam angle. In fact the solution from 0◦ -180◦ is identical to
that for 180◦ -360◦ . Furthermore, the cam speed is kept fixed at 950RPM.
The degree of separation between surfaces, defined as specific film thickness, has a very
strong influence on the type and amount of wear. Figure 9(a) provides the variation
of the absolute and central minimum film thicknesses, hmin and hmin,central respectively,
over the cam’s lateral surface. Note that hmin,central is the minimum film thickness on
the Y = 0 plane, while hmin occurs at the rear of the contact (near the region where
axial profiling starts).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Evolution of a) minima film thicknesses and b) slide-to-roll ratio SRR as
function of cam angle. Notice the abrupt variations in the overall solution between
40◦ -90◦ cam angle, due to sudden activation of pumping action.

Overall a fairly constant film thickness is predicted as compared to the flat faced followers
due to rolling motion of the follower. The “dips” in the film thickness profile (between
40◦ -90◦ ) are due to a rapid increase of the contact force (1 kN to 12 kN), i.e. the
contact force remains approximately constant at a value around FFIP,max , while the cam
surface speed also remain constant approximately. The numerically calculated minima
film thicknesses are compared against that predicted using the Dowson-Higginson film
thickness equation for classical (“infinite”) line contacts [6]. As expected, the analytical
solution overestimates hmin,central as side-leakage is neglected in this approximation. Note
that the analytical calculation also assumes “pure rolling conditions”. Assuming a
composite surface roughness of 0.2µm of the opposing surfaces, it can be concluded that
the cam/roller contacts operates in the mixed lubrication regime (i.e.

havg
σ

< 3).

Comparing the solutions for the analytically and numerically calculated minima film
thicknesses it can also be extracted that transient effects are negligible, i.e. minimum
phase lag, due to squeeze-film motion, is observed between the solutions. This observation
is in line with previous findings [25]. Squeeze-film damping is mainly observed for camfollower configurations in which the lubricant entrainment velocity profile inhibits points
of flow reversal, see for instance [8].
Furthermore, due to large contact forces involved negligible slippage occurs. It is evident
from Figure 9(b) that the SRR remains less than 1.5% over the full cycle. For the
present analysis it was found that the friction coefficient at cam-roller interface µ1 was
less than the limiting traction coefficient µ0 . Therefore there is a very small difference
between Ucam and Uroller . Again, the “dips” are due to rapid increase in contact force,
i.e. the value of SRR is largest at base circle positions where the contact force is lowest.
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From Figure 9(b) it can also be concluded that the sliding velocity is so small that it is
important to include rolling traction when evaluating power losses.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Evolution of individual power losses (due to rolling and sliding friction) for
a) cam-roller interface and b) roller-pin interface.

For a special case of pure rolling conditions, i.e. Ucam = Uroller , Crecilius et al. [4]
developed an analytical expression for calculation of the hydrodynamic rolling friction.
The expression takes into account an exponential dependence of viscosity on pressure
and reduces for fully flooded conditions to the following equation:
Fr,analytical =

4.485LRx (2η0 αUcam /Rx )0.67
2α

(35)

Note that for pure rolling conditions the sum velocity is 2Ucam . Also note that eq. 35
consistently agrees with previous findings by Crook [5] in the sense that Fr is proportional
with the film thickness (which for EHL is proportional to the sum velocity) and negligibly
dependent on the normal contact force.
Figure 10(a) presents the individual contributions of rolling and sliding traction on
the power losses for the cam-roller interface (refer to eqns. 33a and 33b). As can be
extracted from the aforementioned figure, sliding power loss is negligible (almost zero)
when compared to rolling power losses, which varies around 5.5W over the full cam
periphery. The analytical solution for rolling power loss (eq. 35 multiplied with the
sum velocity) is also plotted in the same Figure. As can be observed, the analytical
solution overestimates the power loss as this method overestimates the contact area, i.e.
for the finite line contact problem it is known that depending on applied load and axial
design parameters the contact area may increase or decrease, while in the analytical
approximation the full axial length of the roller is used as contact area (see eq. 35). It is
clear that rolling friction plays an important role in accurate power loss estimations.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Evolution of a) minimum film thickness for roller-pin interface and b)
maximum pressures for cam-roller interface as a function of cam angle. Notice the
abrupt variations in the overall solution between 40◦ -90◦ cam angle, due to sudden
activation of pumping action.

Figure 10(b) plots the evolution of the power loss for the roller-pin interface (refer to
eq. 33c). Due to the high contact loads the total bearing losses reach peak values up-to
30W around the nose region. The sudden rise in frictional losses in the bearing can be
attributed to the abrupt variation in contact force. This causes, likewise to cam-roller
interface, a “dip” in the minimum film thickness profile of roller-pin bearing (see Figure
11(a)). However, for the roller-pin bearing this effect is much more amplified as the
eccentricity is directly dependent on contact force (see eq. 31).
When considering the variation of minimum film thickness at the roller/pin interface, as
presented in Figure 11(a), it can be concluded that a poor film thickness of approximately
0.1µm is predicted around the nose region. This indicates that, assuming a composite
roughness of 0.2µm, the roller-pin bearing operates in mixed or even boundary lubrication
regime. The semi-analytical lubrication model for the roller-pin interface does not include
deformation of solids which might enhance film thickness distribution. Furthermore,
in this simplistic analysis for the roller-pin interface it is assumed that surfaces are
perfectly smooth, meaning that in the practical case frictional losses will be higher
and consequently will induce higher roller slippage. Accurate calculation of the film
thickness distribution in the roller-bin bearing is thus extremely important and should
be investigated in more detail in future work. The present work however, certainly
emphasizes on the importance of accurate friction calculation in the roller-pin bearing as
this contact is equally important as the cam-roller contact, but often weakly included in
previous roller friction models [1, 13].
Finally, the maximum pressure variation is presented in Figure 11(b). The maximum
pressure cycles between 0.5 GPa and 1.8 GPa. The maximum Hertzian pressure ph for
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a traditional “infinite” line contact model is also plotted in the same figure. It is clear
that the Hertzian analytical solution significantly underestimates the maximum pressure,
which for the finite line contact is located near the rear of the contact (secondary pressure
peak).
From the aforementioned comparisons between analytical and numerical predictions it is
clear that usage of traditional analytical tools (applicable to infinite line contacts) may
lead to significant deviations from actual solutions. The analytical solutions however, can
be used as a first estimation for preliminary designs. For accurate predictions numerical
studies are inevitable.

3.2

Parameter study: Variation of cam rotational speed

It is of interest to analyse the behaviour of the minima film thicknesses and other
performance indicators over the full range of cam rotational speeds. As earlier mentioned,
the maximum fuel injection force is also mapped against cam speed (see Figure 8).
From the results obtained from the transient analysis, presented in the previous section,
we could also observe that the worst operating conditions are expected in the nose region
of the cam, i.e. power losses, minima film thicknesses and maximum pressures reach
their peak values in the nose region. We also saw that the aforementioned performance
indicators also remain fairly constant in the nose region because of the contact load that
remains almost constant between 40◦ −90◦ cam angle. Therefore for the parameter study,
concerning variation of cam speed, any position in the nose region can be chosen. To be
more specific, any position on the nose between the fixed margin of 40◦ −90◦ cam angle
can be chosen to examine the variation of crucial tribo-performance indicators.
Figure 12(a) presents the evolution of minima film thicknesses, for cam-roller and rollerpin contact, with increasing cam speed for at a fixed cam angle of 68◦ . For cam-roller
contact it can be seen that the minimum film thickness increases with increasing cam
speed even-though the contact force on nose region also increases with increasing cam
speed. The effect of contact force, seems to be less dominant as compared to sum velocity,
which is analogously explainable from traditional infinite line contact EHL solutions.
For the roller-pin contact the minimum film thickness decreases from low to moderate
cam speeds and then again increases from moderate to higher cam speeds. This trend
can analogously be explained from the variation of the (inverse) Sommerfeld number
with increasing cam speeds, which follows the same trend (see Figure 12(b)).
The variation of individual power losses for cam-roller and roller-pin interface are plotted
in Figures 12(d) and 12(e) respectively. For the cam-roller interface we see that the
sliding power loss, which is mainly governed by the contact force, remains negligible for
the full range of cam speeds, i.e the contact force increases with cam speed and hence the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 12: Variation of crucial design variables such as a) minima film thicknesses,
b) (inverse) Sommerfeld number c) maximum pressure and d-e) power losses with cam
rotational speed.
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sliding speed remains minimal. Furthermore, rolling power loss increases with increasing
cam speed mainly due to the fact that the sum velocity increases (refer to eq. 33b), and
hence the film thickness increases. The analytical method overestimates the rolling power
loss due to overestimation of contact area. For the roller-pin interface an increase power
loss is observed with increase in cam speed. This increase is mainly due to the fact that
the sliding speed increases and hence viscous shear in this contact increases accordingly.
Finally, an increase in maximum pressure is observed with increasing cam speed (see
Figure 12(c)). This is mainly due to the mapping of FFIP,max against cam speed (see
Figure 8). It is no surprise that the maximum pressure will behave similarly as FFIP,max .
Also note that the analytical approximation using the Hertzian theory for line contacts
underestimates the maximum pressure over the full range of cam rotational speeds.

3.3

Influence of different axial surface profiles

From the results obtained from the transient analysis it can be extracted that for the
considered cam-roller configuration, any position on the nose between the fixed margin of
40◦ −90◦ cam angle can be chosen to examine the variation of crucial tribo-performance
indicators. It would be of interest to study the effect of different axial profile designs
on crucial cam-roller contact performance indicators, such as minimum film thickness,
maximum pressure and rolling power loss. The axial profile can be optimized for a certain
operating point, to obtain a more uniform axial pressure distribution. Note that for
the considered operating conditions, roller slippage around nose region was found to be
negligible. Also note that the choice of different roller axial shapes does not influence
the results from the semi-analytical lubrication model for the roller-pin contact, as the
film thickness is directly correlated with the applied load.
For the present study three different roller axial surface logarithmic profiles are considered.
Table 2 presents the design parameters corresponding to the three different logarithmic
profiles (see Figure 13(a)). Note that design 1 is similar to that (given in Table 1), used
for the cam-roller analysis. For the present study the cam angle was fixed at 68◦ .

design 1
design 2
design 3

Ls (mm)
7
4
11

A (µm)
17
100
10

zm (µm)
50
100
10

Table 2: Considered logarithmic axial surface profiles.
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(a) Different considered designs for logarithmic axial
surface profiling.

(b) Influence of different logarithmic axial surface (c) Influence of different logarithmic axial surface
profiles on pressure and film thickness distributions, profiles on pressure and film thickness distribuplotted along line Y = 0.

tions, plotted along line X = 0.

Figure 13: Influence of a) considered roller axial surface profiles on b) streamline and
c) axial pressure and film thickness distributions.

Figures 13(b) and 13(c) present the dimensionless pressure and film thickness distributions
along the lines Y = 0 and X = 0 respectively. It can readily be extracted that the most
uniform pressure distribution is obtained for design 3. In fact, for design 3 the transverse
lubricant flow experiences significantly less geometric discontinuity near the region where
axial profiles starts. Consequently, the pressure profile inhibits less steep gradients at the
rear of the contact and thus covers more area to carry the applied load. For this reason
the minimum film thickness increases and maximum pressure decreases when compared
to reference design 1 (see Table 3). However, due tot the fact that the covered contact
area increases, the power losses also increase for design 3.
Exact the opposite is observed for design 2, i.e. due to larger geometric discontinuity
the maximum pressure increases and minimum film thickness decreases. However, due
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to decrease in covered contact area the power loss decreases. It is clear from the case
studies that maximum pressure and minimum film thickness values are improved at the
cost higher power losses.
hmin (µm)

pmax (GPa)

power loss (W)

design 1

0.202

1.68

5.75

design 2

0.175

2.01

4.37

design 3

0.211

1.51

7.10

Table 3: Influence of considered axial surface profile design on crucial performance
indicators around nose region.

4

Conclusions

A finite line contact EHL model, was utilized to analyse cam-roller follower lubrication
conditions. A detailed kinematic analysis was presented to derive variations of load,
speed and radius of curvature with respect to cam angle. The model includes an improved (semi-analytical) roller friction model, which takes into account the roller-pin
film thickness distribution. Therefore, friction losses are more accurately estimated and
consequently the roller slippage prediction is also improved.
For the numerical analysis a cam and logarithmically profiled roller follower were simulated. The cam-follower pair was assumed to be part of the fuel injection equipment in
heavy duty Diesel engines.
It was found that friction losses in the roller-pin contact are highest due to high contact
forces (and thus low film thickness) and sliding speeds. The importance of more accurate
friction models for the roller-pin contact is highlighted here as this the contact associated
with highest power losses and lowest minimum film thickness.
For the cam-roller contact it can be concluded that rolling friction is the most important
power loss contributor as roller slippage was found to be negligible for the load range
considered. The results in terms of friction losses, minimum film thickness and maximum
pressure were compared with quasi-statistic analytical solutions corresponding to infinite
line contact models. The importance of considering a finite line contact model, instead
of an infinite line contact, was clearly emphasized, i.e. traditional line contact model
significantly underestimates the maximum pressure and overestimates the minimum
film thickness. Also, power loss estimation using the analytical approach may deviate
significantly when compared with actual power losses due to overestimation of contact
area.
An important observation that was made is that transient effects are negligible, therefore the quasi-static analysis should also suffice to study lubrication conditions for the
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cam-roller pair.
Different roller axial profiles were considered to study their influence on crucial performance indicators around the nose region. It was found that maximum pressure and
minimum film thickness values can be improved significantly, however at the cost of
higher power losses. Therefore, suitable optimization routines need to be utilized in
order to reach an optimum combination between friction losses, maximum pressure and
minimum film thickness.
Computational times for simulating cam-roller follower lubrication, with usage of the
current model, are found to be reasonable. Moreover, the developed model demonstrated
the ability to cope with abrupt changes in operating conditions in which the load suddenly increases and decreases. Therefore this model can certainly be used to study the
influence of modifications in cam and/or roller shape design, on the overall efficiency of
the cam-follower unit.
The present study focuses on lubrication conditions in a highly loaded cam-roller follower
pair in which sliding is found to be insignificant. However, for example in lightly to
moderately loaded cam-roller contacts, where relatively high sliding speeds might occur,
extension of the model to non-Newtonian and thermal effects might be important. Also,
more extensive rheological formulations (see for instance [11, 21]) should then be used.
The aforementioned aspects are suggested for future work.
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Nomenclature
a Hertzian contact half-width (m)
A roller crowning curvature (m)
C radial clearance (m)
CU dimensionless variation of cam surface velocity
CF dimensionless variation of contact force
CR dimensionless variation of reduced radius of curvature
D pin diameter (m)
e roller eccentricity (m)
E 0 reduced elasticity modulus (Pa)
F force (N)
g axial surface profile function (m)
G dimensionless axial surface profile function
h film thickness (m)
H dimensionless film thickness
h0 rigid body displacement (m)
H0 dimensionless rigid body displacement
I roller inertia (kg.m2 )
L roller axial length (m)
Ls roller straight length (m)
m mass (kg)

p pressure (Pa)
P dimensionless pressure
ph Hertzian pressure (Pa)
Rx reduced radius of curvature (m)
Ry crowning curvature curvature (m)
Rpin pin radius (m)
Rf outer radius roller (m)
Ucam cam surface velocity (m/s)
Uroller roller surface velocity (m/s)
Um lubricant mean entrainment velocity (m/s)
x, y, z spatial coordinates (m)
X, Y, Z dimensionless spatial coordinates
x̄, ȳ global coordinates
zd roller crown drop (m)
α pressure-viscosity coefficient (GPa−1 )
η lubricant viscosity (Pa·s)
η0 lubricant reference viscosity (Pa·s)
η̃ lubricant dimensionless viscosity
Θ circumferential coordinate (rad)
θ cam angle (rad)
θ cam angle (rad)
δ z-component of elastic displacement field (m)
δ̃ dimensionless Z-component of elastic displacement field
µcam−roller friction coefficient cam-roller contact (-)
µroller−pin friction coefficient roller-pin contact (-)
ν Poisson ratio (-)

ρ lubricant density (kg/m3 )
ρ0 lubricant reference density (kg/m3 )
ρ̃ lubricant dimensionless viscosity
ω rotational speed (rad/s)
Ω computational domain
Ωf contact boundary
ΩD contact boundary
Ωs symmetry boundary
Subscripts
cent central
f follower
min minimum
r radial
ref reference

A full numerical solution to the
coupled cam–roller and roller–pin
contact in heavily loaded
cam–roller follower mechanisms
Abstract
In cam-roller follower units two lubricated contacts may be distinguished, namely the
cam-roller contact and roller-pin contact. The former is a non-conformal contact while
the latter is conformal contact. In an earlier work a detailed transient finite line contact
EHL model for the cam-roller contact was developed. In this work a detailed transient
EHL model for the roller-pin contact is developed and coupled to the earlier developed
cam-roller contact EHL model via a roller friction model. For the transient analysis a
heavily loaded cam-roller follower unit is analysed. It is shown that likewise the cam-roller
contact, the roller-pin contact also inhibits typical finite line contact EHL characteristics
at high loads. The importance of including elastic deformation for analysing lubrication
conditions in the roller-pin contact is highlighted here, as it significantly enhances the
film thickness and friction coefficient. Other main findings are that for heavily loaded
cam-roller follower units, as studied in this work, transient effects and roller slippage are
negligible, and the roller-pin contact is associated with the highest power losses. Finally,
due to the non-typical EHL characteristics of both cam-roller and roller-pin contact
numerical analysis becomes inevitable for the evaluation of the film thicknesses, power
losses and maximum pressures.
Keywords: EHL, cam-roller, roller-pin, finite line contacts, roller slip
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1

Introduction

Cam-roller follower mechanisms as part of fuel injection units in heavy duty Diesel engines
are subjected to very high fluctuating loads coming from the fuel injector. Apart from the
high fluctuating contact forces, varying radius of curvature and lubricant entertainment
velocity make the tribological design of these components even more challenging. The
lubricant entrainment speed of the cam-roller contact on itself is a function of geometrical
configuration, cam rotational velocity and roller angular speed.
Two lubricated contacts may be distinguished when considering a cam-roller follower
unit, namely the cam-roller contact and roller-pin contact (see Figure 1). The former is
a non-conformal contact while the latter is conformal contact. The roller angular speed
is a function of the working frictional forces at the cam-roller and roller-pin contact and
inertia torque caused by angular acceleration of the roller itself. Roller slip is defined as
the difference between the cam and roller surface velocities at the point of contact.
Khurram et al. [11] proved the existence of roller slip experimentally. Lee and Patterson
[12] showed that the problem of wear on the interacting surfaces still occurs if slip is
present.

Figure 1: Cam-roller follower configuration showing the frictional forces acting at the
cam-roller and roller-pin contact.

Previously developed cam-roller follower lubrication models (see for instance [3, 10, 18]),
which include the possibility of roller slippage, all rely on (semi)-analytical formulations
for the film thickness distribution in the cam-roller contact. In those studies the frictional
forces working at the roller-pin contact were also estimated using simple analytical
formulas or were considered to be constant throughout the whole operating range.
Recently Alakhramsing et al. [2] presented a finite element method (FEM)-based camroller lubrication model taking into account axial surface profiling of the roller and also
allowing for roller slip. The importance of taking into account axial surface profiling
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into EHL models has been shown by a number of published studies (see for instance
[20, 17, 1]).
The general framework of the model developed in [2] relies on a finite length line contact
EHL model for the cam-roller contact and semi-analytical lubrication model for the
roller-pin contact. The roller-pin contact was modelled as a full film journal bearing. The
basis of the semi-analytical model used for the roller-pin contact relies on the assumption
that the interacting surfaces are rigid and that the lubricant has an isoviscous behaviour.
It is expected that under the extremely high contact forces (ranging from 2kN to 15
kN), which are also directly transmitted to the roller-pin contact, the “rigid surfaces”
assumption might not be accurate. It is therefore important to include elastic deformation
of the roller and pin into the analysis. As shown in past studies, see for example [15, 7],
the rigid hydrodynamic solution for journal bearings might significantly overestimate the
maximum pressure and underestimate the minimum film thickness.
Therefore, in this paper we present full transient numerical EHL solutions for both
cam-roller and roller-pin contact. Both EHL models for cam-roller and roller-pin contact
are interlinked via a roller friction model, which predicts possible roller slippage. It is
expected that with this model the estimation of important design variables for both
cam-roller and roller-pin contact (such as minimum film thicknesses, maximum pressures
and friction losses) are significantly improved and thus leading to a better understanding
of the tribological behaviour of the cam-roller follower unit. Typical simulation results
analysed in this work are the evolution of the minimum film thickness, maximum pressure,
individual frictional losses and roller slippage along the cam surface.

2

Mathematical model

The complete mathematical model consists of two FEM-based EHL models corresponding
to the cam-roller and roller-pin contact, which are interlinked through the torque balance
applied to the roller. Furthermore, it is assumed that thermal effects are insignificant
and thus isothermal conditions are assumed.
The first part of the mathematical model, which applies to the cam-roller contact is
similar to the full transient EHL solution presented by Alakhramsing et al. [2]. Hence,
in this paper only the main features corresponding to the cam-roller contact are recalled
and for further details the reader is asked to refer to Alakhramsing et al. [2].
The second part of the mathematical model corresponds to the conformal roller-pin
contact and relies on a full transient EHL solution for elastic bearings.
Finally, in the last part of this mathematical section the coupling between the two
aforementioned EHL models is explained.
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2.1

Cam-roller contact EHL model

The typical governing EHL equations which apply to the cam-roller contact consist are
the Reynolds equation, the load balance equation and the 3D-linear elasticity equations.
All governing EHL equations for the cam-roller contact are presented in non-dimensional
form. Hence, the following dimensionless variables are introduced:

X=
P =
H=
CU (θ) =
δ̃ =

x
aref
p
ph
hRref
a2ref
Ucam (θ)
Uref
δRref
a2ref

y
2L
η
η̃ =
η0
h0 Rref
H0 =
a2ref
F (θ)
CF (θ) =
Fref
Y =

z
aref
ρ
ρ̃ =
ρ0
Rx (θ)
CR (θ) =
Rref
gRref
G= 2
aref
Z=

(1)

θ = ωcam t

with Hertzian parameters defined as follows:
r

2Fref
ph =
πLaref
E0 =

aref =

8Fref Rref
πLE 0

(2)

2
2
1−νcam
Ecam

+

2
1−νroller
Eroller

where the subscript “ref” denotes the reference operating conditions.
Ω𝑓

𝑍

𝑌

𝑋
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Ω

Ω𝑠

Ω𝐷

2
60

Figure 2: Equivalent geometry for EHL analysis of the finite line contact problem.
Dimensions are exaggerated for the sake of clarity.

Figure 2 presents the equivalent EHL computational domain Ω for the cam-roller contact.
Instead of calculating the elastic deformation twice for the two semi-infinite bodies,
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an equivalent elastic domain Ω (with equivalent mechanical properties) is chosen for
calculation of the combined elastic displacement field δ̃ (see reference [9] for more details).
The dimensionless side length of 60 for the elastic domain Ω is chosen in such a way
so that the zero displacement boundary condition, imposed on bottom boundary ΩD ,
holds [9]. Ωf denotes the fluid domain on which the Reynolds equation is solved and has
dimensions of −4.5 ≤ X ≤ 1.5 and −1 ≤ Y ≤ 1. In the present study the advantage
of symmetry (around symmetrical plane Ωs ) has been taken in order to reduce the
computational power required. The dimensionless transient Reynolds equation, which
governs the pressure distribution in the contact, is written as follows:
∂
∂X



ρ̃H 3 ∂P
−
+
η̃λ ∂X

where, λ =





Uroller (θ) CU (θ)
H ρ̃
+
2Uref
2


a2ref ρ̃H 3 ∂P
aref ωcam ∂H ρ̃
∂
−
+
= 0 (3)
+
2
∂Y
Uref
∂θ
(2L) η̃λ ∂Y

2
12Uref η0 Rref
3
a ph

is the dimensionless speed parameter, and η̃ and ρ̃ are the

dimensionless viscosity and density of lubricant respectively. θ = ωcam t is the cam angle
and ωcam is the cam rotational speed. CU (θ) represents the variation of the cam surface
velocity Ucam . Note that Ucam and Uroller are parallel to the X-axis, which is why the
wedge term in Y -direction in the Reynolds equation is nil. Eq. 3 includes the following
features/assumptions:
• Compressibility and piezoviscous behaviour of the lubricant are modelled using the
Dowson-Higginson [5] and Roelands [16] relations respectively.
• The free boundary problem arising at the outlet of the contact is treated using the
penalty formulation of Wu [19]
• Suitable numerical stabilization techniques, as detailed in [9], are utilized in order
to stabilize the solution at high loads.
• Fully flooded conditions are assumed at the inlet of the contact and opposing
surfaces are assumed to be smooth.
The film thickness for the cam-roller contact, at any cam angle θ, can be described using
the following expression
H (X, Y, θ) = H0 (θ) +

X2
+ G(Y, θ) − δ̃ (X, Y, θ)
2CR (θ)

(4)

where H0 is the rigid body displacement and δ̃ is the combined elastic deformation,
of which the calculation is based on a 3D-elasticity matrix [2]. CR (θ) denotes the
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dimensionless variation of the reduced radius of curvature Rx =



1
ρcam

+

1
Rf

−1

. ρcam is

the cam radius of curvature. G(Y, θ) is a dimensionless function that represents the axial
surface profile of the roller. The roller, considered in this study, has a logarithmic axial
shape which is described using the following equation [8]:
(





g(y, θ) = −A ln 1 − 1 − exp

−zm
A

 

2y − Ls
L − Ls

2 )
(5)

where A represents the degree of crowning curvature, zm is the crown drop at the
extremities and Ls is the straight roller length. Please note that here only the positive
Y -part of the solid domain has been retained to account for the problem symmetry.
Furthermore, g(y, θ) is only valid for

Ls
2

≤y≤

L
2,

otherwise zero.

The rigid body displacement H0 is obtained by satisfying the load balance. In equation
form this yields:
Z
2P (X, Y, θ) dX = πCF (θ)

(6)

Ωf

where CF (θ) denotes the dimensionless variation of contact force F . Note that the
pressure P in eq. 6 is multiplied with a factor of 2 in order to account for the symmetry
of the problem. The boundary conditions for the complete cam-roller EHL model are
summarized as follows [17]:
• The pressure at the borders of the fluid flow domain Ωf equals zero.
• Symmetrical boundary conditions are imposed at plane Ωs for the elastic and
hydrodynamic problem.
• A zero displacement condition is imposed at bottom boundary ΩD
• For the elastic part a pressure boundary condition is imposed on the fluid flow
domain Ωf .
• On all remaining boundaries zero stress conditions are imposed.
Finally, the friction coefficient µcam−roller defined at the cam-roller contact is calculated
as follows:
µcam−roller

2Lη0 Rref
=
aref F

Z
Ωf

η̃ (Uroller − Ucam ) 2La2ref ph
+
H
Rref F

Z
Ωf

H ∂P
dΩ
2 ∂X

(7)
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outer surface pin

𝐹

𝑦

Θ
𝑧
𝑦ത

Fluid flow domain
𝑥ҧ

𝐿

Figure 4: Roller-pin contact computational domain. Dimensions are exaggerated for
the sake of clarity.

2.2

Roller-pin contact EHL model

Figure 3 shows the configuration of the roller-pin bearing. The roller is free to rotate and
the pin is fixed to the tappet around the inner circumference of the so-called “ears” of
the tappet. In between the roller and the ears of the tappet a small clearance is kept in
order to allow the roller to freely rotate and also to allow lubricant to reach the roller-pin
interface through the sides of the contact.

tappet

pin/needle

roller

ears

Figure 3: Example of a cam-roller follower unit.

Figure 4 shows the deduced computational domain for the roller-pin EHL model shown
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in Figure 3. As can be extracted from this figure the advantage of symmetry has been
taken at the y = 0 plane. Unlike for the cam-roller contact, the governing equations for
the roller-pin contact, are solved in dimensional form.
The pin is slightly crowned in axial direction in order to reduce edge stress concentrations,
while the roller inner surface is assumed to be perfectly straight. The film thickness
distribution for the roller-pin contact, which can be described in similar manner as for
an elastic journal bearing, is written as follows:

h = C − ex̄ cos Θ − eȳ sin Θ +

y2
+ ∂r
2Ry

(8)

where C is the nominal radial clearance, Ry is the crowing curvature of the pin, ex̄
and eȳ are the global x̄ and ȳ components of the roller eccentricity (see Figure 5) and
∂r = δroller + δpin is the combined radial elastic deformation of roller and pin. Unlike for
rigid bearings, the dimensionless eccentricity  =

e
C

is allowed to be greater than one

when elastic deformation is taken into account [15].
Note that, unlike for the cam-roller contact, the elastic deflections for roller and pin are
individually calculated and summed up for evaluation of the film thickness. Θ = φ + ϕ
is the circumferential coordinate. ϕ is the roller attitude angle, i.e. ex = e cos ϕ and
ey = e sin ϕ. The angle φ is the circumferential coordinate defined as starting from the
minimum film thickness hmin,roller−pin of the roller-pin bearing (see Figure 5).
The Reynolds equation, which governs the pressure distribution in the roller-pin contact,
is written as follows:
1 ∂
− 2
Rpin ∂Θ



ρh3 ∂p
12η ∂Θ



∂
−
∂y



ρh3 ∂p
12η ∂Θ


+

Uroller ∂
∂
(ρh) + ωcam
(ρh) = 0 (9)
2Rf ∂Θ
∂θ

Note that Uroller is the outer roller surface velocity, while

Rpin Uroller
Rf

is the inner roller

surface velocity.
Similar to the cam-roller contact, variation of viscosity and density with pressure is
simulated using the Roelands [16] and Dowson-Higginson [5] rheological expressions. The
cavitation problem within the lubricated contact is treated according to the penalty
formulation of Wu [19].
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𝑥 = 𝑅pin Θ
Θ
pin

𝑥ҧ
𝑡

ℎ

𝜙
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𝑅pin
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𝑒

𝑦ത

𝜑

𝜔roller
𝑟

𝐹

𝐶

Figure 5: Schematic view of a cylindrical journal bearing with fixed coordinate system
(x, y) and moving coordinate system (r, t).

In the present analysis we align the x-axis of the (x, y) coordinate system at all times with
force vector F (θ), which acts at the cam-roller contact (see Figure 5). The eccentricity
components (ex , ey ) are obtained by satisfying the equations of motion:
"
2
mroller ωcam

ëx̄
ëȳ

#

"
=

Fx
Fy

#

"
−

F

#

0

(10)

where the fluid film reaction forces are defined as follows:
"

Fx
Fy

ZL/2 Z2π

#

"
p (Θ, y, θ)

=
−L/2 0

cos Θ
sin Θ

#
Rpin · dΘdy

(11)

Note that due to the unique definition of coordinate system (x, y) the y-component of the
applied load F is zero at all times. The radial displacement ∂r , which is caused by the
lubricant pressure build up in the contact, is evaluated using a full deformation model
based on a 3D-elasticity matrix [4].
The boundary conditions for the complete roller-pin EHL model are summarized as
follows:
• The pressure is continuous and periodic in circumferential direction Θ.
• A zero pressure condition is imposed at the (side) borders of the fluid film domain
in order to simulate fully submerged conditions.
• A zero displacement condition is imposed at the common interface between the pin
and inner surface of the ears of the tappet.
• For the elastic part a pressure boundary condition is imposed on the outer surface
of the pin and inner surface of the roller on the lubricant flow domain.
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• The centre of contact between the cam and roller always lies on the x-axis of the
roller-pin model. The most accurate way to describe the boundary condition at the
outer surface of the roller, where cam-roller contact occurs, would be by prescribing
the displacement field which is calculated from the cam-roller contact EHL model.
However, from our simulations we observed that similar results are obtained if a
zero displacement condition is imposed on the outer contact domain. Of course,
the size of the contact domain itself varies for different cam angles (due to varying
operating conditions). Nevertheless, based on dry Hertzian analysis an estimation
of the range in which the contact area varies can be made. For the cases studied,
the contact width varies between 0.3mm to 0.6mm. Due to the considerably large
thickness of the roller, the displacement fields of cam-roller and roller-pin contact
are not at all influenced by each other. So, for the current analysis a fixed outer
roller boundary has been used at all cam angles on which a zero displacement
condition has been imposed.
• On all remaining boundaries zero stress conditions are imposed.
Finally, the friction coefficient µroller−pin defined at the roller-pin contact is calculated as
follows:
ZL/2 Z2π
−

µroller−pin =

Rf Uroller
h
dp
+η
Rpin · dΘdy
2F Rpin dΘ
F Rpin h

(12)

−L/2 0

Note that in the current analysis friction evaluation is based on isothermal and Newtonian
assumptions. Extension of the model to capture non-Newtonian and thermal effects is
suggested for future work.

2.3

Coupling of cam-roller and roller pin contact

As mentioned earlier, the cam-roller and roller-pin contact are coupled through the global
torque balance applied to the roller. The global torque balance, used for calculation of
roller rotational speed ωroller yields [10]:
µcam−roller Rf F = µroller−pin Rpin F + Iωcam ω̇roller
{z
}
|
{z
} |
{z
} |
tractive torque

resisting torque

(13)

inertia torque



2 + R2 is the mass moment inertia of the roller and friction
where I = 0.5mroller Rpin
f
coefficients µcam−roller and µroller−pin are calculated by means of eqns. 25 and 12 respectively. When the RHS of eq. 13 increases, the sliding velocity at the cam-roller contact
consequently also needs to increase to satisfy the torque balance, i.e. the LHS needs to
increase. This is also known as the “self-correcting action” [10].
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2.4

Overall numerical procedure

The complete models thus consists of two sub-EHL models corresponding to cam-roller
and roller-pin contact. The governing equations for both models include the Reynolds
equations and the 3D-linear elasticity equations with their associated BC’s. Additionally,
for the cam-roller EHL model the load balance (with unknown H0 ) is added to the system
of equations, while for the roller-pin EHL model the equations of motion (with unknown
eccentricity components ex and ey ) are added to the system of equations.
The two sub-models are interlinked via the global torque balance, which determines the
roller angular velocity ωroller .
The complete model is solved using a finite element analysis software package [4]. In fact,
the problem is formulated a set of strongly coupled partial differential equations. After
finite element discretization, the resulting set of non-linear equations is solved using a
monolithic approach in which all dependent variables
n
o
P, δ̃, H0

cam−roller


, {p, δ, ex , ey }roller−pin , ωroller

are collected in one vector of unknowns and simultaneously solved using a damped
Newton-Raphson iteration scheme.
From a numerical perspective the weak form finite element formulation of the governing
EHL equations of both sub-models are similar, except from the fact that the computational
domains are different. Therefore for numerical details pertaining the fully-coupled
approach the reader is referred to [9] as only the main features are recalled here.
A similar customized element size distribution, as detailed in [9], was employed for the
equivalent EHL computational domain for the cam-roller contact.
For the roller-pin contact a similar strategy was followed, i.e. in the pressure build-up
region a dense element distribution was chosen which was allowed to decrease gradually
as the distance from the fluid film boundary increased.
For the both models Lagrange quintic elements were used for the hydrodynamic part while
for the elastic part Lagrange quadratic elements were used. The aforementioned custom
tailored meshes for cam-roller and roller-pin EHL models correspond to approximately
350,000 degrees of freedom in total.
Steady-state solutions were fed as initial guess for the transient calculations. Steady-state
solutions are reached within 11 iterations, corresponding to relative errors between
10−3 − 10−4 and calculation times ranging from 1.5-2 minutes on a computer with an
Intel(R) Core(TM)i7-2600 processor.
For the transient calculations a dimensionless time step ∆θ of 0.01 was chosen. In regions
where abrupt kinematic variations occur smaller time step sizes where chosen.
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3

Results

In this section a comprehensive transient analysis, for the considered cam and roller
follower, is performed and the results are presented. The analysed cam-roller follower
unit is part of a fuel injection pump unit of a heavy duty Diesel engine. The operating
conditions considered here are similar to those presented in Alakhramsing et al. [2] and
correspond to a cam rotational speed of 950 RPM. The configuration parameters and
reference operating conditions are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Reference operating conditions and geometrical parameters for cam roller
follower analysis. Adopted from Alakhramsing et al. [2].
Parameter

Value

Unit

E0

220

GPa

ν

0.3

-

α

1.78E-8

Pa−1

η0

0.01

Pa·s

Rf

0.018

m

Rpin

0.0095

m

C

74

µm

L

0.021

m

Ry

4.5

m

mroller

0.11

kg

A

17

µm

Ls

0.007

m

zm

50

µm

Rref

0.015

m

Uref

4.2

m/s

Fref

2250

N

Figure 6 presents the dimensionless variation of the cam surface speed, load and reduced
radius of curvature for the cam-roller contact. As explained in reference [2] the profile
for the contact force inhibits abrupt variations, ranging from 2kN to 13kN, which are
due to sudden activation and de-activation of pumping action. Furthermore, the cam
surface speed and reduced radius of curvature are fairly constant (with minor variations)
throughout the cam’s lateral profile. Note that the variations of CR (θ), CU (θ) and
CF (θ) are identical for 0◦ − 180◦ and 180◦ − 360◦ cam angle. Therefore, in this work
results are only presented for 0◦ − 180◦ cam angle.
Figures 7 and 8(a) depict height expressions for the pressure distributions in the cam-roller
and roller-pin contact at 64◦ cam angle (cam’s nose region), where the tribological conditions are worst. In both aforementioned figures traditional characteristics corresponding
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Figure 6: Variation of the dimensionless reduced radius CR (θ), cam surface speed
CU (θ) and contact force CF (θ) as a function of cam angle θ.
pressure,

Figure 7: The pressure distribution for the cam-roller contact at 64◦ cam angle.
Note that here dimensionless space coordinates (X, Y ), as given in eq. 1, are used.
Furthermore, the dimensions are exaggerated for the sake of clarity.

to finite line contact solutions are observed. To be more specific, for the cam-roller
contact, which has a logarithmically shaped roller, typical secondary pressure peaks are
observed at the sides of the contact. Near the occurrence of the secondary pressure peak,
the absolute minimum film thickness hmin is located.
For the roller-pin contact, which has a axially crowned pin, the maximum pressure is
located in the central plane (Y = 0). Due to axial crowning of the pin, the contact
footprint has an elliptic shape. Figure 8(c) shows the contour plot of the film thickness
distribution for 64◦ cam angle, from which can be extracted that side lobes are formed
where minimum film thickness hmin occurs (see Nijenbanning et al. [14]).
Figure 8(b) presents the pressure and film thickness distribution for the roller-pin contact
at the Y = 0 plane. It can readily be observed that the pressure and film thickness
distribution inhibit typical EHL characteristics, i.e. a Hertzian parabolic type pressure
curve and film thickness distribution which is uniform in the centre of the contact and has
a local restriction hmin,central at the outlet of the contact. Similar findings were reported
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pressure,

h
p

(a)

(b)

y

x

(c)

Figure 8: Evaluation of pressure and film thickness distribution for the roller-pin
contact. The operating conditions correspond to those at 64◦ cam angle, which lies in
the cam’s nose region.a)The pressure distribution. Space coordinates are dimensional
here, b)Pressure and film thickness distribution along line Y = 0. c) Contour plot of
the film thickness distribution illustrating the formation of side lobes.

by O’Donoghue et al. [15] for elastic journal bearings with high eccentricity ratios. An
important remark to make here is that the roller-pin contact, may be conformal in nature,
but has a similar tribological behaviour as non-conformal finite length line contacts for
the range of loads considered. In line with this finding, the importance of axial surface
profiling of the pin is highlighted here as an axially straight pin might induce edge
loading.
Figure 9(a) shows the evolution of minima film thickness as a function of the cam angle.
Again, note that hmin,central is the central plane (Y = 0) minimum film thickness, while
hmin is absolute minimum film thickness which usually occurs at the rear of the contact
where axial surface profiling starts [1].
At a first glance one may observe the “dips” in the profiles between 40◦ − 90◦ cam angle.
These are mainly due to the sudden increase in contact force, as the cam surface speed
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Evolution of minima film thicknesses for a) cam-roller contact and b)
roller-pin contact.

and radius of curvature are fairly constant. Figure 9(a) also compares the results for a
full transient solution with those obtained using quasi-static analysis. It can be concluded
that transient effects, in this case squeeze film motion, are negligible as a minimal phase
lag between the solutions is observed. These findings are in line with past studies [6, 13]
from which may be concluded that squeeze film effects are mainly important in cases
where the entrainment velocity profile inhibits points of flow reversal, i.e. the entrainment
velocity profiles passes a zero value. Figure 9(a) also shows the evolution of the minimum
film thickness obtained using the Dowson-Higginson [5] film thickness equation for infinite
line contact. It is clear that the analytical solution significantly overestimates hmin,central
as it does not account for side leakage.
Similar observations are made for the roller-pin contact (see Figure 9(b)), i.e. quasi-static
analysis yields fairly accurate results as squeeze film motion effects appear to be negligible.
For the sake of comparison Figure 9(b) also the depicts the results obtained using the
semi-analytical model, based on rigid surfaces, as used by Alakhramsing et al. [2]. It is
clear that, especially in the high contact force regions, the minimum film thickness is
highly underestimated as elastic deformation is disregarded in this model. In fact, for
the rigid surface semi-analytical model, the dimensionless eccentricity ratio  =

e
C

is not

allowed to be larger than one, which leads to calculation of very small film thicknesses.
It is apparent from Figure 14 that the dimensionless eccentricity ratio is larger than one
throughout the whole operating range. This also highlights the importance of taking
into account elastic deformation of roller and pin in the analysis. Finally, if closely
noticed, one may observe that the ratio hmin /hmin,central increases in the cam’s nose
region. This is mainly due to the fact that with formation of side-lobes, where hmin
occurs, the ratio hmin /hmin,central is load dependent (see for instance Nijenbanning et al.
[14] and Alakhramsing et al. [1]).
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From Figure 8(b) it can be extracted that the pressure and film thickness distribution
in the highly loaded roller-pin contact, which is a conformal contact, inhibits typical
EHL features for concentrated non-conformal contacts. The conformal contact in this
case may be described by a cylinder with radius Rpin in a hollow outer cylinder with
inner radius Rpin + C. For conformal contacts the reduced radius of curvature can be
calculated provided that the radius of curvature of the (concave) outer cylinder radius is
taken as negative. For the case considered (see Table 1) this would be approximately
1m. The result for the evolution of hmin,central , after applying the Dowson-Higginson [5]
film thickness equation for infinite line contacts, for the roller-pin contact is depicted
in Figure 9(b). Similar as for the cam-roller contact, the minimum film thickness is
significantly overestimated due to non-typical EHL characteristics of finite length line
contacts.
Figure 10 presents the evolution of the maximum pressures corresponding to the cam-roller
and roller-pin contact. As can be seen, the maximum pressure for the cam-roller contact
cycles between 0.65-1.75 GPa, while the roller-pin contact experiences significantly lower
pressures (ranging between 0.1-0.25 GPa). The difference in experienced pressure between
cam-roller and roller-pin contact is due to the difference in contact area. As a matter
of fact, the contact width for the cam-roller contact varies between 0.2mmm-0.6mm,
corresponding to base circle and nose regions, respectively. For the roller-pin contact
the contact width varies between 3.8mm-5.8mm, corresponding to base circle and nose
regions, respectively.

Figure 10: Evolution of the maximum pressures, corresponding to the cam-roller and
roller-pin contact, as a function of cam angle θ.
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Figure 11: Evolution of the SRR, corresponding to the cam-roller contact, as a function
of cam angle θ.

In general, for both contacts the tribological conditions are worst in the cam’s nose
region, i.e. both minimum film thickness and maximum pressure occur between 40◦ − 90◦
cam angle.
The evolution of the slide-to-roll ratio SRR =

Ucam −Uroller
0.5(Ucam +Uroller ) ,

for the cam-roller contact,

is depicted in Figure 11. SSR is lowest in the nose region, due to large contact forces,
and highest in the base circle regions. Nevertheless, roller slip is negligible throughout
the whole cam’s lateral surface due to overall high contact forces and due to the fact
that the limiting traction coefficient µlim is never exceeded.

Figure 12: Variation of roller-pin contact friction coefficient µroller−pin as a function
of applied load F . Uroller is kept fixed at 4.2m/s.

The friction coefficients for cam-roller and roller-pin contact are depicted in Figure 13
from which it can be noticed that very low values of friction coefficients are achieved.
The range of values for the roller-pin friction coefficient are of the same magnitude as
those measured by Lee and Patterson [12]. An increase in friction coefficient is noticed in
the nose region. This increase is mainly caused due to a substantial increase in viscosity.
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Figure 13: Evolution of friction coefficients µcam−roller and µroller−pin as a function of
cam angle θ.

Assuming a composite surface roughness of 0.2µm, it can be inferred that the cam-roller
contact operates in the mixed lubrication regime, i.e.

h
σ

< 3. This means that the

friction coefficient for the cam-roller contact would be higher and the values depicted
in Figure 13 should be seen as a minimum. On the other hand, whether the cam-roller
contact operates in mixed or full-film regime should not have a large influence on the
tribological behaviour of the roller-pin contact as operating in mixed lubrication regime
of the cam-roller contact will only enhance traction, resulting to less slip. Extension to a
mixed lubrication model for both cam-roller and roller-pin contact is suggested for future
work.
Except from the fact that elastic deformation of roller and pin enhance the film thickness
distribution, it is also worth noting that the friction coefficient is also significantly
improved for the load range considered. This can be retrieved from Figure 12, which
presents µroller−pin as a function of contact force F (and assuming Uroller to be constant).
In fact, the µroller−pin is in its optimal range for the load range (2kN-13kN) considered.
It is obvious that when elastic deformation is considered the contact area increases.
Consequently, the hydrodynamic pressure decreases and thus also the sliding frictional
force (which is viscosity dependent) decreases. The trend of µroller−pin can be explained
as follows. When elastic deformation is insignificant, µroller−pin is inversely proportional

2
F
C
to the Sommerfeld number S = η0 ωroller
(see for instance reference [2]),
LRpin Rpin
i.e. µroller−pin ∼ 1/S. So, in hydrodynamic lubrication (HL) µroller−pin decreases with
increasing loads until the moment when elastic deformation becomes important, i.e.
the elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) regime is attained. In pure EHL conditions
µroller−pin will increase with increasing loads. So, the load range in which the roller-pin
contact operates can be seen as a transition zone from HL to EHL conditions. It is
clear from Figure 12 that for loads higher than 10 kN approximately µroller−pin starts
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increasing again. Meaning that for this case pure EHL conditions are achieved for loads
higher than 10 kN approximately.

Figure 14: Evolution of the dimensionless eccentricity ratio , corresponding to the
roller-pin contact, as a function of cam angle θ.

The power losses corresponding to cam-roller and roller-pin contact are shown in Figure
15. As reported in earlier work Alakhramsing et al. [2], rolling friction losses play a
dominant role as roller slip appears to be negligible. Also note that the rolling power
losses are proportional to the sum velocity and almost independent on contact force.
This is also why the total power losses for the cam-roller contact cycles is around 6W
with minor variations.
The power losses for the roller-pin contact, obtained using the full transient analysis,
are compared with those obtained using the rigid semi-analytical model as used by
Alakhramsing et al. [2]. For the roller-pin contact, which is a sliding contact, the power
losses are proportional to the sliding speed. In the base circle regions the semi-analytical
model, which does not include elastic deformation, overestimates the power losses as the
contact area is overestimated and the film thickness is under estimated. Furthermore, in
the nose region the semi-analytical model underestimates the power losses as the semianalytical model assumes isoviscous behaviour, i.e. the viscosity increases significantly in
the cam’s nose region.
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Figure 15: Evolution of the individual power losses, corresponding to the cam-roller
and roller-pin contact, as a function of cam angle θ.

4

Conclusions

A multyphysics model, enabling coupled transient EHL simulations of cam-roller and
roller-pin contact in cam-roller follower mechanisms, has been developed. For the transient analysis a heavily loaded cam-roller follower unit, as part of a heavy duty Diesel
engine, was considered.
It has been shown that likewise the cam-roller contact, the roller-pin contact also inhibits
typical finite line contact EHL characteristics at high loads. Coming on to the nature
of finite line contacts, the importance of axial profiling for the roller-pin contact is
highlighted here as edge loading is reduced.
Another important contribution made in this work is that is has been shown that elastic
deformation of roller and pin significantly enhance the film thickness distribution in
the roller-pin contact. Also, prediction of other crucial performance indicators such as
maximum pressure and power losses as significantly improved when compared to the
models assuming rigid surfaces.
Finally, for heavily loaded cam-roller followers, as studied in this work, it can be concluded
that: i) transient effects are negligible and quasi-static analysis yields sufficiently accurate
results, ii) roller slip is negligible due to high contact forces and pure rolling may be
assumed, iii) highest power losses are associated with the roller-pin contact due to simple
sliding and relatively larger contact area as compared to the cam-roller contact and,
iv) due to the non-typical EHL characteristics of both cam-roller and roller-pin contact
numerical analysis becomes inevitable for evaluation of crucial tribological performance
indicators.
Due to the finite line contact nature of the roller-pin contact axial surface profiling seems
to be a promising way to optimize the tribological performance of this contact. Extension
of the model to other features, such as mixed lubrication, non-Newtonian, and optimizing
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routines, is suggested for future work.
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Nomenclature
a Hertzian contact half-width =

q

8F Rx
πLE 0

(m)

c lubricant heat capacity (J/kg·K)
cc cam material heat capacity (J/kg·K)
cr roller material heat capacity (J/kg·K)
E 0 reduced elasticity modulus =

2
1−ν 2
1−νc2
+ E r
Ec
r

f coefficient of friction (-)
F force (N)
Fa asperity friction force (N)
Fh hydrodynamic friction force (N)
h film thickness (m)
H dimensionless film thickness
h0 rigid body displacement (m)
H0 dimensionless rigid body displacement
k lubricant thermal conductivity (W/m·K)
kc cam material heat capacity (W/m·K)
kr roller material heat capacity (W/m·K)
L axial length (m)
p total pressure (Pa)
P dimensionless total pressure
ph hydrodynamic pressure (Pa)

(Pa)

P dimensionless hydrodynamic pressure
p̄a asperity mean contact pressure (Pa)
P̄a dimensionless asperity mean contact pressure
pav average Hertzian pressure =
pHertz Hertzian pressure =

2F
πLa

F
2aL

(Pa)

(Pa)

Rx reduced radius of curvature (m)
Rpin pin radius (m)
Rf outer radius roller (m)
SRR slide-to-roll ratio
T temperature (K)
T0 ambient temperature (K)
u, w x, z components of elastic displacement field (m)
U, W dimensionless X, Z components of elastic displacement field
uc cam surface velocity (m/s)
ur roller surface velocity (m/s)
um lubricant mean entrainment velocity (m/s)
x, y, z spatial coordinates (m)
X, Y, Z dimensionless spatial coordinates
α pressure-viscosity coefficient (GPa−1 )
µ lubricant viscosity (Pa·s)
µ0 lubricant reference viscosity (Pa·s)
η generalized Newtonian viscosity (Pa·s)
η̄ dimensionless generalized Newtonian viscosity
θ cam angle (rad)
τ shear stress (MPa)
τ0 characteristic Eyring shear stress (MPa)

ρ lubricant density (kg/m3 )
ρ̄ dimensionless lubricant density
ρ0 lubricant reference density (kg/m3 )
ρc cam material density (kg/m3 )
ρr roller material density (kg/m3 )
ρ̄ lubricant dimensionless viscosity
ω rotational speed (rad/s)
Ω computational domain
∂Ωf contact boundary
∂Ωd bottom boundary
Subscripts
a asperity
c cam
cent central
f follower
h hydrodynamic
min minimum
r roller

A mixed-TEHL analysis of
cam-roller contacts considering
roller slip: on the influence of
roller-pin contact friction
Abstract
In this work a mixed lubrication model, applicable to cam-roller contacts, is presented.
The model takes into account non-Newtonian, thermal effects and variable roller angular
velocity. Mixed lubrication is analysed using the load sharing concept, using measured
surface roughness. Using the model a quasi-static analysis for a heavily loaded cam-roller
follower contact is carried out. The results show that when the lubrication conditions
in the roller-pin contact are satisfactory, i.e. low friction levels, then the nearly “pure
rolling” condition at the cam-roller contact is maintained and lubrication performance
is also satisfactory. Moreover, non-Newtonian and thermal effects are then negligible.
Furthermore, the influence of roller-pin friction coefficient on the overall tribological
behaviour of the cam-roller contact is investigated. In this part a parametric study is
carried out in which the friction coefficient in the roller-pin contact is varied from values
corresponding to full film lubrication to values corresponding to boundary lubrication.
Main findings are that at increasing friction levels in the roller-pin contact there is a
sudden increase in the slide-to-roll ratio (SRR) in the cam-roller contact. The value of
the roller-pin friction coefficient at which this sudden increase in SRR is noticed depends
on the contact force, the non-Newtonian characteristics and viscosity-pressure dependence. For roller-pin friction coefficient values higher than this critical value, inclusion
of non-Newtonian and thermal effects becomes highly important. Furthermore, after
this critical level of roller-pin friction, the lubrication regime rapidly shifts from full film
to mixed lubrication. Based on the findings in this work the importance of ensuring
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adequate lubrication in the roller-pin contact is highlighted as this appears to be the
critical contact in the cam-follower unit.
Keywords: EHL, cam-roller, roller-pin, mixed lubrication, roller slip

1

Introduction

Cam-roller followers as part of valve-train mechanisms in internal combustion engines are
of crucial importance. Anderson [7] reported that the valve train mechanism accounts
for 6-10% of the internal friction losses, which is significant. However, fluctuating
contact forces, varying radius of curvature and lubricant entrainment velocity make the
tribological design of cam-roller followers units very challenging.
Two lubricated contacts may be distinguished within the cam-roller follower unit namely,
the roller-pin contact and the cam-roller contact. The former is a conformal contact,
while the latter is a non-conformal contact. The roller is allowed to freely rotate along
its axis. The roller rotational velocity is governed by the torque balance applied on the
roller itself (see Figure 1).
The roller-pin contact ideally functions as a hydrodynamic journal bearing favouring low
friction levels. The intention is to keep the friction levels in the roller-pin contact as low
as possible to allow a low resisting torque and hence less sliding at the cam-roller contact.
The latter is often referred as roller slip in literature.
roller-pin contact

𝐼 x 𝜔ሶ roller

𝑅f

𝑅pin
𝐹 x 𝑓c−r

𝐹 x 𝑓r−p
𝐹

cam-roller
contact

𝜔cam

Figure 1: Cam-roller follower configuration showing the frictional forces acting at the
cam-roller and roller-pin contact.

Note that the lubricant entrainment speed of the cam-roller contact on itself is a function
of geometrical configuration, cam rotational velocity and roller angular speed. This
means that the tribological behaviour of the cam-roller contact is strongly affected by
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lubrication performance in the roller-pin contact. In past literature one can find a few
studies, which have dealt with this subject.
Duffy [18] and Khurram et al. [31] have proven the occurrence of roller slippage experimentally. Lee and Patterson [32] have reported that the problem of wear still remains if
roller slippage occurs.
Many other authors have tried to understand the tribological performance of the camroller contact theoretically. Chiu [15] and later Ji and Taylor [27] were the first ones
to develop lubrication models that take into account possible sliding at the cam-roller
contact. Both the aforementioned authors concluded that roller slip occurs at high cam
rotational velocities due to simultaneous increase in roller angular momentum. Turturro
et al. [46] presented a steady-state model for a non-Newtonian lubricant to investigate
the effect of viscosity on the friction of the cam and roller follower. Torabi et al. [45]
developed a mixed thermo-elastohydrodynamic lubrication (TEHL) numerical model
and compared the tribological performance between the flat-faced and roller follower
under similar operating conditions. The aforementioned authors showed that thermal
effects and mixed lubrication generally affect the minimum film thickness and cannot
be neglected. In an earlier work [4] the current authors developed a full numerical EHL
model for both cam-roller and roller-pin contact. In that study a cam-roller follower
unit as part of a fuel injection unit in a heavy duty Diesel engine, was analysed. The
authors showed that squeeze-film motion effects are negligible and quasi-static analysis
would yield sufficiently accurate results for highly loaded cam-roller follower contacts.
The loads considered ranged between 2.5kN-15kN. Due to the all time high loads, inertia
effect were comparably found to be negligible. It was also shown that extremely low
levels of friction coefficient are achieved at the roller-pin contact when operating under
ideal conditions (ranging between 0.001-0.003). The latter findings are also in line with
experimental and theoretical results [27, 32].
As earlier mentioned, the friction coefficient acting at the roller-pin contact has a major
influence on the tribological behaviour at the cam-roller contact. Notable is that the
coupling between cam-roller contact and roller-pin contact has never been investigated
systematically despite its high interdependency. All previously mentioned studies assumed ideal conditions at the roller-pin contact, i.e. a low friction coefficient.
This paper attempts to fill in the aforementioned gap by analysing the “sensitivity” of
cam-roller lubrication performance as a function of the friction levels in the roller-pin
contact. This assessment should provide useful insight into the coupled tribological
behaviour of the two contacts. Lubrication performance at the roller-pin contact may
strongly be deteriorated by external factors such as insufficient oil supply, misalignment,
manufacturing errors etc. Detailed investigation into the external factors is beyond the
scope of the present study. This is why the “sensitivity” of the cam-roller lubrication
performance as function of the lubrication mode of the roller-pin contact is assessed here
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by assuming a friction coefficient at the roller-pin contact. In order to accurately predict
the frictional force at the cam-roller contact a mixed-thermo-elastohydrodynamic (TEHL)
model is presented in this paper. The model efficiently takes into account thermal,
non-Newtonian and surface roughness effects using measured surface topography.

2

Mathematical model

In this section the mathematical model, including the theory and governing equations, is
described. In this study axial surface profiling of opposing surfaces is neglected in order
to reduce the computational effort. In fact, the interacting solids are assumed to be
perfectly straight in axial direction and also, the pressure distribution in axial direction
is assumed to be uniform. This simplifies the problem to that of a classical line contact.
Furthermore, as also indicated in the introduction section, a cam-roller follower unit
as part of the fuel injection system in a heavy duty Diesel engine is studied in this
paper. As motivated by Alakhramsing et al. [5], a quasi-static analysis is justified for
the considered application. Therefore, the model described in this section relies on
steady-state conditions.
The complete model consists of two sub-models, which are used to solve for the pressure
and temperature distribution in the contact, respectively. The mixed-EHL model which
governs the pressure distribution in the contact is based on the load-sharing concept as
defined by Johnson [28]. The temperature distribution in the contact is governed by the
energy equations, which are employed for the lubricant and bounding solids.
The thermal and mixed-EHL models are interlinked with each other through the rheological formulations of the lubricant.
The general modelling approach here resembles the non-Newtonian TEHL modelling
approach, as introduced by Habchi et al. [25], for smooth surfaces. The model developed
in reference [25] leans on a full-system finite element formulation of the governing TEHL
equations. However, a few additions are made here to the TEHL model, to account for
variable roller angular velocity and roughness effects. These will be treated throughout
this mathematical section.

2.1

Mixed lubrication model

Following the load sharing concept of Johnson et al. [28], in the mixed lubrication regime
the contact load is partly carried by the fluid film and partly by the interacting asperities.
In equation form this yields:
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Z
F =

Z
p dΩ =

Ω

(pa + ph ) dΩ

(1)

Ω

where, pa and ph denote the pressure carried by asperities and fluid film respectively. p
is the summation of the individual distributions of pa and ph . For the sake of clarity, p is
called the total pressure in this work. Ω denotes the calculation domain. The cam-roller
pairs considered here are grinded in rolling direction. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity,
the influence of the surface roughness on fluid pressure and micro-EHL effects are assumed
to be negligible in this work. In this work a separate dry rough contact model and smooth
EHL model are used to evaluate pa and ph respectively. These two models are interlinked
through the film thickness. Therefore these models will be described individually in
the subsequent (sub-)sections. The algorithm of the load-sharing based model herein is
similar to that which is described in the work of Masjedi and Khonsari [36].

2.1.1

Smooth EHL component

The finite element method (FEM)-based smooth line contact EHL model is governed by
four main equations, namely: the generalized Reynolds equation, the linear elasticity
equations, the load balance and the torque balance (which couples the cam-roller and
roller-pin contact). All classical EHL equations are presented in dimensionless form.
Hence, the following dimensionless variables are introduced:
x
a
hRx
H= 2
a
X=

z
a
h0 Rx
H0 =
a2
Z=

ph
pHertz
uRx
U= 2
a

Ph =

η
µ0
W Rx
W =
a2
η̄ =

ρ̄ =

ρ
ρ0

(2)

where a and pHertz denote the dry Hertzian half-contact width and maximum Hertzian
pressure respectively. The density ρ and generalized Newtonian viscosity η are allowed
to vary in both x and z-direction, i.e. the lubricant properties are also allowed to vary
across the film thickness (z-direction). Z = 0 and Z = 1 correspond to the roller and
cam surfaces, respectively.
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𝜕Ωf

𝑍

𝑋

Ω

60

𝜕Ωd
60
Figure 2: Equivalent geometry for EHL analysis of the infinite line contact problem.
The dimensions are exaggerated for the sake of clarity.

Figure 2 shows the equivalent EHL computational domain Ω for the cam-roller contact.
In the current approach the elastic deformation is not calculated using the traditional
half-space approximation. Instead, the 2D linear elasticity equations with appropriate
boundary conditions are employed on a finite computational domain to solve for the
displacement field. In this model a finite elastic domain Ω (with equivalent mechanical
properties) is used for calculation of the total elastic deformation. This avoids calculating
the elastic deformation twice for the two structures and hence reduces the computational
effort required. The dimensionless side lengths of 60 of elastic domain Ω are chosen
in such a way to ensure that a zero elastic displacement field is attained in regions far
away from contact zone ∂Ωf . In fact, in [25] the author showed that the side length of
the finite structure should be at least 60 times the Hertzian half-contact width so that
the elastic deformation would agree with the solution obtained by using the classical
multilevel multi-integration (MLMI) method [12] applied to a half-space. Note that ∂Ωf
denotes the fluid film boundary on which the generalized-Reynolds equation is solved and
has dimensions of −4.5 ≤ X ≤ 1.5, to ensure that the pressure is nil at the exit points of
the boundary. ∂Ωd denotes the bottom boundary, where the elastic displacement should
be zero. As mentioned earlier, the calculation of the elastic displacement field is based
on the 2D-linear elasticity equations which are written as follows [26]:

 ∂U

∂
∂W


 − ∂X C1 ∂X + C2 ∂Z −


 − ∂ C
3
∂X

∂U
∂Z

+


∂W
∂X

−

∂
∂Z


C3

∂U
∂Z

∂
∂Z

 ∂U

C2 ∂X + C1 ∂W
∂Z = 0

+

∂W
∂X



=0
(3)

where U and W are the X and Z-components of the elastic displacement field respectively.
The coefficients C1 , C2 and C3 are constants in the compliance matrix and can be
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calculated as follows:
C1 =

Ẽeq (1 − νeq )
(1 + νeq ) (1 − 2νeq )

C2 =

νeq Ẽeq
(1 + νeq ) (1 − 2νeq )

C3 =

Ẽeq
2 (1 + νeq )

(4)



The (dimensionless) equivalent mechanical properties Ẽeq , νeq of elastic domain Ω are
calculated as follows:
Ec2 Er (1 + νr )2 + Er2 Ec (1 + νc )2
a
2
Rx pHertz
[Ec (1 + νr ) + Er (1 + νc )]
Ec νr (1 + νr ) + Er νc (1 + νc )
=
Ec (1 + νr ) + Er (1 + νc )

Ẽeq =
νeq

(5)

where subscripts “c” and “r” denote cam and roller respectively. The hydrodynamic
pressure distribution in the contact is described using the generalized Reynolds equation
for non-Newtonian thermal elastohydrodynamic lubrication, as given by Yang and Wen
[39]:


∂
∂X
where,
 
ε = ηρ

H3
e λ

 

ρ
η e

=

h
uc +ur
2

um =

ρe =

R1

ρ dZ

ρ∗ =

ρ0 e =

0

ρ00 e =
1
η0 e

=

R1
0
R1
0

ρ

RZ Z 0 dZ 0
0

ZdZ
η

η

η e ρ0 e
η

0

∂Ph
∂X

− ρ00 e


−

λ=

e

η e ρ0 e (uc −ur )+ρe uc

∂ (ρ∗ H)
− ζPh− = 0
∂X

(6)

2µ
um Rx
r
a3 pHertz

i

um

R1

ρ

RZ dZ 0

0

0

dZ

1
ηe

Rx =

ε

η

=

dZ
R1
0

dZ
η

1
1
+ R1
Rc
f

Rc and Rf are the cam radius of curvature and outer radius of the roller follower (see
Figure 1). The outer roller surface velocity ur , the calculation of which will be treated
later, is an unknown variable that is dependent on the frictional forces working at the
cam-roller and roller-pin contact. Note in eq. 6 both viscosity and density are allowed to
vary across the film thickness through the integral terms defined.
In order to treat the free boundary problem (associated with the fluid film cavitation
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phenomenon) arising at the outlet of the contact the penalty formulation of Wu [52]
is utilized here. Using this formulation all negative pressures, arising at the exit of
the lubricated contact, are penalized to zero by adding an penalty term. The penalty
term is the last term on the LHS of eq. 6. Ph− corresponds to the negative part of the
pressure distribution and ζ is an arbitrary large number. Hence, only negative pressures
are affected using this penalty term so that the consistency of eq. 6 is preserved. Wu
−
[52] also showed that the Reynolds boundary condition ∇P · →
n = 0 is automatically
h

c

satisfied using this approach. It is worth mentioning that the penalty formulation does
not ensure mass conservation when film reformation occurs. However, this is not an
issue here because such film reformation rarely affects the behaviour within concentrated
contacts. Appropriate cavitation modelling approaches may for instance be found in
references [10, 41]. Suitable numerical stabilization techniques, as detailed in [3], are
utilized in order to stabilize the solution of eq. 6 at high loads. Finally, fully flooded
conditions are assumed at the inlet of the contact.
The film thickness H of the cam-roller conjunction may be written as follows:
H (X) = H0 +

X2
− W (X)
2

(7)

where H0 represents the rigid body displacement, which is an unknown associated with
the load balance eq. 8 as defined by Johnson et al. [28] :
Z

Z
P (X) dX =

∂Ωf

Z
Ph (X) dX +

∂Ωf

P̄a (X) dX =

π
2

(8)

∂Ωf

where P a represents the dimensionless dry auxiliary contact pressure, the calculation of
which, will be treated in the “Asperity contact component” section. The linear elasticity
equations eq. 3 and generalized Reynolds equation eq. 6 are associated with the following
boundary conditions respectively:
For the generalized Reynolds equation [25]:
Ph (X = −4.5) = Ph (X = 1.5) = 0 on ∂Ωf
For the elastic model the


U




σ̃n




σ̃
n

(9)

BCs are summarized as follows:
=W =0

on ∂Ωd
∂W
∂U
+ C1
= −P on ∂Ωf
∂X
∂Z
elsewhere

= σZZ = C2
=0

(10)

Please note that the total pressure P is used for the evaluation of the elastic deformation
in eq. 10.
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2.1.2

Asperity contact component

In order to calculate the proportion of the load carried by the asperities in the mixed
lubrication model an approach, as introduced by Bobach et al. [11], is followed. This
approach will be described briefly now.
In this study a boundary element method-based model of elastic/plastic solid body
contact, as described in the work of Akchurin et al. [2], is used to calculate the local
dry/solid contact pressures of a representative section of the real measured surface
topography.
Contacting spots

𝑢 Rigid smooth plane
ℎ

𝑧

ℎs

𝜀
Reference plane

Figure 3: Schematic view of the surfaces which are in contact. z(x, y) represents
the surface roughness heights, hs the separating distance and the deflection u (x, y) =
z (x, y) − hs (x, y).

The model described in reference [2], and used here, is based upon the elastic half-space
theory and includes a linear/elastic ideal/plastic material model. Hence, the allowable
pressures within the contact are therefore a confined to a pressure pa,lim at which plastic
flow occurs. pa,lim is an input parameter for the contact model and can be evaluated
using micro-hardness measurements.
In the mixed lubrication model developed in the work of Akchurin et al. [2] a separation
distance hs is required to calculate the asperity contact pressure distribution pa (see
Figure 3). The separating distance hs is related to the film thickness h through the
condition of volume conservation, as defined by Johnson et al. [28]. To be more specific,
hs should fulfill the condition that the total lubricant volume between the smooth surfaces
should be equal to the volume occupied by the pockets formed by the non-contacting
parts between the rough surfaces. In fact, the separation distance hs has the same
shape as the film thickness h but with a constant offset  so that volume conservation is
preserved [2]. This can also be inferred from Figure 3.
The offset  is obtained iteratively in the asperity contact model, by satisfying the
following equation:
Z

ZZ
(hs (x, y) − z (x, y) + u (x, y)) dÃ

h (x, y) dA =
A

Ã

(11)
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where A is the total area and Ã is the lubricated area. The set of equations, to be solved
for the dry contact model are:

ZZ
pa (x0 , y 0 )
2


q
dx0 dy 0
u
(x,
y)
=


0

πE
2
2

(x0 − x) + (y 0 − y)




u (x, y) = z (x, y) − hs (x, y) , ∀ x, y ∈ Ac




pa (x, y) > 0 , ∀ x, y ∈ Ac





p (x, y) ≤ p
a
a,lim

(12)

For the dry contact model the unknowns are pa (x, y) and Ac , whereas hs is related to
the film thickness according to eq. 11. The computational burden for the calculation of
the integral in eq. 12 is decreased by employing the discrete fast Fourier transformation
technique (DC-FFT) [34]. The foundation of the numerical solver is based on the
conjugate gradient method [40]. For the current study periodic boundary conditions are
specified at the edges of the contact model calculation domain, in order to calculate the
representative section. If the dimensions of the dry contact model calculation domain
are set to be Lx and Ly (for x and y-direction respectively), then one may define a mean
contact pressure p̄a (over Lx Ly ) as follows:
1
pa =
Lx Ly

𝑝aҧ

Z Z
pa (x, y) dx dy

(13)

Mean contact
pressure 𝑝aҧ

ℎs

volume conservation

ℎ

Film thickness ℎ

Figure 4: Relationship between the mean contact pressure p̄a and film thickness h.

One should not confuse p̄a with pa as p̄a is not the actual asperity contact pressure. In
fact, p̄a is an auxiliary pressure and is called the “mean contact pressure” in this work.
Now a functional curve of p̄a versus hs (and indirectly h) can be established (see Figure
4). So, basically we establish a pre-calculated relation between mean contact pressure p̄a
and film thickness h by assuming nominally flat surfaces in contact, so that:
p̄a (x) = f [h (x)]

(14)
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Eq. 14 can interpreted as a relation indirectly describing the “contact stiffness”, as
p̄a Lx Ly is the applied contact force. The contact stiffness basically represents the
influence of the measured surface roughness. For the sake of simplicity we call the curve
depicted in Figure 4 as the “h − p̄a curve” throughout this paper. Note that eq. 14 can
be used to evaluate any dry mean contact pressure for any film thickness in the actual
mixed-TEHL model. The calculation of p̄a is done to scale-up the actual asperity contact
pressure distribution pa to the macro-scale to calculate the load carried by asperities
-and ultimately- the mixed friction coefficient. The current method, as introduced by
Bobach et al. [11], offers a more deterministic approach as compared to the load-sharing
based statistical approach such as described in Masjedi and Khonsari [36, 37], as it uses
measured surface roughness. Note that for usage in the load balance equation eq. 8 the
dimensionless dry mean contact pressure P̄a is calculated as follows:
P̄a (x) =

2.1.3

p̄a (x)
pHertz

(15)

Calculation of roller surface velocity

The torque balance, which governs the roller surface velocity ur is written as follows (see
Figure 1):
fc−r Rf F = fr−p Rpin F +
| {z }
| {z }

tractive torque

resisting torque

I ω̇
|{z}r

(16)

inertia torque

where subscripts “c-r” and “r-p” correspond to cam-roller and roller-pin contact, respectively.
In this study a cam-roller follower unit as part of a fuel injection unit in a heavy duty
Diesel engine, is analysed. In fact, the contact forces which the cam-roller contact is
subjected to, ranges between 2kN - 17kN. In this study we assume that the inertia torque
(second term on RHS of eq. 16) is negligible as compared to the resisting torque caused
by the frictional forces acting at the roller-pin contact (first term on RHS of eq. 16).
Note that the inertia torque is significant at especially high cam rotational speeds. For
the current study the cam rotational speeds are chosen such that the aforementioned
assumption holds. Furthermore, one can also assume that under these high contact
forces, in combination with increasing friction coefficient fr−p , the influence of the inertia
torque becomes much less pronounced. Therefore, the roller rotational speed ωr is solely
governed by the tractive and resisting torques acting at the cam-roller and roller-pin
contact, respectively. Hence, eq. 16 reduces to:
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fc−r Rf F = fr−p Rpin F
| {z }
| {z }

tractive torque

(17)

resisting torque

Note that the friction coefficient fc−r is defined at the roller surface, i.e. fc−r = fc−r |Z=0 .
In this study the influence of the lubrication conditions at the roller-pin contact is studied,
in terms of its friction coefficient fr−p , on the lubrication performance at the cam-roller
contact. Hence, fr−p is an input parameter. Calculation of the friction coefficient at the
cam-roller contact fc−r is treated in the next section.

2.2

Thermal analysis

As we assumed that the length of the contact in Y -direction is infinite, it is obvious that
temperature variations in this direction can be neglected. To this end, the computational
domain for the thermal part is two dimensional in the XZ−plane. Heat generation and
heat flows through lubricant, asperities and bounding solids are taken into account here.
Therefore, the computational domain here consists of three adjacent rectangular domains
as is shown in Figure 5. For the thermal model slightly different normalizations for space
coordinates are used:
x
X=
a

(
Z=

z/h : for the lubricant
z/a

: for the solids

(18)

Due to the definition of Z in eq. 18 a dimensionless geometrical domain of unity for the
fluid film, irrespective of the actual thickness h, is attained. Z = 0 and Z = 1 correspond
to the roller and cam surfaces, respectively. The chosen dimensionless depth of 3.15 for
the bounding solids have been chosen on the basis of the works of Wang et al. [50] and
Kaneta et al. [30] to ensure a zero temperature gradient in regions far a way from the
contact zone Ωf .

3.15

Ωc

1

Ωf

3.15

Ωr

𝑍

𝑋

6

Figure 5: Computational domain for the thermal model.
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Contrary to numerous publications devoted to the thermal EHL of smooth surfaces
(see for instance, references [44, 43, 51, 16]), studies on the treatment of the thermal
mixed EHL are relatively scarce, as pointed out by Masjedi and Khonsari [38]. However,
with growing interest in the field of rough EHL in recent years, a few emerged studies
also concentrated on the thermal effects in the mixed EHL (see for instance references
[53, 54, 55, 48, 47, 33, 49]). Recently, Masjedi and Khonsari [37] developed a mixed-TEHL
model and also validated it experimentally. The heat generation due to asperity contact
was taken into account in the energy equation for the lubricant by means of an additional
heat source term. Hence, the steady state two dimensional energy equation for the
lubricant film and bounding solids can be written as follows [23]:
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(19)

where


T ∂ρ pHertz Ha
∂Ph
uf
ρ ∂T
Rx
∂X
2
ηµ0 Ha 2
Qshear =
γ̇zx
Rx
Ha2 fa p̄a dA
Ha2 dFa
Qa =
|uc − ur | =
|uc − ur |
Rx dV
Rx dV
Ha2
dxdy
=
fa p̄a |uc − ur |
= fa p̄a |uc − ur |
Rx
h dxdy

Qcomp = −

where Qcomp and Qshear correspond to heat generation due to the lubricant compressive
heating/cooling and shearing effects, respectively. Qa corresponds to heat generation due
to asperity interaction as given by Masjedi and Khonsari [37]. Note that Qa uses mean
contact pressure p̄a , indicating that the actual (local) shear contribution of asperities has
been scaled-up to the macro-scale.
In contrast to the mixed EHL component, which is implemented in the model in
dimensionless form, the thermal part (eq. 19) is solved in dimensional form. As can be
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observed in Eq. 19, heat convection across the lubricant film (Z-direction) is neglected
due to its relatively small dimension compared to the other directions. See for instance
the works of Guo et al. [24] and Cheng [14], which justify this assumption.
The lubricant film velocity field in x-direction uf is written as follows [26]:

uf = ur +

H 2 a3

pHertz
Rx2 µ0

 Z

Z 0 0
ZZ
ZZ
∂Ph  Z dZ
dZ 
η̄e
dZ
dZ − 0
+ η e (uc − ur )
∂X
η̄
η
η
ηe
0

0

(20)

0

where, η̄e and η¯0 e are defined in eq. 6. The shear rate through the film thickness can
now be defined as [26]:

γ̇zx

pHertz Ha ∂Ph
∂uf
=
=
∂z
µ0 η̄Rx ∂X

Z−

η̄e
η

0

e

!
+

Rx η̄e
(uc − ur )
Ha2 η̄

(21)

Finally, the shear stress through the lubricant film can simply be obtained as:
τzx = µ0 η̄ γ̇zx

(22)

In order to obtain a unique and realistic solution for eq. 19 proper boundary conditions
must be applied. These are summarized as follows:



T (X = −4.5, −4.15 ≤ Z ≤ 0) = T0










T (X − 4.5, 1 ≤ Z ≤ 4.15) = T0












 T (X, Z = −3.15) = T (X, Z = 4.15) = T0

(23)





T (X = −4.5, 0 ≤ Z ≤ 1) = T0 where uf ≥ 0









kr ∂T
kRx ∂T



a ∂Z Z=0− = Ha2 ∂Z Z=0+







 kc ∂T
kRx ∂T
a ∂Z Z=1+ = Ha2 ∂Z Z=1−
where T0 is the ambient temperature. In the set of boundary conditions defined in eq.
23 one may note that temperature boundary conditions are imposed on the complete
LHS of the computational domain shown in Figure 5. Due to the hyperbolic nature of
eq. 19 only inlet boundary conditions are required. Moreover, in this work uc and ur are
assumed to be positive. However, at the inlet of the fluid flow domain Ωf a reversal flow
may occur, leading to negative values of uf . Hence, the ambient temperature boundary
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condition is only needed for positive values of uf . See the work of Habchi et al. [25] for
more details. Finally, eq. 23 also specifies the associated heat flux continuity boundary
conditions that are imposed at the solid-fluid interfaces.
For the friction calculations in the cam-roller analysis the following mixed friction
coefficient fc−r is defined at the roller surface (Z = 0),
R
fc−r |Z=0 = aL

R

τzx |Z=0 dX + fa

∂Ωf

p̄a dX

∂Ωf

(24)

F

where, L is the length of the contact in y-direction, τzx is calculated using eq. 22 and p̄a
according to eq. 14. fa is the boundary friction coefficient, which is an input parameter.
fa needs to be determined experimentally using a tribo-meter at very low speeds where
the EHL film thickness is small compared to the composite surface roughness of the
opposing surfaces (load carried by lubricant should be negligibly small.) The value of
boundary friction coefficient reported in some studies is about 0.1-0.13 [21, 1, 37].

2.3

Fluid rheology

The density and viscosity are important variables to consider in the cam-roller lubrication
analysis as they strongly influence the tribological performance of the conjunction. For
variations in density ρ̄ the Dowson-Higginson relation [17] is adopted:
ρ̄ (Ph , T ) = 1 +

0.6 × 10−9 Ph pHertz
− βT (T − T0 )
1 + 1.7 × 10−9 Ph pHertz

(25)

where βT is considered to be the thermal expansion coefficient of the lubricant. For the
dependence of the generalized Newtonian viscosity η̄ on shear stress the Eyring model
[19] is adopted.

1
1
τ0
=
sinh
η̄ (Ph , T, τe )
µ̄ (Ph , T ) τe
where τe =



τe
τ0


(26)

p
2 . Note that any other known non-Newtonian model, such as the Carreau
τxz

model [13], Bair and Winer limiting shear stress model [9, 8] could be adopted without
effecting the general modelling structure. For the sake of simplicity the dependence of
viscosity µ̄ on pressure and temperature is determined using the Roelands equation [42]:
(

"

µ̄ (Ph , T ) = exp (ln (µ0 ) + 9.67) −1 +

1 + 5.1 × 10−9 Ph pHertz

Z0



T − 138
T0 − 138

−S0 #)
(27)
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where,
α
5.1 × 10−9 (ln (µ0 ) + 9.67)
β (T0 − 138)
S0 =
ln (µ0 ) + 9.67

Z0 =

2.4

Overall numerical procedure

The complete mixed TEHL model for the cam-roller contact can be split-up in two finite
element-based models, between which a global iteration scheme is established.
One model is associated with the calculation of the (hydrodynamic and asperity) pressure
and film thickness distribution (described in subsection “Mixed lubrication model”) and
one model to solve the temperature distribution in the contact and bounding solids
(described in section “Thermal analysis”). The global numerical procedure is described
in the flowchart shown in Figure 6. The global numerical procedure for the TEHL
model very much resembles the one developed by Habchi et al. [25], but is modified
here to take into account the variable roller velocity ur which is governed by the torque
balance eq. 16. However, eq. 16 can be treated, likewise the load balance eq. 8, as
an additional global equation to the complete system of equations so that the general
modelling structure for the mixed-EHL part is still similar to the one developed in [25].
Note that in the simplified asperity contact modelling approach adopted here (subsection
“Asperity contact component”), the mean contact pressure P̄a is a direct function of
the film thickness H, and therefore the unknowns of the mixed-lubrication model are:
(Ph , U, W, H0 , ur ).
The unknown variable associated with the thermal model is the temperature T .
Proper initial guesses, as detailed in reference [25], need to be chosen before launching
the numerical loops, as shown in Figure 6.
The mixed-lubrication model and thermal model are individually and separately solved
using the FEM where both problems are formulated as a set of strongly coupled non-linear
partial differential equations. The resulting systems of non-linear equations is solved
using a monolithic approach where for the mixed-lubrication model all the dependent
variables (Ph , U, W, H0 , ur ), and for the thermal model the dependent variable (T ), are
collected in one vector of unknowns and simultaneously solved using a Newton-Raphson
algorithm.
To clarify here, the Newton-Raphson algorithm is applied separately for solving each submodel (that is mixed-lubrication model and thermal model ) that compose the entire mixedTEHL problem. For each sub-model convergence is achieved when relative tolerances in
the order to 10−3 − 10−4 are reached. For specific numerical details concerning the weak
finite element formulation of the governing equations, the reader is referred to [25]as only
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Dry elastic-plastic contact model 𝒑ഥ𝐚 :
Pre-calculate “ℎ − 𝑝aҧ curve” from measured surface
roughness using the boundary element method
(BEM)-based contact model

Initial guess for 𝐻0 , 𝑃h , 𝑈, 𝑊, 𝑇, 𝑢r and 𝜏e

Calculate the integral terms
Mixed lubrication model 𝑷𝐡 , 𝑯 :
Solve the fully coupled mixed non-Newtonian EHL
problem to obtain 𝑃 and 𝐻, for a given 𝑇, using the
FEM

Update lubricant properties, integral terms and lubricant velocity field 𝑢f
No

Yes
Thermal model 𝑻 :
Solve the fully coupled thermal problem to obtain 𝑇, for a
given 𝑃h , 𝐻 and lubricant velocity field 𝑢f , using the FEM

Global loop

Converged 𝑃h ?

Update lubricant properties, integral terms,
lubricant velocity field 𝑢f and heat sources
Converged 𝑇 ?
Yes
Converged 𝑃h and 𝑇 ?

No

No

Yes
Extract solution

Figure 6: Numerical solution scheme for the cam-roller lubrication model.

the main features are recalled in this work.
As can be seen from Figure 6 the temperature solution is obtained from a given pressure
distribution and vice-versa. Hence, a global algorithm, with respect to the coupled
mixed-lubrication model and thermal model, is established to ensure overall convergence
between the consecutive solutions of temperature and pressure distributions.
A similar customized element size distribution, as detailed in [35], was employed for
the EHL and thermal computational domains. In fact, in the pressure build-up region
a dense element size distribution was chosen which was allowed to decrease gradually
as the distance from the fluid film boundary increased. The custom tailored mesh size
distribution for the mixed-lubrication model corresponds to 50000 degrees of freedom,
while for the thermal model 55000 degrees of freedom were used.
Steady-state solutions are usually reached within 20 global iterations, corresponding to
global relative errors between 10−3 − 10−4 .
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3

Comparison with experiments

It would be interesting to compare the calculated mixed friction coefficient, using the
current mixed-TEHL model, with published experimental data. This can be done using
traction or Stribeck curves. Comparison of traction or Stribeck curves with published
experiments is difficult due to the fact that i) frequently no data is available on the
boundary friction coefficient fa and ii) also the roughness data needed are frequently
incomplete.
Johnson and Spence [29] measured traction curves using a two-disc machine. The purpose
of their experiments was to simulate the contact between gear and teeth. Gelinck [20],
who used the Greenwood and Williamson contact model [22] in his mixed-lubrication
model, used the experimental data of Johnson and Spence [29] to validate his model.
Assuming a Gaussian surface roughness distribution of the circumstantially grinded
discs, Gelinck [20] estimated the (Greenwood and Williamson model) appropriate surface
roughness parameters. The oil used in the experiments of Johnson and Spence [29] was
the Shell Vitrea 68 oil. The operating conditions, given by Gelinck [20] can be found
in Table 1. The dry contact model used in this work has been described previously in
the “Asperity contact component” section. As in the current mixed-TEHL model an
uncoupled approach is followed between the Smooth EHL component and the asperity
contact component, the only output we need from the dry contact model is the “h − p̄a
curve”. The dry contact model used in this work is one which is well accepted [40] and
has also been verified experimentally in previous work [2]. Hence, in order to compare the
current approach with the experiments from Johnson and Spence [29], the “translated”
h − p̄a curve from the work of Gelinck [20] has been used and is depicted in Figure 7.
In the traction experiments of Johnson and Spence [29], at high slip values, the coefficient
of friction was found to be constant for circumstantially grinded discs. As suggested by
Gelinck [20], the relevant values can then also be used to plot (part of) a Stribeck curve
by assuming the sliding velocity to be equal to the sum velocity u+ .
Johnson and Spence [29] considered three levels of load along with three levels in sum
velocity, which are given in Table 1. Consequently, nine data points could be used for
the sake of comparison. The results are shown in Figure 8(a). Satisfactory agreement
between the model and experiment is obtained.
Traction curves, corresponding to a load of 3062N, are compared in Figure 8(b). Overall,
good agreement is obtained between model predictions and experiments, although there
is some discrepancy in the low SRR domain. It can be seen that the traction curves
obtained from the model start from a non-zero value. This is due to the fact that the
asperity traction coefficient is not assumed to be a function of the SRR, which is the
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Table 1: Experimental conditions experiment of Johnson and Spence [29], as given by
Gelinck [20]. Subscripts 1 and 2 denote disc 1 and disc 2, respectively.

Parameter
Ra
E1
E2
ν1
ν2
ρ0
ρ1
ρ2
β
βT
Rx
L
α
µ0
τ0
fa
F
pav
u+
T0
k
k1
k2
c
c1
c2

Value
0.55
210
210
0.3
0.3
870
7850
7850
0.032
0.00065
19
12.7
1.94E-8
0.0374
2.5
0.098
3062, 4500, 5800
536, 650, 738
0.86, 1.72, 250
50
0.13
46
46
1970
450
450

Unit
µm
GPa
GPa
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
K−1
K−1
mm
mm
Pa−1
Pa·s
MPa·s
N
MPa
m/s
◦
C
W/mK
W/mK
W/mK
J/kgK
J/kg·K
J/kg·K

case in practice. In case of pure rolling the traction coefficient would theoretically be
zero. This subject has been studied in previous work [6].

Figure 7: Surface roughness influence curve “h − p̄a curve” calculated from the work
of Gelinck [20].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Comparison model predictions and experiments [29, 20] for a) Stribeck
curves and b) traction curves.

4

Results: Cam-roller follower analysis

The heavily loaded cam-roller follower unit, analysed in this study, is part of a fuel
injection pump unit of a heavy duty Diesel engine of a truck. The lubricant and material
properties, and geometrical parameters are listed in Table 2. The lubricant considered
here is a 10W30 motor oil and its properties were provided by the oil supplier. The lift
profile of the cam and reciprocating configuration considered, represents the vertical
displacement of the roller follower centre. The variations of the lift, reduced radius of
curvature Rx , cam surface velocity uc and contact force F , as a function of the cam angle
θ are depicted in Figure 9. The kinematic variations depicted in Figure 9 correspond
to a cam rotational speed ωc of 950 RPM. From the lift profile one may, for instance,
deduce the region (e.g. range of cam angle) in which the nose of the cam is in contact
with the roller. From Figure 9 it is clear that the centre of the nose region is defined
at 90◦ cam angle, i.e. the highest vertical displacement. Regions corresponding to low
values in lift or no lift at all are commonly called the flank/base circle regions.
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Table 2: Reference operating conditions and geometrical parameters for cam-roller
follower lubrication analysis.

Parameter
ωc
Ec
Er
νc
νr
ρ0
ρc
ρr
α
Z0
β
βT
µ0
τ0
Rf
Rpin
L
T0
k
kc
kr
c
cc
cr
fa
fr−p
pa,lim

Value
950
200
200
0.3
0.3
870
7850
7850
1.84E-8
0.68
0.032
0.00065
0.013
3.5
0.018
0.0091
0.021
77
0.13
46
46
1970
450
450
0.1
0.0015
6

Unit
rev/min
GPa
GPa
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
Pa−1
K−1
K−1
Pa·s
MPa·s
m
m
m
◦
C
W/mK
W/mK
W/mK
J/kgK
J/kg·K
J/kg·K
GPa

Figure 9: Variation of the lift, reduced radius of curvature Rx , cam surface speed uc
and contact force F as a function of cam angle θ.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10: Measured surface roughness for a) base circle, b) nose centre and c) roller.

The cam shape is repeated after 180◦ cam angle, i.e the kinematic variations occurring in
interval 0◦ − 180◦ cam angle are identical to those between 180◦ − 360◦ cam angle. Hence,
Figure 9 only depicts the variations occurring between 0◦ − 180◦ cam angle. As can be
observed from this Figure, the reduced radius of curvature and cam surface velocity are
fairly constant (with minor variations) throughout the cam’s lateral surface, whereas
steep variations occur in the contact force profile.
The abrupt variations in the contact force profile are due to sudden activation and
de-activation of pumping action within the fuel injection equipment (see reference [5] for
more details). The highest contact forces occur partly on the flanks and partly on the
nose region of the cam.
The surface roughness in the nose region of the cam differs from that of the flank/base
circle region. In fact, as higher loads are expected in the nose region, a more precise
surface finishing is applied to the nose region. For the present study the surface roughness
is measured approximately at a cam angle of 0◦ (flank/base circle region) and at 90◦
(nose region). For the roller a randomly chosen area was used to measure the surface
roughness. To give an indication, the Ra -values for the measured surface roughness of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11: a) Surface roughness influence curves “h − p̄a curves” and b) interpolation
function g for the mapping of h − p̄a curves against cam angle.

base circle (0◦ ) and nose (90◦ ) positions are 0.11µm and 0.08µm, respectively. For the
roller the surface roughness measurement yielded an Ra -value of 0.08µm. The measured
surface roughness are given in Figure 10.
By means of the mathematical model described in subsection 2.1.2 “Asperity contact
component” two “h − p̄a curves”, corresponding to cam angles of 0◦ and 90◦ respectively,
are deduced (see Figure 11(a)). Again, the h − p̄a curves provide the relationship between
the film thickness h and mean contact pressure p̄a . The computational grid size for the
contact model contained Nx × Ny = 250 × 250 data points at intervals of 0.4µm (see
reference [2] for more details on the contact model). A triangular shaped interpolation
function g (θ) (see Figure 11(b)) is used to obtain a mapping between the “h − p̄a curve”
and cam angle. In equation form this yields:
p̄a (h, θ) = p̄a (h, θ = 0◦ )
+g (θ) (p̄a (h, θ = 90◦ ) − p̄a (h, θ = 0◦ ))

4.1

(28)

Full cam’s lateral surface

A quasi-static analysis is carried out by means of the developed model in this work. For
the current study the friction coefficient at the roller-pin contact fr−p is kept fixed at all
cam angles. Under ideal conditions the roller-pin contact should inhibit very low friction
levels. So, a fixed value of fr−p = 0.0015 (as used in [27]) is chosen in this case.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12: Evolution of crucial design variables such as a) film thicknesses hcent and
hmin , b) asperity load ratio Fa /F and SRR, c) maximum total pressure pmax and d)
maximum contact temperature Tmax , as a function of the cam angle θ.

Figure 12(a) presents the evolution of the central film thickness hcent and minimum film
thickness hmin as a function of the cam angle. Due to rolling motion of the follower overall
a fairly constant film thickness is predicted when compared to conventional flat faced
followers. The “dips” between (40◦ − 90◦ ) in the film thickness profiles, depicted in Figure
12(a), are due to the rapid increase in contact force. Note that the mean entrainment
velocity remains approximately constant throughout the full cam’s lateral surface. This
evident from the relation between Figure 12(b), which shows the evolution of the slide

Uc −Ur
to-roll ratio SRR = 0.5(U
, and Figure 9. The SRR is negligible throughout the
c +Ur )
cam’s lateral surface due to overall high contact forces, i.e. the SRR remains less than
2% over the full cycle. The highest roller slippage occurs on the base circle positions
where the contact forces are the lowest. Figure 12(b) also depicts the variation of the
proportion of the load carried by the asperities Fa /F . The Fa /F ratio directly depends
on the film thickness and contact area. The load carried by the asperities is negligible for
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the considered surfaces, as less than 5% of the load is carried by the asperities. Hence, it
can be stated that under ideal conditions (for the considered cam rotational speed), the
cam-roller contact operates in almost full film lubrication conditions.
Figure 12(c) presents the variation of total maximum contact pressure pmax as a function
of the cam angle. The maximum pressure, which is almost directly proportional to the
contact force F (as the cam radius of curvature Rx (θ) is fairly constant), cycles between
0.5 GPa and 1.5 GPa.
Figure 12(d) shows the evolution of the maximum contact temperature Tmax as a function
of the cam angle. Due to the almost “pure rolling” working conditions a very small
temperature increase is noticed, i.e. a maximum temperature rise of approximately 3.5◦ C
is noticed in the nose region. It is worth mentioning that due to negligible roller slippage
heat is mainly generated due to compressive heating of lubricant and asperity frictional
heating (even-though the asperities carry a very small fraction of the total load).
Finally, Figure 13 presents a snapshot of the asperity, hydrodynamic and total pressure
distributions, together with the dimensionless film thickness distribution H at 63.5◦ cam
angle. Note that at 63.5◦ cam angle both maximum pressure and minimum film thickness
occur. It is evident from Figure 13 that for the considered operating conditions the asperity
component pressure distribution is a small fraction of the total pressure distribution.
Furthermore, when carefully looked, one may observe that still a substantial level of
asperity interaction occurs near the outlet of the contact as the asperity mean contact
pressure distribution spans out further than the hydrodynamic pressure distribution.
This effect is amplified in more mixed lubrication conditions (see for instance reference
[36]).

Figure 13: Snapshot of the asperity P̄a , hydrodynamic Ph and total pressure P
distributions, together with the dimensionless film thickness distribution H at 63.5◦
cam angle.

From the results obtained so far one may notice that when the roller-pin contact operates
under ideal conditions, i.e. low friction levels, negligible roller slippage occurs and thus
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leading to ideal operating conditions for the cam-roller contact. However, in practice
still failures can occur in the cam-roller follower units. This may be a result of several
factors. On the basis of the obtained results in this study, a most probable reason is poor
lubrication conditions in the roller-pin contact. Due to, for example, insufficient supply of
lubricant to the roller-pin contact or formation of wear particles the lubrication conditions
at the roller-pin contact may deteriorate. It is therefore interesting to investigate the
influence of roller-pin friction on the overall tribological behaviour of the cam-roller
contact. The study is performed in the next section.

4.2

Parametric study: the influence of roller-pin friction

As mentioned earlier, it is interesting to assess the “sensitivity” of the cam-roller lubrication performance as function of the lubrication regime which the roller-pin contact
operates in. The “sensitivity” of the cam-roller lubrication performance as function of
the lubrication mode of the roller-pin contact is assessed here by assuming a friction
coefficient at the roller-pin contact. The coefficient of friction of the roller-pin contact
is varied from levels corresponding to full film lubrication to values corresponding to
boundary lubrication.
Table 3: Reference operating conditions for θ = 0◦ and θ = 63.5◦ .
θ
0

◦

63.5

◦

F [N]

Rx [m]

uc [m/s]

2250

0.0152

4.62

12500

0.0105

3.98

From the results obtained in the previous subsection it is interesting to asses the influence
of roller-pin friction coefficient fr−p on the lubrication performance of two specific cam
angles, namely 0◦ and 63.5◦ . The choice of the aforementioned cam angles leans on
the following reasons: At 0◦ cam angle the highest roller slip occurs (see Figure 12(b)),
and at 63.5◦ cam angle both maximum pressure and minimum film thickness occur
(see Figures 12(a) and 12(c)). The operating conditions at these cam angles are kept
fixed. Then a parametric sweep is carried out by varying fr−p from 0.0015 to a value
which corresponds to a SRR of 2. Note that when the SRR equalizes 2, simple sliding
is attained. For the sake of comparison the results are compared with results obtained
by assuming a Newtonian behaviour of the lubricant and isothermal conditions. The
contact force, reduced radius of curvature and cam surface velocity corresponding to
θ = 0◦ and θ = 63.5◦ , are given in Table 3.
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4.2.1

Parametric analysis: θ = 0◦

The results that will be discussed now correspond to operating conditions at 0◦ cam
angle (see Table 3).
Figure 14(a) shows the variation of the SRR with fr−p . For both non-Newtonian +
thermal and Newtonian+isothermal models a substantial increase in SRR is observed
for increasing values of fr−p . This can be attributed to the fact that sliding velocity at
the cam-roller contact has to increase to compensate for an increase of fr−p . Another
remarkable observation is that a dramatic increase in the SRR is observed by taking into
account non-Newtonian + thermal effects. Note that both non-Newtonian and thermal
effects contribute to viscosity reduction in a non-linear fashion. In fact a deviation
between the two models is observed from a fr−p value of approximately 0.0175. The
initiation of this deviation may be attributed to the non-Newtonian effect. In this case
related to the characteristic shear stress τ0 for the Eyring type lubricant. It is worth
mentioning that a larger value of τ0 would shift the starting point of non-Newtonian
effect to a higher value of fr−p . Looking at the results for the Newtonian + isothermal
model a linear increase in the SRR is observed, whereas for the non-Newtonian + thermal
model a strongly non-linear behaviour is noticed.
The results corresponding to the non-Newtonian + thermal model can be explained
analogously to a typical traction curve, but then inverted. For low SRRs, the relationship
between SRR and shear stress is linear, indicating Newtonian behaviour of the friction
response. From some point in the SRR domain (related to the characteristic Eyring
shear stress τ0 ) and onwards, the friction increases in a non-linear fashion with increasing
SRR (indicating non-Newtonian behaviour). Then at considerably large SRRs thermal
effects become more pronounced (due to high shear rates) and the friction decreases due
to reduction in viscosity (thermal softening).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 14: Variation of crucial design variables such as a) the SRR, b) central film
thickness hcent c) asperity load ratio Fa /F and d) maximum contact temperature Tmax ,
as a function of the roller-pin friction coefficient fr−p . Results are presented for 0◦ cam
angle.

Now coming back to the non-Newtonian + thermal model results shown in Figure
14(a). After a fr−p value of approximately 0.0175 the SRR also increases non-linearly
to compensate for the increase in fr−p (indicating non-Newtonian behaviour). Then
at considerably large SRRs thermal effects become more pronounced and this nonlinear behaviour becomes even more amplified (thermoviscous effects). Note that the
calculations were stopped when the SRR reached a value of two, because then it means
that ur is zero.
If the behaviour of the SRR versus fr−p is understood then Figure 14(b), which plots the
variation of the central film thickness hcent against fr−p , may be interpreted much easier.
It is worth mentioning that for the application studied here an increase in SRR means
a decrease in sum velocity. Hence, in both non-Newtonian+ thermal and Newtonian +
isothermal models a decrease in film thickness is observed. Note that the Newtonian
+ isothermal model slightly overestimates the central film thickness even at low values
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of fr−p . This discrepancy may be attributed to thermal effects, which cause a larger
SRR even at low fr−p values and thus leading to a decrease in sum velocity. As the film
thickness in EHL is strongly influenced by the sum velocity the difference between the
solutions of two models is much more explainable, i.e. the non-Newtonian + thermal
model predicts a dramatic decrease in film thickness after a fr−p value of approximately
0.0175 (which is governed by τ0 as earlier explained). Note that for the cam-roller contact
the film thickness is highly affected by non-Newtonian and thermal effects, due to the
coupling between the cam-roller and roller-pin contact, i.e. fluid rheology governs the
traction at the cam-roller contact which on its turn governs the relative amount of sliding
(and thus the sum velocity).
Figure 14(c) presents the variations of the proportion of load carried by the asperities
by means of the ratio Fa /F . A barely noticeable increase in Fa /F is observed for
increasing values of fr−p using the Newtonian + isothermal model. This is mainly
because the relatively high values of the film thickness which are persistent throughout
the whole considered range of fr−p . When considering non-Newtonian + thermal effects
the situation is different, because of the dramatic decrease in film thickness. The film
thickness and load carried by asperities are directly related to each other by means of
the “h − p̄a curves” (see Figure 11(a)), which is strongly non-linear. Consequently, a
sudden increase in Fa /F is observed after a fr−p value of approximately 0.0175.
Finally, in Figure 14(d) the variation of the maximum temperature in the contact Tmax
as function of fr−p is plotted. A clear non-linear increase in Tmax is observed after a
fr−p value of approximately 0.0175. This increase in mainly due to the increase in shear
heating of the lubricant, which is proportional to the sliding velocity, but also the asperity
frictional heating which increases further in more mixed lubrication conditions together
with the increase in sliding velocity.

4.2.2

Parametric analysis: θ = 63.5◦

The results that will be discussed now correspond to operating conditions at 63.5◦ cam
angle (see Table 3).
Figure 15(a) depicts the variation of the SRR as a function of fr−p obtained using the
non-Newtonian + thermal and Newtonian + isothermal model. Due to the high contact
force the SRR remains negligible throughout the full range of chosen fr−p values for the
Newtonian + isothermal model. The SRR however, shows a dramatic non-linear increase
after a fr−p value of approximately 0.0575 using the non-Newtonian + thermal model.
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Figure 15: Variation of crucial design variables such as a) the SRR, b) central film
thickness hcent c) asperity load ratio Fa /F and d) maximum contact temperature Tmax ,
as a function of the roller-pin friction coefficient fr−p . Results are presented for 63.5◦
cam angle.

The non-linear increase in SRR can analogously be explained as was done for the θ = 0◦
case. Additionally, two other clear features may be distinguished in Figure 15(a). First,
the starting point of dramatic increase in the SRR is shifted to a larger value of fr−p when
compared to Figure 14(a). This is mainly due to the fact that due to the significantly
higher contact force the Newtonian behaviour of the lubricant persists for higher values of
fr−p . This is also evident from the SRR profile obtained using a Newtonian+ isothermal
model. In fact, the viscosity increase due to the much higher experienced pressure causes
a much less pronounced increase in sliding velocity to compensate for higher values
of fr−p . This should highlight the importance of accurately taking into account the
viscosity-pressure dependence of the lubricant as it will surely influence the starting
point of non-linear behaviour. Also note that due to the shift of the starting point, a
larger range of fr−p is sustained when compared with Figure 14(a). To be more specific,
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SRR = 2 at approximately fr−p = 0.075 for θ = 0◦ , while SRR = 2 at fr−p = 0.105 for
θ = 63.5◦ . The second feature which may be observed from Figure 15(a) are the slopes
in the profile for the SRR, obtained using the non-Newtonian + thermal model. A sharp
increase in SRR is observed from a fr−p value of approximately 0.0575 to 0.07. After
this the increase in SRR is less steep. This is mainly because of the more pronounced
contribution of the asperity component to the friction at the cam-roller contact. It
is worth mentioning that if the asperity component would have been left out in the
calculation the increase in SRR would be even more dramatic, because of additional
reduction of the viscosity due to thermal effects.
Figure 15(b) depicts the variation of the central film thickness hcent as a function of
fr−p . It is clear that negligible roller slip, predicted by the Newtonian + isothermal
model, the film thickness remains unaffected. However, due to dramatic non-linear
increase predicted by the non-Newtonian + thermal model, a significant reduction in
film thickness is observed from a fr−p value of approximately 0.0575. Even at low values
of fr−p there is a small difference between the film thickness profiles obtained using both
model. This mainly has to do with thermal effects as a consequence of compressive
heating of the lubricant.
Figure 15(c) presents the proportions of the load carried by the interacting asperities as a
function of fr−p , obtained using the two different models. As can already be imagined the
Fa /F almost remains constant (and negligible) for throughout the full range of considered
values for fr−p , when non-Newtonian and thermal effects are excluded. The profile for
Fa /F , obtained using the non-Newtonian + thermal model, shows a rapid increase after
a fr−p value of approximately 0.0575. This can analogously be explained by means of
Figure 15(b), as the film thickness and asperity component pressure are directly related.
Finally, Figure 15(d) plots the maximum temperature Tmax within the contact as a
function of fr−p . The trend of the Tmax profile may analogously be explained using
Figure 15(a), as the heat generation within the contact is proportional to the sliding
velocity.

5

Conclusions

A load sharing-based mixed-TEHL model, taking into account thermal and non-Newtonian
effects, has been developed to study the lubrication performance in a cam-roller follower
contact. As such, the model allows roller slippage by means of a roller friction model.
A heavily loaded cam-roller follower unit was analysed by means of a quasi-static analysis.
The friction coefficient at the roller-pin contact was assumed to be ideal and constant.
The simulation results show that when roller-pin friction levels are low the nearly “pure
rolling” condition is maintained and the cam-roller contact will also operate under ideal
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circumstance, i.e. negligible slippage occurs, temperatures rise is low and the cam-roller
contact almost operates in the full film regime.
Furthermore, the “sensitivity” of the tribological conditions at the cam-roller contact
were assessed as a function of lubrication conditions at the roller-pin contact. The friction
levels at the roller-pin contact were varied from values corresponding to full film/ ideal
lubrication conditions to values corresponding to boundary lubrication conditions. In this
study the results were compared with those obtained using a Newtonian + isothermal
model. From this assessment the following conclusions may be drawn:
1. Non-Newtonian and thermal effects are very significant when predicting roller
surface velocity (and thus the SRR) and can not be neglected.
2. The starting point at which the results between Newtonian + isothermal and
non-Newtonian + thermal models deviate, are governed by the contact force,
the viscosity-pressure dependency and the rheological parameters describing the
non-Newtonian behaviour. In this case the characteristic Eyring shear stress τ0 .
3. Due to the higher contact forces at the nose region the cam-roller contact can
sustain a higher level of roller-pin friction as compared to other regions. This
mainly due to the fact that the higher contact forces cause a shift to larger friction
values in the roller-pin contact (at which rapid increase in the SRR starts).
4. Once the critical value, at which non-Newtonian and thermal effects start to play
an important role, the SRR rapidly increases. With this, the lubrication regime
rapidly shifts from full film to mixed lubrication.
5. Based on the aforementioned conclusions, the importance of ensuring adequate
lubrication in the roller-pin contact is highlighted as this appears to be the critical
contact in the cam-roller follower unit.
The developed model in this work certainly contributes towards a better understanding
of the coupled tribological behaviour of cam-roller and roller-pin contacts in cam-roller
follower units. Therefore the model developed in this work can certainly be used as
a design tool for industrial purposes, leading to more robust and efficiently operating
cam-follower units.
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Abstract
A load-sharing-based mixed lubrication model, applicable to cam-roller contacts, is
developed. Roller slippage is taken into account by means of a roller friction model.
Roughness effects in the dry asperity contact component of the mixed lubrication model
are taken into account by measuring the real surface topography. The proportion of
normal and tangential load due to asperity interaction are obtained from a dry contact
stick-slip solver. Lubrication conditions in a cam-roller follower unit, as part of the
fuel injection equipment in a heavy duty Diesel engine, are analysed. Main findings are
that stick-slip transitions (or variable asperity contact friction coefficient) are of crucial
importance in regions of the cam where the acting contact forces are very high. The
contact forces are directly related to the sliding velocity/roller slippage at the cam-roller
contact and thus also to the static friction mechanism of asperity interactions. Assuming
a constant asperity contact friction coefficient (or assuming that gross sliding has already
occurred) in highly loaded regions may lead to large overestimation in the minimal
required cam-roller contact friction coefficient in order to keep the roller rolling. The
importance of including stick-slip transitions into the mixed lubrication model for the
cam-roller contact is amplified with decreasing cam rotational velocity.
Keywords: EHL, cam-roller, stick-slip, rolling contact, mixed lubrication, roller slip
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1

Introduction

The cam-roller follower unit as part of the fuel injection equipment in heavy duty Diesel
engines are subjected to very high loads coming from the fuel injector. The pressures
experienced by cam-roller contact range between 0.7GPa - 1.7GPa, corresponding to
contact forces in the range of 2.5kN - 17kN.
A schematic of the considered cam-roller follower unit is shown in Figure 1. Taking a
look at the cam-roller follower unit then two contacts may be distinguished namely, the
cam-roller contact and the roller-pin contact. The former is a non-conformal contact,
while the latter is a conformal contact. The roller itself is allowed to freely rotate along
its central axis. The roller rotational velocity is a function of the driving torque (acting
at the cam-roller contact), the resisting torque (acting at the roller-pin contact) and the
torque due to inertial forces, as shown in Figure 1.
roller-pin contact

𝐼 x 𝜔ሶ roller

𝑅𝑓

𝑅pin
𝐹 x 𝜇c−r

𝐹

𝐹 x 𝜇r−p
cam-roller
contact

𝜔cam

Figure 1: Cam-roller follower configuration showing the frictional forces acting at the
cam-roller and roller-pin contact.

The preference of roller followers instead of sliding followers is nowadays more often
made by manufacturers due to reduced friction losses and wear [28]. In fact, the use
of roller followers leads to a very small sliding velocity at the cam-roller contact. The
latter is often refereed as roller slip in the literature. Of course, the tribological designers
requirement of the cam-roller follower unit is such that the almost “pure rolling” condition
at the cam-roller contact should be maintained under all expected operating conditions.
Roller slippage has been the subject of a number of theoretical and experimental studies,
see for instance references [12, 24, 10, 17, 30]. As explained by Chiu [10] and also
demonstrated in the experiments performed by Bair [4], the magnitude of roller slip is
strongly governed by the acting contact force, i.e. the higher the contact force the lower
the magnitude of experienced roller slippage due to enhanced traction to drive the roller.
Chiu [10] and more recently Umar et al. [31] also showed that roughness effects play
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an important role in mixed friction calculations of the cam-roller contact. It is worth
mentioning that the previously mentioned studies treated the asperity component of the
mixed lubrication model using a statistical approach. Also, only lightly loaded cam-roller
units (pressures up to 0.7 GPa approximately) were investigated. Tribological behaviour
of injection cam-roller follower units have been investigated by Lindholm et al. [25],
however their approach relies on semi-analytical formulations for the mixed lubrication
model.
Recently Alakhramsing et al. [2] presented a full transient elastohydrodynamic (EHL)
model for the coupled cam-roller and roller-pin contact. The aforementioned authors
simulated a cam-roller follower unit as part of the fuel injection equipment of heavy
duty Diesel engines and showed that a quasi-static analysis is justified for the considered
application as transient effects are negligible. Also, the results showed that for low levels
of friction in the roller-pin contact the sliding velocity at the cam-roller contact remains
very small. Furthermore, the obtained film thickness profiles for the cam-roller contact
suggested that the cam-roller contact operates in the mixed lubrication regime.
As mentioned earlier the sliding velocity, and thus also the slide-to-roll ratio (SRR), are
strongly governed by the contact force. For the considered application of fuel injection
cam-roller follower units the SRR reaches values up to 10−6 -10−5 in the nose region were
the contact forces are the highest [2]), i.e. in the order of 15kN - 17kN. In rolling contact
problems the SRR is often referred as the creep ratio, which is a more widely used term
in vehicle dynamics [37].
Due to the existence of a finite value of the SRR rather than a zero value, the contact
area is divided into micro-stick and slip zones in dry rolling contacts, which are exposed
to combined normal and tangential loading. A stick zone can be defined as two contacting
elements or group of elements, which have no relative velocity with respect to each other,
as they travel through the contact. In slip regions the aforementioned condition does
not hold. In fact, when a tangential force is transmitted to the contact the contacting
elements deform (elastically). The tangential force, which is related to the SRR, also
causes a type of “rigid body displacement/ translation” throughout the contact. A slip
element exists when the elastic deformation cannot support the displacement, i.e. the
maximum tangential deformation is restricted with an upper limit of shear traction that
has been reached. A sticking element is thus defined as to be when the acting shear
stress over that element is less than the limiting shear stress. The most convenient way of
defining the upper limit of shear traction is according to the Coulomb friction theory, i.e.
the maximum (localized) shear traction is the product of normal pressure and a Coulomb
friction coefficient. The moment the shear stress of an asperity exceeds this upper limit,
the shear stress magnitude over the asperity is set equal to the upper limit. Gross sliding
occurs at the moment when a sufficiently large SRR (and thus large tangential force)
makes the entire contact area slip, i.e when the stick area disappears.
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In literature one may find several (tangential) contact models which are able to compute
the shear stress distribution in dry rolling contacts. Carter [7], in 1926, first described
the continuum rolling theory. Later on Kalker [21], developed the linear theory. Afterward Johnson [18] and Johnson and Vermeulen [32] generalized Carter’s theory to three
dimensions. Kalker also developed a “Simplified theory” [22], which is implemented in
FASTSIM [23], a program which is widely used in wheel-rail contact problems. Also,
Kalker’s exact theory CONTACT [33] is widely used as a physical model, especially in
wheel-rail contact problems. It is worth mentioning that all aforementioned tractive
rolling contact models are based on smooth surfaces. Extension to study the “rough”
tangential contact problem, based on real measured surface roughness, were made by
Zhu and Olofsson [37] and more recently by Xi et al. [35].

Coming back to cam-roller follower contact modelling, the possibility exists that the
stick-slip status of the cam-roller contact under such small SRRs has not yet reached
the status of gross sliding, i.e. some contacting asperities may still be in the stick mode.
Predicting the mixed frictional force for the cam-roller contact using a dynamic/sliding
friction coefficient, also called boundary/asperity friction coefficient in literature, might
therefore largely overestimate the friction force.
The problem of large discrepancies in predicted and measured traction coefficients for
very low slide-to-roll ratios (SRR) under mixed lubrication conditions, see for instance
measurements in the work of Masjedi and Khonsari [27], were recently noticed and
investigated by Xi et al. [36]. In reference [36] the authors utilized the concept of a
linear complementarity problem (LCP)formulation [35] in order to solve the normal and
tangential dry contact problem involving rough surfaces. Their conclusion was that
assuming the contribution of the asperity friction contact component as a constant value,
i.e. the corresponding sliding friction coefficient, might lead to an overestimation of the
overall mixed friction coefficient in the low SRR domain.
From past literature one may notice that mixed-lubrication (using measured surface
roughness) in the low SRR domain, where stick-slip transitions are of importance in
mixed friction predictions, is not extensively described. Therefore this paper attempts
to fill in this gap by presenting an efficient load-sharing-based mixed lubrication model,
taking into account the real measured surface roughness and the stick-slip status of
contacting asperities. As such, a special emphasize is laid on mixed friction predictions
in the low SRR domain.
The model is applied to analyse the tribological behaviour of a heavily loaded cam-roller
follower contact. In this study we assume a friction coefficient for the roller-pin contact in
order to asses the “sensitivity” of the cam-roller lubrication performance as a function of
the lubrication performance of the roller-pin contact. According to the presents author’s
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knowledge such an analysis, especially applied to the coupled cam-roller and roller-pin
contact, has not been carried out earlier. It can be imagined that an overestimation in
friction force at the cam-roller contact will automatically lead to an (numerical) increase
in the friction force in the roller-pin contact (due to the governing torque balance), leading
to a different picture of the overall tribological behaviour of the cam-roller follower unit.

2

Mathematical model: Mixed Lubrication

This section describes the mathematical model including the theory and governing
equations. In order to reduce the required computational effort, the exact axial shape of
the interacting solids is not taken into account here. Instead, the pressure distribution in
the axial direction is assumed to be uniform. This simplifies the problem to that of a
classical “infinite” line contact problem, i.e. a 2D problem.
As mentioned earlier, in this paper we study the lubrication conditions of a cam-roller
follower unit as part of the fuel injection equipment in heavy duty Diesel engines. In
reference [2] the authors motivated that for this application a quasi-static analysis yield
sufficiently accurate results. Hence, the model developed in this work also relies on
quasi-steady conditions.
Mixed lubrication is treated according to the load-sharing formulation of Johnson et al.
[20], i.e. in the mixed lubrication regime the total load is partly carried by the contacting
asperities and partly by the fluid film. In equation form this is written is follows:
Z
F =

(pa + ph ) dΩ

(1)

Ω

where pa and ph denote the asperity and hydrodynamic pressure, respectively. Ω represents
the computational domain.
In this work the considered sliding velocities at the cam-roller contact are very small, i.e.
SRRs of less than 3% are considered. Hence, the model developed herein is developed
assuming isothermal conditions. The complete mixed lubrication model follows a two
scale approach consisting of a smooth EHL model (macro-scale) and a dry rough contact
model (micro-scale), which are used to evaluate ph and pa , respectively. These two
models are interrelated through the separating distance, which in turn depends on the
film thickness.
The frictional coefficient acting the contact includes to contribution of lubricant and
asperity shear stress:
R
µ=

(q + τ )dΩ

Ω

F

(2)
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where µ is the friction coefficient, q is the asperity contact shear stress and τ is the shear
stress of the lubricant. The dry rough contact model solves for the asperity shear traction
q, which determines the stick-slip status of the contacting asperities. As explained earlier,
the stick-slip status of the contacting asperities ultimately influences the contribution of
the asperity frictional force to the total mixed frictional force acting at the cam-roller
contact. The mixed frictional force, acting at the cam-roller contact, largely determines
the roller surface velocity (and thus the lubricant mean entrainment velocity of the
cam-roller contact).
The two aforementioned sub-models are described individually in the subsequent subsections.

2.1

Smooth EHL component

The isothermal line contact EHL model presented in this work is based on the finite
element method (FEM) and stems from the pioneering work of Habchi et al. [16]. Typical
EHL governing equations, applying to the cam-roller contact, are the Reynolds equation, the load balance equation and the classical linear elasticity equations. For details
pertaining the numerical procedure and finite element formulations and/or coupling of
the governing EHL equations the reader is asked to read reference [16] as only the main
features are recalled here.
All EHL equations are presented in non-dimensional form. Hence, the following dimensionless variables are introduced:
x
a
hR
H= 2
a
X=

z
a
h0 R
H0 = 2
a
Z=

Ph =

ph

η̃ =

pHertz

η
η0

ρ̃ =

ρ
ρ0

(3)

with Hertzian parameters defined as follows:
pHertz

r

2F
=
πLa

8F R
πLE 0

2

0

E =

a=

1−νc2
Ec

+

(4)

1−νr2
Er

ρ and η denote the density and viscosity of the lubricant respectively. L, E 0 and F are
the axial length, reduced elasticity modulus and contact force, respectively. Subscripts
“c” and “r” denote cam and roller, respectively. R =

1
1
+ R1
Rc
f

represents the reduced radius

of curvature. Rf and Rc are the outer radius of the roller follower and the cam radius of
curvature and (see Figure 1).
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Ωf

𝑍

𝑋

Ω

60

Ωd
60
Figure 2: Equivalent geometry for EHL analysis of the infinite line contact problem.
The dimensions are exaggerated for the sake of clarity.

Figure 2 shows the equivalent EHL computational domain Ω for the cam-roller contact.
In order to reduce computational effort an equivalent elastic domain Ω (with equivalent
mechanical properties) is chosen in order to accommodate for the total elastic deformation
δ̃. This avoids double calculation of the individual elastic deformations of the interacting
solids. The dimensions of Ω, 60 × 60, are chosen such in order to mimic a half-space [16].
To be more specific, in order to ensure that a zero elastic displacement field is attained
in regions far away from the contact region Ωf . Ωf denotes the fluid film boundary on
which the Reynolds equation is employed, and has the dimensions of −4.5 ≤ X ≤ 1.5.
Finally, Ωd denotes the bottom boundary.
The hydrodynamic pressure distribution Ph in the contact is governed by the Reynolds
equation, which is written as follows:
∂
∂X

where, λ =

12Uc η0 Rx2
a3 pHertz



ρ̃H 3 ∂P h
−
+ Cu H ρ̃ = 0
η̃λ ∂X

is a dimensionless speed parameter and CU =

(5)

Uc +Ur
2Uc .

Eq. 5 includes

the following features/assumptions:
• Variation of density and viscosity of lubricant with pressure is simulated using the
well-known Dowson-Higginson [11] and Roelands [29] relations respectively.
• The free boundary problem arising at the outlet of the contact is treated according
to the penalty formulation of Wu [34].
• Suitable residual-based numerical stabilization techniques, as detailed in [16], are
employed in order to stabilize the solution at high loads.
• At the inlet of the contact fully flooded conditions are assumed.
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The film thickness in the cam-roller contact is written as follows:
H (X) = H0 +

X2
− δ̃ (X)
2

(6)

where, H0 is the rigid body displacement and δ̃ is total elastic deformation of the
interacting solids. As mentioned earlier, the calculation of δ̃ is based on a 2D-elasticity
matrix [15].
The rigid body displacement H0 is obtained by satisfying the load balance, as defined by
Johnson et al. [20]:
Z

Z
P (X) dX =

Ωf

Z
Ph (X) dX +

Ωf

P̄a (X) dX =

π
2

(7)

Ωf

where, P̄a represents the dimensionless dry “auxiliary” mean contact pressure, the
calculation of which will be treated in the “Asperity contact component” section. The
term “auxiliary” has deliberately been used here as P̄a does not represent the actual
asperity pressure distribution within the contact. Nevertheless, P̄a links the micro-scale
dry contact model to the macroscopic smooth EHL model. As mentioned before, this
will be treated in the “Asperity contact component” section. P is the summation of the
individual pressure distributions P̄a and Ph , and is called the total pressure distribution
for the sake of clarity.
The smooth EHL model for the cam-roller contact is subjected to the following boundary
conditions:
• The pressure at the edges of the fluid flow boundary Ωf equals zero.
• A zero displacement condition is imposed at bottom the boundary ΩD
• For the elastic part a pressure boundary condition, with total pressure P , is imposed
on the fluid flow boundary Ωf .
• On all remaining boundaries zero stress conditions are imposed.

2.2

Asperity contact component

The contact problem between two rough surfaces is translated into that of a rough surface
(with equivalent mechanical properties) against a rigid flat. Suppose that the rigid flat
surface indents the rough surface by a normal load Fz along the z-axis and tangential
loads Fx and Fy are applied parallel to the x − y plane, then the contact interaction
results in normal pressure pa and shear tractions qx and qy in the interface. The general
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contact model [19], for steady-state rolling contacts, is repeated here for the sake of
clarity
uz (x, y) = z (x, y) − hs (x, y)

(8a)

ṡx (x, y)
∂ux (x, y)
= ξx −
0.5 (Uc + Ur )
∂x

(8b)

∂uy (x, y)
ṡy (x, y)
= ξy −
0.5 (Uc + Ur )
∂y

(8c)

where, ux , uy and uz are the deformation components along the x, y and z axes,
respectively. z (x, y) represents the roughness profile and hs (x, y) the separating distance.
ξx and ξy are the longitudinal and lateral creepages, respectively, i.e. sx and sy are
the relative slip distances parallel to the x and y axes, respectively. In this study the
tangential load Fy is assumed to be zero at all times. Hence, for the current study only
unidirectional creep is considered and thus ξy = 0. Note that the longitudinal creep ratio
ξx is nothing else but the SRR, i.e. ξx = SRR =

Uc −Ur
0.5(Uc +Ur )

In order to solve the rough contact problem subjected to both normal and tangential
loads under the stick–slip condition, one should first solve for the distribution of the
asperity normal contact pressure pa . For the current analysis it is assumed that all
interacting solids share similar material properties. Hence, we can safely neglect the
influence of tangential tractions qx and qy on relative normal displacement, and thus
normal contact geometry and pressure distribution pa [8]. With this simplification the
normal contact pressure distribution pa becomes an input for tangential contact problem
(also known as the stick-slip problem.)
The complete dry contact model, including both normal contact pressure pa and shear
traction analysis qx and qy , is a boundary element method (BEM)-based model. In fact,
for the normal contact pressures pa calculation the elastic - perfectly plastic contact
model of Akchurin et al. [1] is employed. For the tangential contact problem, the model
of Bazrafshan et al. [5] is employed. Note that the model described in [5] assumes purely
elastic contacts. In the current analysis it is assumed that the occurring shear stresses
are insignificant to cause yielding. Hence, for the normal contact pressure pa analysis an
elastic-ideal plastic material model is used, while for the shear stress q analysis a purely
elastic model is used.
The complete contact model is used to calculate the local dry/solid contact pressures
and shear stresses of a representative section of the real measured surface topography. In
fact, the contact model is based on the Boussinesq–Cerruti integral equations [19], which
relate surface tractions to displacements. For the sake of simplicity the localized hardness
and Coulomb friction law are defined as to be the upper limits of contact pressure and
shear traction, respectively.
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The iterative conjugate gradient method, with the assistance of the discrete convolution
and fast Fourier transform (DC-FFT) algorithm, is employed to efficiently determine
the unknown contact and stick area. The complete solution of the dry contact model
includes the real contact area, pressure pa , stick areas and tangential tractions qx and qy .
Now that the general features of the dry contact model are described, its relation to
the macroscopic mixed lubrication model can be treated. Hence, this subsection is
divided into two parts. The first part treats the relation of the asperity contact pressure
distribution pa to the macro-setting of the mixed lubrication model. The second part is
devoted to the stick-slip problem, i.e. calculation of the local shear tractions qx , qy and
its relation to the macro-setting of the mixed lubrication model.

2.2.1

Normal contact

The earlier described dry contact model is used to calculate the asperity contact pressures
of a representative section of the real measured surface topography. The computational
grid size for the contact model contained Nx × Ny = 250 × 250 data points at intervals
of 0.5µm. The dimensions of the dry contact model calculation domain, which is used
to solve for pa , are Lx × Ly (for x and y-direction respectively). Note that this is the
micro-scale dry contact model calculation domain and should not be confused with the
macro-scale fluid film domain Ωf . Periodic boundary conditions are imposed at the edges
of the dry contact model calculation domain to calculate the representative section. For
both roller and cam a randomly chosen area was used to measure the surface roughness.
To give an indication, the Ra -values for the measured surface roughness of cam and roller
positions are 0.135µm and 0.095µm, respectively.

Contacting spots

𝑢𝑧 Rigid smooth plane
ℎ

𝑧

ℎs

𝜀
Reference plane

Figure 3: Schematic view of the surfaces which are in contact. z(x, y) represents the
surface roughness profile, hs the separating distance and the deflection uz .

Furthermore, the dry contact model relies on an linear elastic-perfectly plastic material
model. Hence, the allowable contact pressures are therefore limited to a pressure pa,lim
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at which plastic flow occurs. pa,lim is therefore an input parameter to the contact model.
The methodology used here to obtain the proportion of load carried by the asperities
has been introduced by Bobach et al. [6]. This approach will briefly be explained now.
In the mixed lubrication model a separation distance hs is required to calculate the
asperity contact pressure distribution pa (see Figure 3). The contacting asperities fully
penetrate the EHL bulk lubricant film. As defined by Johnson et al. [20], the condition
of volume conservation relates the separating distance hs is related to the film thickness
h. To be more specific, hs should fulfill the condition that the total lubricant volume
between the smooth surfaces should be equal to the volume occupied by the pockets
formed by the non-contacting parts between the rough surfaces. In fact, the separation
distance hs has the same shape as the film thickness h but with a constant offset ε so that
volume conservation is preserved (see reference [1] for more details), as can be inferred
from Figure 3. The offset ε is obtained iteratively in the asperity contact model, by
satisfying the following equation:
Z

ZZ
(hs (x, y) − z (x, y) + uz (x, y)) dÃ

h (x, y) dA =

(9)

Ã

A

where A is the total area and Ã is the lubricated area. The set of equations, to be solved
for the dry contact model are:

ZZ
2
pa (x0 , y 0 )


q
u
(x,
y)
=
dx0 dy 0

z

0

πE
2
2

(x0 − x) + (y 0 − y)




uz (x, y) = z (x, y) − hs (x, y) , ∀ x, y ∈ Ac




pa (x, y) > 0 , ∀ x, y ∈ Ac





p (x, y) ≤ p
a
a,lim

(10)

For the dry contact model the unknowns are pa (x, y) and Ac , whereas hs is related to
the film thickness according to eq. 9. Now, one may define an auxiliary mean asperity
contact pressure p̄a (over calculation domain Lx Ly ) as follows:
1
p̄a =
Lx Ly

Z Z
pa (x, y) dxdy =

Fz
Lx Ly

(11)

Now we may establish a functional curve of p̄a versus hs (and indirectly h) (see Figure
4). In fact, we basically define a pre-calculated relation between auxiliary mean asperity
contact pressure p̄a and film thickness h, by assuming nominally flat surfaces in contact,
so that:
p̄a (x) = f [h (x)]

(12)
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𝑝aҧ

ℎs

volume conservation

ℎ

Film thickness ℎ

Figure 4: Relationship between the auxiliary mean asperity contact pressure p̄a and
film thickness h.

Eq. 12 can interpreted as a relation describing the “stiffness” of the contact, which
describes the influence of the measured surface roughness. For the sake of simplicity we
the call curve depicted in Figure 4 the “h − p̄a curve” throughout this paper. It should
be noted that eq. 12 can be used to evaluate any dry auxiliary mean contact pressure
for any film thickness in the macroscopic setting of the mixed lubrication model.
The pre-calculated relationships eq. 12 always holds for the specific measured contact
pair (which is chosen as representative section of the interacting components). The
assumption here is that the surface topography does not change in time (which for
example is the case in running-in of components). Also note that in study we only deal
with highly loaded contacts, meaning an almost uniform film thickness distribution within
the contact zone, which also justifies the usage of nominally flat surfaces in contact for
the pre-calculation of the relationship given by eq. 12.
So, the developed model in this work basically “lumps/averages” the micro-effects and
uses this information in the macroscopic setting of the lubrication model, for mixed
friction calculations. The current method offers a more deterministic approach as it uses
information from real measured surface roughness.
For usage in the load balance equation Eq. 7 the dimensionless dry auxiliary mean
asperity contact pressure P̄a is computed as follows:
P̄a (x) =

2.2.2

p̄a (x)
pHertz

(13)

Tangential contact

For the cam-roller contact the film thickness/separation may be non-uniform and also
varies as a function of the cam angle. Also, the SRR varies as a function of cam angle.
In order to solve the tangential contact problem the surface roughness, normal load Fz
and SRR are required. However, the way the set of eqns. 8b and 8c are formulated,
the complete tangential cam-roller contact problem needs to be solved each time. This
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would require huge computational effort, especially when simulating the whole cam’s
lateral surface. It is therefore wishful to employ a similar strategy as employed for the
normal contact problem. Meaning, to establish a pre-calculated relationship between
the tangential force Fx , film thickness h and SRR, for nominally flat surfaces in contact.
This relationship should always hold for the specific contact pair corresponding to the
pre-specified surface roughness profiles. The strategy followed will be explained now.

Tangential contact: Two nominally flat surfaces in contact
As the idea here is to relate the tangential force Fx to the film thickness h in the
context of stick-slip transitions we consider, similar as was done for the normal contact
problem, two nominally flat surfaces in contact. As the asperity contact pressure distribution pa is already calculated for the normal contact problem for a given h, transmission of
force Fx will induce an additional rigid body translation δx in x-direction, which needs to
share a similar magnitude as the asperity tangential deformation ux , for asperities in stick
mode. This is evident from the general contact model (for two interacting components
at rest, transmitting tangential force Fx ) :
sx (x, y) = ux (x, y) − δx
sy (x, y) = uy (x, y) − δy

(14)

The stick-slip code adapted here from Bazrafshan et al. [5] can be employed to solve the
set of eqns. 14 for rough surfaces. From the normal asperity contact pressure analysis
described earlier, the real contact area Ac is obviously also automatically evaluated. Note
that the normal pressure acting on the asperity in this model is solely pa . One should
not confuse p̄a with pa as p̄a is an auxiliary pressure and not the actual asperity contact
pressure.The aforementioned should be stressed, especially due to its importance when
formulating the asperity shear stress q.
The contacting elements are defined to be those where the asperity contact pressure is
greater than zero, i.e. pa(x,y) > 0, ∀x, y ∈ Ac . The real contact area Ac is composed of
stick zones Ast and slip zones Asl , which are defined as follows:
n
o
|q|(x,y) ≤ µa pa (x,y) , |s|(x,y) = 0 , ∀x, y ∈ Ast
n
o
|q|(x,y) = µa pa (x,y) , |s|(x,y) 6= 0 , ∀x, y ∈ Asl
where, |q|(x,y) =

(15)

q
q
|qx |2(x,y) + |qy |2(x,y) and |s|(x,y) = |sx |2(x,y) + |sy |2(x,y) are the shear stress

and relative slip magnitudes, respectively. There is no direct metal-metal contact between
contacting asperities due to the presence of boundary layers. µa is the Coulomb friction
coefficient, which governs the friction a the boundary layers. Basically Eq. 15 states
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that in the stick region the shear stress magnitude is less than the static friction and the
relative slip distance is zero. The upper limit of shear traction is formulated according to
the Coulomb friction theory, i.e. |qmax |(x,y) = µa pa (x,y) . The moment the shear stress of
an asperity exceeds this upper limit, the shear stress magnitude over the asperity is set
equal to the upper limit and micro-slip occurs. This is the most simple way of defining
the upper limit for shear traction of the stick-slip problem, for opposing materials with
similar mechanical properties. For stick-slip problems involving interacting solids with
different hardness values, the upper limit shear stress is often assumed to be governed by
hardness of the softer material [9].
The model inputs for the stick-slip model include µa , material mechanical properties and
the normal loads Fz . The tangential load Fx is defined as follows:
Fx = µa Fz

(16)

Note that uy is zero as Fy is zero.
A suitable initial guess for the rigid tangential translation δx is assumed and fed to the
model. δx is iteratively adjusted so that the numerical integration of qx (x, y) over the
calculation domain is equal to the specified tangential force Fx , as given by eq. 16.
If µa is increased gradually at a constant normal load Fz , then a transition curve
from static to sliding friction, as a function of δx , can be obtained. The sliding friction
coefficient, alternatively known as the asperity friction coefficient µa,lim , can be determined
experimentally from a pin on disc setup, for example. The asperity friction coefficient
µa,lim should serve as an upper limit for the transition curve. Hence, for the present
study µa,lim is a model input parameter. In Figure 5 a schematic of such a transition
curve is illustrated. Note that when µa = µa,lim gross sliding takes place and Ast = 0.
It is worth mentioning that in this study quasi-static conditions are assumed, i.e. the
loading process is slow and thus inertia effects are neglected here.
𝜇a
𝜇a,lim
𝐹𝑧 ↑

𝛿𝑥

Figure 5: Relationship between µa and δx , mapped against normal load Fz . Notice all
curves merging at limiting friction coefficient µa,lim .

Figure 5 also depicts what happens when the normal load Fz is varied. It is obvious that
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when Fz is increased, i.e. the surfaces are pressed harder against each other, the distance
before gross sliding takes place increases as more asperities remain in the stick mode.
Analogously to eq. 12 it is possible to define a auxiliary asperity shear stress |q̄| as
follows:
1
|q̄| =
Lx Ly

Z Z
|q|(x,y) dxdy =

Fx
Lx Ly

(17)

Note that likewise p̄a , |q̄| does not represent the actual asperity shear traction distribution
within the contact. Nevertheless, the purpose of using |q̄| is to link the micro-scale dry
contact model to the macroscopic smooth EHL model as will be shown now. Firstly, eq.
16 is rewritten as follows:
µa =

|q̄|
p̄a

(18)

Eq. 18 creates the possibility to relate the friction coefficient µa to the film thickness
h according to eq. 12. Finally, it now becomes possible to establish a pre-calculated
relationship between µa , the film thickness h and the rigid tangential translation δx , from
the stick-slip code, as follows:
µa = f [h, δx ]

(19)

It should be noted that eq. 19 can be used to evaluate any (asperity) friction coefficient for
any film thickness (separation) and rigid tangential translation (for the specific contacting
surface roughness profiles). In fact, for each film thickness h (corresponding to a normal
load Fz ) a rigid tangential translation δx may be obtained by gradually increasing µa .
The aforementioned procedure is then repeated for different film thicknesses. Hence, a
pre-calculated 3D-map, relating µa , h and δx can be constructed and be used as an input
for mixed friction calculations.

Tangential contact: Relation two nominally flat surfaces tangential contact
problem to the macroscopic rolling contact problem
Note that eq. 19 describes the relationship between µa , h and δx . However, for the
macroscopic rolling contact problem the SRR is another variable which needs to be
considered. The relationship between SRR and the “rigid tangential displacement” δx
will be explained now. In order to observe the direct relationship between shear stress
and tangential displacements, the rolling contact equations 8b and 8c are integrated with
respect to x:
sx (x, y) = ξx x − ux (x, y) − C1 (y)
sy (x, y) = ξy x − uy (x, y) − C2 (y)

(20)

where, again ξx = SRR and C1 and C2 are values generated from the integration. Note
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that for the current case ξy = 0 as Fy = 0 N. According to Kalker’s simplfied theory
[22], C1 and C2 are zero as the surface tractions qx and qy are zero at the leading edge
of the contact. If now one compares eqns. 14 and 20 then the macroscopic rigid body
displacement for the rolling contact takes the form of ξx x, i.e. SRR·x. To be more
specific, the rigid body tangential displacement δx as a function of x, in the macroscopic
mixed lubrication model, is approximated as follows:

δx (x) = SRR · x

(21)

So, for each value of x in the contact zone of the macroscopic mixed lubrication model a
corresponding value of µa can be deduced from the pre-calculated 3D map relating µa , h
and δx (according to eq. 19).
Assuming that the starting point of the p̄a (x) curve is x = xinlet , then δx (x) within the
contact zone can be redefined as follows:
δx (x) = SRR · (x − xinlet )

(22)

At this point it is worth noting that the starting point of the p̄a (x) curve usually is not
xinlet = −a, i.e. the extend of the effective contact region will usually be larger than
2a, as still some asperity contact may occur outside the dry Hertzian half-width contact
region (in mixed lubrication). Greenwood et al. [14] defined a parameter α =

σR
,
a2

which

serves as a measure of the influence of roughness on the Hertzian deformation. σ is the
combined roughness of the two surfaces. In fact, for 0 < α < 0.05, Greenwood et al. [14]
claim that the error between the rough and smooth solution is less than 7%. For all
calculations in this analysis the aforementioned condition holds. Hence, for the current
analysis xinlet = −a can safely be used.
Once SRR and h (x) are known in the macroscopic mixed lubrication model, then µa (x)
can be obtained by means of the pre-calculated 3D asperity friction map, relating µa , h
and δx . In fact, for the macroscopic rolling contact problem eq. 19 may be reformulated
as follows:
µa (x) = f [h (x) , δx (x)]
where δx (x) is given by eq. 22.

(23)
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2.3

Calculation of roller surface velocity

The hydrodynamic shear stress τ is computed as follows:

τ =−

apHertz H dPH η0 R η̃ (Uc − Ur )
+ 2
R
2 dX
a
H

(24)

Due to the very high pressures, which the cam-roller contact is subjected to, it is
necessary to account for non-linear viscous effects even at low SRRs. For the friction
model developed here the Eyring model [13] is adapted. Note that the Reynolds equation
eq. 5 does not take into non-Newtonian behaviour as the expected shear rates are such
low that its effect on film thickness and pressure distribution are assumed to be negligible.
Now that the asperity component friction coefficient (given by eq. 19) is defined, the
mixed friction coefficient for the cam-roller contact µc−r can be obtained as follows:

µc−r

aL
=
F

 

Z 
τ
−1
τ0 sinh
+ µa P̄a pHertz dΩ
τ0

(25)

Ωf

where subscript “c-r” corresponds to the cam-roller contact and L is axial length of the
contact. Note that the Erying friction law is directly incorporated in eq. 25, i.e. τ0 is the
characteristic Eyring shear stress. It is also important to stress here that the asperity
component friction coefficient µa is also a function of X, as defined by eq. 19. At this
point it is again worth stressing that µa P̄a pHertz represents an up-scaling of actual shear
contribution of asperities q (as defined by eq. 15) to the macro-scale.
The torque balance, which governs the roller surface velocity Ur is written as follows (see
Figure 1):
µc−r Rf F = µr−p Rpin F +
| {z }
| {z }

tractive torque

resisting torque

I ω̇
|{z}r

(26)

inertia torque

where subscript “r-p” corresponds to the roller-pin contact, Rpin is the pin radius and ωr
is roller rotational velocity. In this study we consider only conditions where SRR < 3%.
Hence, ωr can be estimated assuming pure rolling conditions and ω̇r can directly be
obtained from graphical differentiation of ωr (with respect to time).
In this study the influence of the lubrication conditions at the roller-pin contact is studied,
in terms of its friction coefficient µr−p , on the lubrication performance at the cam-roller
contact. Hence, µr−p is an input parameter.
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2.4

Numerical procedure

Figure 6 depicts the solution flow chart for the mixed lubrication model which has been developed for the cam-roller contact. In the simplified asperity contact modelling approach
adapted here (subsection “Asperity contact component”), the asperity contact pressure
P̄a is a direct function of the film thickness H. Furthermore, the asperity component
friction coefficient µa is also a direct function of film thickness H and rigid tangential
body translation δx (see eq. 21). The pre-calculated h − p̄a curve (p̄a (x) = f [h (x)]) and
asperity contact friction transition map (µa (x) = f [h (x) , δx (x)]) are valid at all times
for the specific contacting surface roughness profiles studied.
Therefore the unknowns of the FEM-based mixed lubrication model are:




Ph , δ̃, H0 , Ur .

Note that δ̃ = {U, W } is elastic displacement vector, where U and W are deformation
components in X and Z -direction, respectively.
The problem is formulated as a set of strongly coupled non-linear partial differential
equations. The resulting systems of non-linear equations is then solved using a monolithic approach where all the dependent variables (Ph , U, W, H0 , Ur ) are collected in one
vector of unknowns and simultaneously solved using a Newton-Raphson iterative scheme.
Convergence is achieved according to user specified tolerances. For specific numerical
details pertaining the weak finite element formulation of the governing equations and
mesh element size distribution, see references [3, 16]as only the main features are recalled
here.
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Given film thickness ℎ or normal
load 𝐹𝑧

Tangential load 𝐹𝑥

BEM-based contact model 𝒑𝐚 :
Calculate normal contact pressures 𝑝a 𝑥, 𝑦 for
measured surface roughness

BEM-based stick-slip model 𝒒𝒙 , 𝒒𝒚 , 𝒖𝒙 , 𝒖𝒚 :
Calculate asperity tangential tractions 𝑞𝑥 , 𝑞𝑦 and rigid body
displacements 𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 , for given 𝑝a 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝐹𝑥

Pre-calculate relationship, 𝑝aҧ =
𝑓ℎ

Material and lubricant properties

Pre-calculate friction transition map, 𝜇 = 𝑓 ℎ, 𝛿𝑥

FEM-based mixed lubrication model 𝑷𝐡 , 𝑯 :
Solve the fully coupled mixed EHL problem to obtain 𝑃h and
𝐻

Figure 6: Numerical solution scheme for the cam-roller lubrication model.

3

Results

The lubricant, material, and geometrical properties of the heavily loaded cam-roller
follower unit, analysed in this study, are listed in Table 1. The analysed cam-roller
follower unit is part of the fuel injection system in heavy duty Diesel engines. The listed
material and geometrical properties are similar to those presented in reference [2].
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Table 1: Reference operating conditions and geometrical parameters for cam-roller
follower lubrication analysis.
Parameter

Value

Unit

Ec

200

GPa

Er

200

GPa

νc

0.3

-

νr

0.3

-

ρ0

870

kg/m3

α

1.84E-8

Pa−1

η0

0.013

Pa·s

τ0

5

MPa·s

Rf

0.018

m

Rpin

0.0091

m

L

0.021

m

µa,lim

0.12

-

pa,lim

6

GPa

Figure 7(a) shows the calculated h − p̄a curve which has been deduced by means of the
mathematical model described in the “Asperity contact component” section. Again, the
h − p̄a curve provides the relationship between the film thickness h and auxiliary mean
asperity contact pressure p̄a , which always holds for measured surface roughness which
were used as input for the dry contact model.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: a) Calculated “h − p̄a curve” and b) 3D-map for the asperity contact friction
coefficient µa as a function of the the film thickness h and rigid tangential displacement
δx .

Similarly, Figure 7(b) presents the calculated map for the asperity contact friction
coefficient µa as a function of the the film thickness h and rigid body tangential translation
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δx , which has been obtained from the stick-slip model. One can directly observe the
major characteristics of this asperity friction transition map. To elaborate somewhat, for
a decreasing film thickness (thus for increasing normal contact loads) the distance δx
before gross sliding takes place increases. This is expected since with increasing normal
loads the asperity contact area increases, so that a larger pre-(gross) sliding distance δx
is required.
The pre-calculated Figures 7(a) and 7(b) serve as input to the (macroscopic) mixed
lubrication model (as discussed earlier by means of Figure 6). In fact, the asperity friction
map is specified in n data points for different combinations of h and δx . The n data
points are spline-interpolated with respect to h and δx , i.e. the discrete relation according
to eq. 19 is interpolated to obtain a third-order piecewise continuous polynomial fit for
µa versus h and δx . A similar procedure was utilized, but then in 2D, in order to obtain
the h − p̄a curve.

3.1

Parametric sweep: the influence of roller-pin friction

In this section a parametric sweep is carried out in order to asses lubrication conditions
at the cam-roller contact as a function of lubrication conditions in the roller-pin contact.
This exercise is carried out here by means of a specified friction coefficient at the roller-pin
contact. In the ideal situation the friction coefficient at the roller-pin contact, which
could be classified as a lubricated journal bearing, would be dependent on the applied
load. The roller-pin contact has been modelled in reference [2] in which extremely
low levels of friction in the order of 0.003 were calculated. In unideal situations the
frictional behaviour at the roller-pin contact may increase due external factors such
as insufficient oil supply (starvation), manufacturing errors (deviation in tolerances),
misalignment, particle entrapment etc. Detailed investigation into the external factors
is beyond the scope of the present study. From a designers perspective it is interesting
to assess the “sensitivity” of cam-roller lubrication performance as a function of the
lubrication performance in the roller-pin contact. This is done here by assuming a friction
coefficient at the roller-pin contact. This assessment might provide useful insight into
the coupled tribological behaviour of the two contacts. Note that the friction coefficient
at the roller-pin contact is independent of the applied load in this study, i.e. the resisting
torque at roller-pin contact is independent from the load.
As this paper deals with the relation between roller slippage and the variable asperity
coefficient µa (see eq. 21), it is interesting to asses two positions on the cam namely: i)
the base circle, where the contact forces are the lowest and ii) the nose where the contact
forces are the highest. As explained earlier in the “Introduction” section. The contact
force directly influences the sliding velocity via the torque balance eq. 26. As discussed
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in earlier works [2, 3], a higher contact force induces a larger tractive torque and thus
less roller slippage.
Hence, for the current analysis we consider lubrication conditions at the base circle and
nose position. The operating conditions are listed in Table 2 and correspond to a cam
rotational velocity ωc of 950 rpm.
Table 2: Reference operating conditions for base circle and nose position.
Position

F [N]

R [m]

uc [m/s]

Base circle

2250

0.0152

4.62

Nose

12500

0.0105

3.98

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: a) Pressure, film thickness, and b) shear traction distributions for nose
position, with µr−p = 0.013.

Figure 8(a) presents the hydrodynamic, asperity and total pressure distributions, together with the dimensionless film thickness distribution for the nose position, with
µr−p = 0.013. Note that these profiles do not capture the actual distribution of the
asperity and lubricant pressure. However, they do provide important information regarding the fraction of load carried by asperities/lubricant, and also regarding the film
thickness/separation. The film thickness distribution provides information at which
locations there may be potential asperity contact. From Figure 8(a) it is evident that for
the considered operating conditions the asperity component pressure distribution is a
small fraction of the total pressure distribution. Furthermore, when carefully looked, one
may observe that still some asperity interaction occurs near the outlet of the contact
as the asperity contact pressure distribution spans out further than the hydrodynamic
pressure distribution. This effect is amplified in more mixed lubrication conditions (see
for instance reference [26]).
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As can be seen from Figure 8(b) gross-sliding has not yet been attained, for µr−p = 0.013,
as the current asperity traction distribution µa P̄a has not fully filled up the traction
bound µa,lim P̄a yet. Furthermore, from Figure 8(b) classical features of smooth rolling
contacts may be observed, i.e. in the static friction regime, the traction distribution
starts from a zero value at the leading edge of the contact and increases throughout the contact until the gross-sliding condition (µa (x) = µa,lim ) has been met. It is
worth mentioning that the traction does not increase linearly, which for instance is the
case for Kalker’s simplified theory [22]. The shear traction displacement relationship
is a non-linear one which is reflected in the 3D-map relating µa , h and δx (see Figure 7(b)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9: Influence of µr−p on lubrication conditions at a-b) nose position and c-d)
base-circle position.

Simulations are carried out in which the roller-pin friction coefficient µr−p is increased
from 0.001 with increments of 0.001. The simulations are stopped whenever a SRR of
3% is reached.
Figure 9(a) provides the relation between increasing values of µr−p and SRR, for the
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nose position. In this Figure the stick-slip results (meaning a variable asperity friction
coefficient according to Figure 7(b)) are compared with those obtained by assuming the
asperity friction coefficient as to be a constant and equal to µa,lim , i.e. assuming gross
sliding. Note that SRR and δx (x) are mutually dependent through eq. 22 altogether
with Figure 7(b). It is also worth explaining that an increase in µr−p means that µc−r
automatically needs to increase proportionally. To do so, the sliding velocity needs to
increase. Note that for the current application an increase in sliding velocity means a
decrease in sum velocity. With this it is obvious that an increase in µr−p leads to an
increase in δx (x) and thus also µa (x). Understanding this makes the interpretation of
Figure 9(a) a lot easier.
Initially for low values of µr−p , due to the extremely high contact force the sliding velocity
is naturally very small, leading to a small rigid tangential displacements δx (x). Note that
during the full parametric sweep the central film thickness, which is largely dependent on
the sum velocity, remains constant as SRR < 3%. For the nose position the central film
thickness is approximately 0.27µm. So for the initial values of µr−p , the combination of
h and δx (x) (see Figure 9(a)) reveals that the gross sliding inception has not occurred
yet, i.e. some asperities are still in the stick mode. Hence, the µa (x) is still lower than
µa,lim . As µr−p is increased further SRR increases, and so does δx (x), up to the inception
of gross sliding, which automatically explains the unification of the curves depicted in
Figure 9(a). Nevertheless, the difference between the obtained results, especially for low
values of µr−p , is large. Assuming a constant asperity friction coefficient would lead to
large overestimation in the friction coefficient for both cam-roller and roller-pin contact.
At this point is worth to remember that simulations were carried out with a starting
value of µr−p = 0.001, and gradually increased. However, if one takes the look at Figure
9(a), then it is clear that under the assumption of gross sliding the value of µr−p = 0.001
is never attained for the gross sliding case. This can be explained as follows; the analysis
here is carried out such that the shape of the film thickness/separating distance is hardly
affected, i.e. the considered sliding velocities are very small. This implies that the load
carried by the asperities is also hardly affected (see eq. 12). Now as earlier explained,
for a given µr−p , the only thing which may be affected is the sliding velocity. If one
assumes gross sliding, i.e. µa (x) = µa,lim , then the asperity contact contribution to
the torque balance remains unchanged. Furthermore, if the specified µr−p is so small
such that the tractive torque due to asperity interaction on its own is already
greater
!
R
than the resisting torques Rf apHertz L µa,lim P̄a dΩ > (µr−p Rpin F + I ω̇r ) , then from
Ωf

a numerical perspective it means that the sliding velocity has to increase in a negative way
to balance out eq. 26 by means of the hydrodynamic shear stress. To be more specific,
Ur > Uc , meaning that the roller is driving the cam which of course is unrealistic. Hence,
in the simulations we consider µr−p from the point when SRR > 0. This explain the
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discrepancy between the starting points of the curves depicted in Figure 9(a). This simply
means that, under the assumption of a constant asperity contact friction coefficient, for
the current operating conditions a minimum/starting value of µr−p ≈ 0.008 for roller-pin
traction would be required in order to let the cam drive the roller anyway.
Another feature of Figure 9(a) is that when a constant asperity friction coefficient is
assumed the overall cam-roller contact friction coefficient is also overestimated, which
logically comes along with an overestimation in tractive torque. An increase in tractive
torque means a decrease in sliding velocity. This is also the reason why the minimum
value of µr−p ≈ 0.008 is coupled with a smaller value of SRR when compared to the
curve obtained considering stick-slip transitions.
In the developed model in this work the Erying friction model is adapted. Even though
there are much more advanced non-linear viscous models, Figure 9(b) highlights the
importance of incorporating non-linear viscous effects. Figure 9(b) is obtained by
accounting for stick-slip transitions. Note that the considered sliding velocities may be
small but the viscosity within the lubricant film increases drastically under the high
experienced pressures. It is apparent form Figure 9(b) that discrepancy between the
Newtonian and Eyring friction model increases for increasing values of µr−p . In fact for
larger values of µr−p the Eyring model predicts larger SRRs. This seems to be obvious
because with the Eyring model the “effective lubricant viscosity” is basically suppressed,
meaning that the sliding speed needs to increase in order to compensate for this “loss”
in traction.
For the base circle position no difference can be observed between the results corresponding
to the stick-slip and gross sliding case (see Figure 9(c)). This is mainly due to the fact
that a low contact force naturally comes with a higher SRR. Hence, δx (x) also is much
higher for the considered range of µr−p . For the base circle position the inception of gross
sliding has already occurred for the full range of µr−p which is why nothing spectacular
happens.
A similar statement can be made about the difference between results corresponding to an
Eyring and Newtonian type friction model (see Figure 9(d)). In fact, due to “suppression”
of the hydrodynamic shear stress in the Eyring model, the SRR is always somewhat
smaller for a given µr−p (when compared to the Newtonian model). As can observed
from Figure 9(d), this difference increases as µr−p increases. As explained earlier, this
mainly due to the fact that the sliding velocity needs to increase, in the sense to increase
the asperity friction (as the sum velocity decreases) and hydrodynamic friction (as the
sliding velocity increases), in order to equalize the specified µr−p . Nevertheless, for the
considered range of µr−p (with SRR < 3%) the non-linear viscous behaviour of lubricant
is negligible as the viscosity increase is much less pronounced when compared to the nose
position.
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3.2

Parametric sweep: variation of cam rotational speed

From the results obtained in the previous section it can be extracted that, considering
the acting contact forces at the cam-roller and roller-pin contact, including stick-slip
transitions in the mixed lubrication model is important for the nose position whereas
for the base-circle position these are negligible. In fact, the results showed that when a
constant asperity friction coefficient is assumed for the nose position, i.e. gross sliding, the
cam-roller contact friction coefficient µc−r (and thus also µr−p ) are greatly overestimated.
This leads to a false picture of the tribological behaviour of the contact.
Knowing this, it is also interesting to investigate what happens when for the nose position
the cam rotational velocity is varied. This analysis is also carried out by means of a
parametric sweep. The variation of reduced radius of curvature R, contact force F and
cam surface velocity Uc as a function of the cam rotational velocity is depicted in Figure
10(a). The trend of F as a function of cam rotational velocity is extracted from a worse
case scenario mapping of cam rotational speed versus the pumping load on the valve
train mechanism (see reference [3] for more details on this).

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: a) Variation of R, F and Uc as a function of cam rotational velocity and b)
minimum value of µc−r required to drive roller, as a function of cam rotational velocity.

As explained earlier the minimum value of µr−p or µc−r at which the curve SRR versus
µc−r starts is defined as to be when SRR > 0. This value of µc−r represents the minimum
friction coefficient which is required in order to let the cam drive the roller anyway. For a
cam rotational velocity of 950RPM, this was µc - r =

Rpin µr
Rf

- p

+

I ω̇r
Rf F

≈ 0.005 (see Figure

9(a)). In Figure 10(b) the minimum required friction coefficient µc−r , in order to drive
the roller, is depicted as a function of the cam rotational velocity. Results obtained
by assuming a constant asperity friction coefficient (gross sliding) are compared with
those considering stick-slip transitions. It is clear from this Figure that with decreasing
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cam rotational speed the discrepancy between the results increases. A decrease in cam
rotational velocity comes along with a direct decrease in sum velocity, meaning that the
film thickness decreases. This also implies that asperity interaction increases (moving
more in to the mixed lubrication regime), so that the contribution of asperity contact
friction to the torque balance increases. Assuming a constant asperity friction coefficient
thus automatically implies that the overall friction coefficient µc−r will increase naturally.
Note that the same story, explained earlier, applies here. To be more specific, given a
roller-pin friction coefficient µr−p and an increase in asperity friction at the cam-roller
contact will directly mean a decrease in sliding velocity. Meaning that the minimum
required value of µc−r so that SRR > 0 will increase, i.e. the minimum required value
of µc−r so that the cam can actually drive the roller will increase. The aforementioned
explains the trend in Figure 10(b) for the gross sliding case.
Note that the procedure for obtaining the minimum value of µc−r is similar as was done
in the “Parametric sweep: the influence of roller-pin friction” subsection. In fact from a
starting value of µr−p = 0.001, µr−p is gradually increased with increments of 0.001. The
moment a value of µr−p is archived when the condition SRR > 0 holds, the corresponding
value of µc - r =

Rpin µr
Rf

- p

+

I ω̇r
Rf F

is approximated as to be the minimum required friction

cam-roller contact friction coefficient in order to let the cam drive the roller.
Taking a look at the curve in Figure 10(b), which accounts for stick-slip transitions than
a huge difference is observed. In fact, the minimum value for µc−r ≈ 0.0005 remains
constant for the full range of cam rotational velocities considered here. This may be
attributed to the fact that for the stick-slip case the asperity friction coefficient has
the “ability” to adapt itself, meaning that µa basically decreases as the film thickness
decreases with decreasing cam rotational velocity. This is in line with the asperity contact
friction map (see Figure 7(b)). Note that the contact force also decreases with decreasing
cam rotational velocity (see Figure 10(a)), however the predicted SRRs corresponding to
the minimal required µc−r (which are not presented here) were still small enough to keep
the asperity contact component still in the static friction regime.

4

Conclusions

In this paper a FEM-based mixed lubrication model, applicable to cam-roller contacts, is
developed. Surface roughness effects are efficiently taken into account by making use of
the real measured surface topography. In order to calculate the proportion of normal and
tangential load carried by the asperities an uncoupled approach was utilized in which
pre-calculated values for the asperity friction coefficient and normal contact pressure,
obtained from a BEM-based dry contact stick-slip solver, were used in the macroscopic
setting of the mixed lubrication model.
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The lubrication performance in a cam-roller follower unit, as part of the fuel injection
equipment in heavy duty Diesel engines, was analysed. The lubrication conditions in two
regions of the cam were analysed, namely specific positions on the base circle and nose
region. Results show that stick-slip effects on asperity scale are of crucial importance in
regions of the cam where high contact forces occur such as the nose region. Assuming a
constant asperity contact friction coefficient (or gross sliding) in these regions may lead
to large overestimation in required friction coefficient in order to let the cam actually
drive the roller. For the constant asperity friction coefficient case (in the nose region) the
overestimation in required cam-roller friction coefficient increases with decreasing cam
rotational velocity as the film thickness decreases (and thus the asperity frictional force
increases). The importance of including stick-slip transitions into the mixed lubrication
model for the cam-roller contact is thus amplified with decreasing cam rotational velocity.
In order to simulate non-linear viscous behaviour of the lubricant in the frictional model,
the Eyring friction model was adapted for the sake of simplicity. It was highlighted that
for the heavily loaded regions, such as the nose, non-linear viscous behaviour influences
the SRR and thus also the stick-slip transitions.
For the base-circle regions the acting contact forces are much less when compared to the
nose regions. Consequently, the roller slippage is much larger on base circle positions and
thus has the inception of gross sliding already occurred. Hence, for base-circle regions
inclusion of stick-slip effects are negligible. Also, for the considered range of SRRs in
this study, non-linear viscous effects of lubricant in base-circle positions are negligible
due to the lower pressures which the lubricant experiences.
The focus of this work was on the low SRR domain. At higher levels of friction at the
roller-pin contact the SRR will increase indicating that non-Newtonian and thermal
effects will become highly important. As such, highly non-linear effects may occur. Thus,
for a more “unified” model (i.e. also valid for the high SRR domain, i.e. high shear rates)
more up to date rheological formulations (see for instance [16]) should be used, and also
inclusion of non-Newtonian and thermal effects become inevitable.
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